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Synergy in Early Warning Conference'
An Introduction to the Proceedings

Susanne Schmeidl
Coordinator, PreventiontEarly Warning Unit
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generally focused only on certain parts of early warning analysis, such as quantitati
and data systemns, without fully attempting to bridge the quantitative/qualitative gap,
and the analyses/response linkages. This conference bridged these gaps.

Initial early warning efforts, particularly in the eighties, focuseci on hunianitarian di
on the collection and analysis of informnation for the purpose of foreshadowing cor

of mitigating the humariitarian consequences. Early warning was aimed at collectir
adeauate emeri!ency relief. The current focus of early warning is on preven
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initiated. There was a session each on:
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)ns was to provide an overview of the diffe:



these proceedings. Certain tables and figures that were incompatible with our word processing programn
were copied from the originals.

Conclusions

The overali feed-back from conférence participants indicated that this conference was the most diverse and
coniplete meeting that had been held on early warning. They appreciated the opportunity for meeting new
people (and new ideas), networking, and developing joint projects. île participants also conimented on how
well the conférence had been organized. While it mnay flot have solved ail problems, on early warning, the
conference provided a very fertile ground for improvements and collaboration for year to corne
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A. SYNERGY IN EARLY WARNING RESEARCH

Deflning Humanitarian Early Warning
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which give rise to refugec flows in the first place. Instead, I propose to su
FEWER, the Forum for Early Waming and Early Response, to a critical exai



Defining Humanitarian Early Warning -- 3

nothing to get ourselves out of the "miserable condition of Warre," but
ýs of the members of our own commonwealth in such wars through the
littie motivation to attend to these crises. Unless, of course, they can be
;ecurity.
ing is flot about preparations for security threats, it is about preparation
.s. As noted in the FEWER proposais, Sekerez (1 996) stated that, "The
ting system which would require intelligence and planning capacities and
icil for appropriate action and similarly, try to avert it from taking wrong
early warning can alert us as to which types of responses are required,
-ats as in Chapter VII of the UN operations, those akin to Chapter VI UN
Mig purposes, or the obscure area between Chapter VI and Chapter VII
Mdations for responses that are said to reside between traditional UN
id enforcenient action under Chapter VII (Urquart 1995, p. 3). Finally,
ctiveness of the response itself, for advanced intelligence can facilitate
peace between the parties to the conflict since, "it is only when actors

,apabilities or unable to anticipate each other's beliefs that secession or
,etiyan 1996).
~ig is relevant for determining whether anything needs to be donc, what
use required is one appropriate to a threat to security or one appropriate
iere in between), and the effectiveness of what is donc,
s less to do with the utility functions of early warning in translating
basic question of why we want humanitarian early warnings. "Mis second
ily warning has more to do with how we corne to know than what we
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Defining Hunzanitarian Early Warning,-- 5

my heart dictates. If my intentions are excellent, yours must be

,ealizatîon of my virtue and the relief of the other's suffering. But

,e unity of humans, not the differences and pride in each persons

[passion when it is translated into action seenis to display as much

lified by self-love. Certainly this appeared to be the underlyir'g

Emergency Response 10 Rwanda.
rid coordination aniong hunianitarian agencies and the insistence

and distribute resources, and to co-ordinate emergency inputs."'

irt which each humanitarian agency then opposes. For setting up

vering humanitarian assistance is regarded as a perversion of the

,rn which is said to reside in the heart of each of us and is to be the

me bureaucratic rational decision structure. 'he purveyors of
.1--~Il-:- -~tv A,.fewn, thit vesrv e.rence of
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Defining Hurnanitarian Early Warning -- 7

This means that knowledge of one crisis area is insufficient. The early wamiîng system must have
arative capacity. From studies of varjous humnanitarian crises, the advantages and disadvantages of
of individual policy tools useful for prevention must have been distilled based on policy-relevant

>ctive studies of the resuits of preventive responses to crises and their successes and failures. Finally,
at is most difficuli the key information and analysis must focus on the comparative capacities of
it agencies and the decision-makers in them and their capacity for undertaking various optional
ive responses. In other words, early warning is more about the responders than about the crises areas,
the analyses of the crisis areas is critical.
An effective early warning system devises appropriate responses. Without an adequate Early
g systemr that provides good analysis, proposed responses can be unrealistic due to the lack of any
1 understanding of the issue. Such responses bring humanitarian interventions of any kind into
te and undermine ail international actions except those based on narrow nation-state interests.
iking the latter type of analysis requires a knowledge of the range of means that can address various
;of a crisis, such as ethnic conflicts, gross human rights repression, civil wars, and genocide, and
neans are likely to be most effective in given settings. It also requires connecting that knowledge to,
ung organizational entities where analysts can assess the applicability of alternative response options
,fic situations so that decision-makers can wield their influence and authority to activate preventive
es.
Traditional intelligence was a pre-condition of early warning s0 that decision makers could make

tic power they had to prevent, deter or mitigate cri ses. But humnanitarian early warning is much more
ii-d( with wvieldinv, influence and develoning authentic authoritv in an area than the utilization of
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From A Case Study'

in the
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The Hebron massacre was regarded as a horrible disaster
nrice and the ensuine inolitical difficulties for the country, but ah~



Intelligence and Early Warnzng - il

attention spans and creative energies would be strained in such situations beyond any credible and practical
expectation. HENCE A FORM 0F EARLY WARNING IS ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE.

2. In order for early warning to be effective, the consumers--when these are forces in the field-
expect it to be as precise and specific as possible, whereas the intelligence agencies issuing the warnings
seem to want to keep them general and diffuse, perhaps simply to cover their lack of certainty, but also to
make sure that nothing is missed in the way they articulate the possible dangers. If nothing else, said ail too
many witnesses, "this will look good to the next commission of inquiry'V7'.The Israeli General Security
Service made a big argument pointing to several sentences in the various reports and directives it had issued
prior to 1994 which could be interpreted as forcing the consumer to take into account the possibility of such
dangers as the massacre in the Cave of the Patriarchs.

3. The consumers, not surprisingly, discounted such attempts as totally inadequate, even ridiculous.
Busy commanders faced with endless problems are neither able nor willing to tiy and figure out oblique and
obscure theoretical possibilities within a complex assessnient of complicated situations. THAT DOES NOT
AMOIJNT TO A WARNING. They demand an order of priorities in the various possible dangers facing
themn, and they also expect a more precise identification of the time and place when and where trouble may
strike. 'Me intelligence agencies on the other hand argue that this is just not possible, save in exceptional
cases where particularly effective human intelligence is fortunately placed. However, this is the exception
and not the norin. A more realistic expectation is for the warning to be general and relate to SITUATIONS
AND PROCESSES, BUT NOT TO SPECIFIC EVENTS, which are simply impossible to predict.8

4. Hence intelligence officiais argue that they can depict a general picture of the field, but it is up
to the commanders of the forces there to anticipate the specific occurrences that may demand particular
attention, in view of the concrete situation on the ground that they are faced with, and that this is somnethmng
that is flot up to intelligence, but rather to those who are in daily touch with the inhabitants in the area in
question.9 On the otiier hand, the latter insisted vociferously that in the lack of what they termed 'early
wamning" thev were in &fft-t hlintil ir1ina t1ip infjnotiri te% r,,frnvt t1i, pllr< ltrineyu rm li t1%n,~rnn 10
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Intelligence and Early Warning -- 13

NOTES

1. The present paper is intended explicitly to study the lessons of a single case to the relationship of
intelligence and early linkage. It does flot present the case in great detail, but only its most essential
features. Nor does it analyze the case within the paradigi of intelligence theory as such, but only as far
as the links to early warning go. For a detailed examination of the case, within the paradigi of
traditional intelligence studies see Gabriel Ben-Dor, "The Hebron Massacre and the Probleins of
Intelligence", in Benjamin Frankel, (ed.), Ibe RetlssMind (London: Frank Cass. 1996).

2. This commission went down in history under the naine of "Shaingar Commission". In later history it
would be known as the "first Shamgar Commission", as, ironically and terribly, the second commission
by that name, and chaired bythe saine person, would study the assassination of Prime Minister Rabin
(the person who appointed the first commission!). Pundits at times made the connection between the two
events, in that Rabin, in their opinion, fell victim to the saine right wing, nationalist-religious fanaticisrn
that produced the crimes of Dr. Goldstein.

3. This was to contrast sharply with the flndings of the second Shaingar Commission two and a haif
years, which did find an intelligence failure in the process leading up the assassination of Prime Ministcr
Rabin. The commission was about to recoinmend the dismissal of the Head of the General Security
Service. TCarrmi Gillon. who. however. had decided to resi2-n a few davs before the final reDort of the

1987.
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Potential Humanitarian Crises:
The Warning Process and Roles for Intelligence

Mary 0. McCarthy'
National Security Council

Sof coîmunicating judgements about threats early enough for decision makers to take

,ver outcome is threatened; or failing that, to manage events in such a way that the worst
Q-;- - ca +11e flio tp.vm le-%rlv wnrn¶inr" iq redundant: warnine that cornes
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Committee of the Red Cross, the UN High Conunissioner for Refùgee,ý

But the issues of how to communicate waming effectively could be an

Intelligence plays a role at each stage in the waniing process but it is not
of stealing or discovering "secrets" that is relevant here. Rather, the il
really information and news. The information may be rather obscure an
the takof dwertingormngna uataincssden ndsý

StilacCrises deopirnaioa ogz::z z z :: GO ae ikl



Pattern Recognition of International Crises using
Hidden Markov Models*

Philip A. Schrodt
University of Kansas

of the most widely used mndicators ini quantitative early wamning researchi. To date, most of the
data have constructed numerical mndicators of the Iikelihood and severity of a crisis based on the
events measured in isolation and then aggregated. These techniques are somewhat arbitrary and
de acceptance in the policy coninunily. An alternative approach is to use computerized pattern
les to match an existing crisis to a set of similar historical cases, and then employ those historical
:ely severity of the current situation. This approach lias much in cominon with the techniques used
*who frequently employ reasoning by historical analogy -- while preserving the advantages of the
ematic monitoring that is possible using contemporary methods of automatically gpneranng event
reports. This paper reports on a project that uses "hidden Markov models" -- a recently devcloped
nx technique that is widely used in comiputational speech recognition - to measure sinilaities among
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can be used to infer events which served but which are

iternational p
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attention--but is eventl.

rellable in the sense that the pattern predicted one outcome a
the individual cither changes the matching criterion or sec

cDbably get 1111



Pattern Recognition of International Crises - 21

standard reference on the topic is Rabiner (1989), whîch contains a thorough discussion of the estimation
techniques used with the models as weiI as setting forth a standard notation that is used in virtually ail
contemporary articles on the subject.

A HMM is a variation on the conventional Markov chain, one of the most widely studied stochastic
models of discrete events (Bartholornew 1975). Like a conventionai Markov chain, a HMM consists of a
set of discrete states and a matrix A ={al 1 } of transition probabilities for going between those states. Ini
addition, however, every state has a vector of observed symbol probabilities, B = %b(k)} that corresonds
to the probability that the system will produce a symbol of type k when it is in state j. The states of the
HMýM cannot be directly observed and can only be inferred from the observed symbols, hence the adjective
"hidden".3

While the theory of HM allows any type of transition matrix, the model that I will be testmng is called
a "left-right model" because it imposes the constraint that the systemn can only move in one direction, though
it can remain in the existing state. The transition matrix is therefore of the formn

0a1 I:? ka23... 0
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t some of the characteristics of that behavior. The paper concludes with
irch and applications of the method to the problem of early warning.

cal Behavior'

il events are useful in understanding international politics because they can
historical sequence of events can be found which is similar to a current

DricaI sequence may be useful in provîding information about the current
JIogy is actually valid is an empirical issue: for example in playing gaines,
.-ss but useless in Lotto. The prevalence of the use of history in teaching
political argument) is at least primafacie evidence that analogy is of some

ýision-makers will study the politics of the Napoleonic period for guidance
airs; they do flot accord the sanie respect to Napoleonic surgical techniques

at this point between two types of knowledge: axiomatic knowledge and
(or deductive) knowledLe derives from first DrinciDles and is useful ini
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Ficitre 1-. An element of a Ieft-riqht hidden Markov
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model and T is the Iength of the
lels is known. the model with the

sequence? Once the probability of
highest probability is chosen as that
bols such as those found in daily data
probabilities wiIl be on the order of
,t generated by one of the models'--
ous models. The measure of fit that
s labeled a (alpha).
as the recognition of bank account
throuizh "nine". When a speaker

"three --
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Pattern Recognition oflInternational Crises --25

ried. In a sense, this is a difference between Iearning and memorization: if a
the discriminations in its training set, one has only demonstrated that the

ient to "memorize" those differences, not that general principles have been

.e Iearning studies apply a more difficuit standard of empirical accuracy than
earch. The accuracy of a machine learning algorithm would be best compared
es haif of the data, estimates the rnodel, then fits the model on the remaining

els were first estimated using the BCOW (Leng 1987) sequences studied in
'OW events were recoded into WEIS categories (McClelland 1967) according
in thec Appendix. The four subsets of crises listed in Table 1 were analyzed.'
.orrespond to the BCOW file identifiers. "Training" sequences were used to
,r the war and nonwar sequences. the system was tested with the remaining

ri Schrodt (1990, 1991)--which distinguished, using separate codes, whether
a the principal actors in the conflict, the principals and outside actors, and so
nplc directed-dyadic sequences involving the principal actors ("Side A" and
'nW Antu co't Milc wxn-z Ai tn nrnvide comnarabilitv with a eeneral event
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Pattern Recognition of International Crises - 27

the estimation of the model. Dyads containing fewer than 20 BCOW events were flot
lysis. Dyadic sequences typically contained about 30 to 70 actual events, though in a few
ver 200 events. When the nonevent days were added, most of the sequences contained
'00 events. '
t data were machine-coded using the WEIS systemn from Reuters iead sentences obtained
lta service for the period April 1979 through February 1997. These data were coded using
Data System (KEUS) machine-coding program ( Gerner et ai. 1994; Schrodt, Davis &
EDS does some simple linguistic parsing of the news reports --for instance, it identifies
recognizes compound nouns and compound verb phrases, and determines the references
ien employs a large set of verb patterns to determine the appropriate event code. Schrodt
4uxtable & Pevehouse (1996) and Bond et ai. (1996) discuss extensiveiy the reiiability
-nt data generated using Reuters and KEDS. The sequences that were tested did flot
WEIS codes that did not occur in the transiated BCOW data (sec Appendix) and added
ach day ini which no events were recorded. As in the BCOW sequences, multiple events
me day are kept in the sequence.

Ithm

was implemented by slightly niodifying the source code written by Meyers and Whitson
code implements a left-right hidden Markov model and the corresponding Baum-Welch
~d training algorithm. usmng the algorithms described by Rabiner (1989). 1 translated this
is C++ environmient to a Macintosh CodeWarrior ANSI C environment.'2 in the process
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Pattern Recognition of International Crises - 29

matrix is much cleaner. Ail six states are used; mnost have high recurrence probabilities

iat the systemn remnams in the state for a period of time) and the one low-probability state, B,

robabiiity on two WEIS categories-"Accuse" and "Reduce Relationship"--that may correspond

events. The sequence of probabilities shows a general pattern of escalation, culminating ini a

t phase in state E, then settling back mbt a mix of mediation (WEIS "Yield", "Consuit" and

conflict (WEIS "Reduce Relationship" and "Force")--aloflg with plenty of nonevents--in the

ite.

Table 2. Hidden Markov recurrence probabilities and event matrices

rises

A B C D Abs

ilityl 0.526 0.985 0.19 0.988 1

s 001 0 0.65 0 0.98 0.8

A 1% 1) O
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Tfthlp 2-. Hidden Markov recurrence Drobabilities and event
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ilities, nonwar crises

Abs
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Table 4: Alpha values for the test cases

War.Test
nonwar war war

.balkan BUL > TUR -240.09 -142.57

TUR > BUL -172.53 -105.38
MNT > TUR -166.92 -113.84

BKL> TUR -166.89 -163.80
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-sample testing are reported in Table 3, which gives the a log-likelihood
dic sequences against the HMMs estimated using the training cases. Once
'del are considerably more consistent with expectations than are the resuits
the test dyads in the war set are dloser to the war model than to the nonwar
is significant at the 0.08 level in a one-tailed test. This is flot true of the test
of the 16 test dyads have a hîgher probability of fitting the nonwar HMM
differs littie from what might be expected by chance. Almost half of these
rises--the Berlin airlift--but even if those dyads are eliminated the average
lifferent according to a t-test.
var model lias consîderably lcss intuitive appeal than the war model, this
the test cases is stili somewhat puzzling because both models are required
i if the nnnw2r HMM is nrimarliv a mode] of the backLround noise. it is

-ould
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is probably due in large part to the fact that actual events (as distinct from the 00 nonevent) have a low
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two points above zero in Figure 8 in the second half of the data set correspond to the
dadrid and Oslo negotiations; the positive point in Nov/Dec 1981 corresponds to the
the PLO (in southern Lebanon) and Israel that was brokered by the United States; and
une 1983 appears to correspond to a series of prisoner-exchange negotiations brokered
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Conclusion

The hidden Markov model is only one step in s
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-om a single contemporary source--Reuters anxd WEIS--rather than jumping

ig sohemes to get exeniplars. The WEIS-coded crisis data set currently being

levehouse (Goldstein 1997), which will cover about a dozen contemporary

;pects such as the Arab-Israeli, Iran-Iraq, Chechnya. former Yugoslavia, and

ýbvious source for this.

king

aches could be used to apply the HMM technique to early warning, one a

>uld simply generalize existing nietrics such as the Goldstemn and Azar-Sloan

method that would have more in commron with the reasoning-by-analogy that

Èlysts. Both of these presuppose the existence of a large set of event data that
- i ~ ~ imp~th ç would be siriffe and
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1 Correlates of War, 1816-J1975. (ICPSR 8606). Ann Arbor: Inter-

al and Social Research.

,Crisis Behavior, 1816-J1980. New York: Cambridge University Press.

ing Violent Conflicts:- A Stralegyfor Preventive Diplomacy.
Institute for Peace.

,rld Eventlnteraction Survey Codebook. (ICPSR 5211). Ann Arbor:
>olitical and Social Research.

,ting Foreign Policy on the Basîs of Historical Programming" In
Conflict, edited by Urs Luterbacher and Michael Don Ward. Boulder:

>ward Artificial Intelligence: RuIe-Based, Case-Based and Explanation-
ificial Intelligence and International Politics, edited by Valerie
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Scbrodt, PMiip A., and Deborah J. Gerner. 1996. "Cluster-based
Change in the Middle East, 1979-1996." American Polîtical Scien
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equivalents of BCOW codes

s were used to convert the BCOW events to WEIS-coded events:

21133 18 12183 19 23131 08
21143 19 12173 21 23151 19
21211 01 12373 06 23163 21
21233 21 12719 02 23171 01
21311 07 12223 22 23301 06
21333 01 12232 03 23141 19
31121 08 12243 19 23211 01
31132 06 32111 01 23223 21

31133 17 32132 21 23231 01
32141 01 23251 01

12111 03 32142 21 23261 01
12121 03 32163 21 33111 06
12521 08 32153 21 33131 06
12511 08 32143 21 23719 02
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2-Digit WEIS Categories

01i Yield 11 Reject 20 Expel

02 Comment 12 Accuse 21 Seize

03 Consuit 13 Protest 22 Force



2000:

nd
ity

iorebcllion using, 1991-95 data
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Area experts and desk officers are mostly skeptical because they think that substantive knowledge

and Verstehen are sufficient for risk assessments and early warnings. Yet these people also use criteria and

rules. The différence is that their general criteria are seldomn explicitly stated; indeed they may have some

difficulty writing them down if asked. The empirical researcher, on the other hand, makes criteria and

decision rules explicit and, typically, applies the same criteria and rules to each case. Thus, the data-based

assessnients in this paper should not be treated as fundamentally distinct from so-cailed expert judgments.

We think that explicit statement of the criteria and decision rules is a virtue (see Gurr's comments in Duffy

et ai., 1995, for a simîlar discussion), but emphasize that the main distinction is the transparency and, thus,

the replicability of the criteria and decision rules.

We should elaborate on the difference between risk assessments and forecasts. Our assessments use

data on the traits and political actions of 264 politically active ethnic groups in 1990-95 to identifS' the

likelihood of major changes in the rebellious behavior of those groups during the late 1990s. They are flot

predictions in the sense that is usually meant by the terms 'forecast' or 'early waming'. Wc also do not

estirnate Drecise irobabilities of rebeilion, though it is technically possible to use data-based niodels to do
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autononiy lost and how recently the loss was icurred.

Group Capacify for Collective Action: The greater the sense of shared identity in a collectivity, the greater

its potential for joint action in pursuit of collective interests. Identity alone is riot sufficient: expression of

that identity requires organization. The two indicators used to tap group capacity are strength of group

identity (based on extent of cultural differentials vis à vis other groups) and the extent of militant

mobilization, using coded information on the number and scope of militant (illegal) parties and movementS

active on behalf of the group in 1995.

Group Opportunities for Collective Action: Group leaders make strategic decisions about when to initiate,

escalate, and terminate collective action in the context of changing political environments that shape the

cha nces of successful rebellion. Two indicators are used. Major changes in the structure of the political

regime are assumed to provide a window of opportunity; their recency is indexed using Polity III data on the

timing of major, abrupt regime changes (Jaggers and Gurr 1995). Second is an indicator based on the extent

to which each etlmopolitical group has symbolic and material support from kindred groups in neighboring

states.

Theoretical Regression Model: Ini this approach a theoretical argument is expressed in the form of a

multiple equation model, analogous to the models used for economic forecasting. A statistical technique

called three-stage least squares is applied to data on ethnopolitical groups to estimate the parameters of a

predictive equation for ethnorebellion. Gurr and Moore (1997) applied this approach to 1980s data from the
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or increase.2 If, however, authorities in the counitries in which these groups live grant political concessions
that alleviate their grievances, or use repression to restrict mobilization, or if rebellions in nearby states de-
escalate, we infer a lowered risk of future ethnorebellion.

EmpirlcaJ Regression Model: We also use a different regression approach, but rather than specify
theoretically the variables uscd, we allow the statistical software package to determine what variables enter

the analysis. It is, in other words, an inductive approach very similar to that used in the State Failure project,
a data-based study initiated b>' the Clinton Administration that seeks to identif>' the conditions which make
states vulnerable to severe political crises (Est>' et ai., 1997).

ul- 3 1axy olii, inc Pi-rcnn r.nrrtpIqtinnq between the magnitude of 1990-95 ethnoDolitical
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Groups
Ls with the resuits of risk profiles (Gurr and Harff 1996, Gurr 1996)
'Table 1. These studies identify 19 groups at high risk of initiating
and 2000. The second and third colunin show the risks, for these
,a] regression approach and the empirical regression approaches,
ie outcomes as of spring 1997 (L.e, it summarizes the trends in
he first 15 months after data collection was completed).

[Table 1 about here]

mn of the assessments by pointing out some comnionalities and
legarding commonalities, there should be at least some similarîty
Ltons and coded data from the Minorities at Risk project. If there
some of the 264 groups, it will have similar effects across ail] three
project alms to be coniprehensive, rebellions may occur aznong
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indicates that the Risk Profile and Theoretical Regression approaches produced the saine assessinent in only
four cases (2 1%): Palestinians in West Bank, Gaza; Timorese in Indonesia; Cabindas ini Angola; and Mayans
ini Guatemala. Yet as noted above, this outcome is driven largely by the different years used as the baseline
for the assessinent (1995 for the Risk Profile approach versus 1990-95 for the Theoretical Regression
approach). If we take this into account and recode ail 'status quo: rebellion' assessments in the Theoretical
Regression approach column of Table 1 as 3's, then 14 of the 19 cases (74%) are assessed the saie. Only
the Hindus in Pakistan; Bakongo in Angola; Zulu in South Africa; LundalYeke in Zaire; and Ndebele in
Zimbabwe produce différent assessinents. Thus, taking into consideration the use of a différent base year,
there is substantial similarit-v across the assessinents produced by the Risk Profile approach and the
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e approaches are assessing similar numbers of groups at risk, but flot the same ones.4

the Theoretical Regression approach assesses five groups (out of 30; 17%) that did flot
during 1990-95 as likely to reduce their level of rebellion. The Emirical Regression

ssed groups that were actively engaged in rebellion during 1990-95 as likely to reduce
on. One reasonable criterion for risk assessment is that it should flot produce assessments
and the five cases of reduced rebellion produced by the Theoretical Regression approach

ýterion. The five are the Ba'hais in Iran, Kadazans in Malaysia, Russians in Kyrgyztan,
nd Hungarians in Serbia. However, with the possible exception of Russian Tatars, ail

Sstrong disincentives for rebellion. Kadazans pursue their interests within a
ilitical system, Russians can continue to leave Kyrgyztan, and Ba'hais and Hungarian
repression for any kind of resistance to state policies.3

[Table 4 About Here]

ýticaI Regression approach produces 200 'status quo' assessments (which include both
gaged in rebellion and groups that have flot engaged in rebellion) and the Empinical
hi produces 206 'status quo' assessuients. Finally, the Theoretical Regression approach
Sof rebeli ion' assessments and the Empirical Regression approach produces 27 'at risk

ients. Turning to the question of the similarity across the two approaches, 183 of the 264
,ed the same assessments (these cases make-up the northwest to southeast diagonal in
)fthe 81 groups with diverRent assessments (Le.. ail those that are off the northwest to
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applied to the Minorities at Risk data. Whether the assessments produced by one of the approaches is better
than another is a separate question and, we contend, one that is more difficuit to address than first meets the
eye.

Should we Choose among Approaches?
What advantages are to be gained by using one approach as compared with the others? At this juncture we
contend that it is difficuit to select one over the others. As Gupta (1 997) explains, there is enorinous debate
among economet-ic forecasters about the dïfferent possible measures available for assessing the utility of
a set of forecasts against the observed outcomes. Thus, an appeal to evaluating these approaches for
producing assessnients agamnst the (eventual) observed record is flot as straight forward as one might believe.
Further, if one wishes to use observed outcomes as a benchmark, one must take into account flot only the
assessment (i.e., the expected value of ethnorebellion), but also the observed values on the other variables
-çnecified hv each annroach for. as we arzue above. the assessments are based on the assumption that the
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that reduce risks of ethnorebelliofl). We prefer the theoretical approaches offered by the Risk Profile and

Theoretical Regression approaches to the inductive Empirical Regression approach, but we also see virtue

in a multi-approach (and, thus, multi-assessment) strategy. Thus we think it would be a mistake to be overly

concemned with determining which approach produces the 'most accurate' assessmeflts. It is more important

to monitor high risk cases anid to make a long-termn effort to compare assessments with outcomes.

Conclusion

This paper presents and compares the risk assessments produced by three différent approaches using the

Minorities at Risk data. The main contentions in the paper are:

" Risk assessmnft is an important foundation for early warning systems.

" Multiple approaches to risk assessmeflt should be encouraged, and efforts to determine

which is most 'accurate' are misplaced.

*Rese arch efforts should be focused on monitoring hig h risk cases and providing

-, -- -- ti fntr their outcomes, flot on1 determining which approach to risk
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Figure 1. Risk Factors in a Model of Ethnopolitical Rebellion

1. Group Incentives for Initiating Collective Action

1. 1 Acuive economnic, political, and cultual discrimination against the group in

1994-95 (ECDIS94, POLDIS94, CULRES94)

1.2 Histoy of lost political autonozny (ATLOST)

1.3 HiLstory of staie repression

2. Group Capacity for Sustamned Collective Action

2.1 Strengt of group idenUr (CULDIEX)
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Table 2a

CoRtlngency Tables of the Risk Profile and Theoretical Regression Approaches

Theoretical Regression Approach

I1 2 - 3 -
sk I 1
Qfile 31 5 10 4 19
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Table 3

COUNTRY'

Rislc Assessments of Ethnopolitical Rebellion:
Regressioil Approaches

GROUpb REBELLION, EMPIRICAL
1990-1995, ASSESSMENVI

THEORETICAL
ASSESSNRNT

AFRICA, Sub-
Saharan
Angola Bakongo

Cabinda
none

sniall-scale
guerrilla
activity

Ovimbundu protracted civil
war

ana San (Bushmnen)

Ldi Hutus

none

risk of rebelion
status quo

less rebellion

status quo
Iess rebellion
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Mosi, Dagomba
Fulani (Fuibe)

Malinke
Susu

Kalenjins
Kikuyu
Luhya

Luo
Masaai
Merina
Tuareg

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

local rebellion
large-scale

status quo
status quo
status quo
status quo
status quo

risk of rebellion
risk of rebellion
risk of rebellion

status quo
status quo
status quo

status quo
status quo
status quo

risk of rebellion
status quo
status quo
status quo
status quo
status quo

Iess rebellion
status quo

status quo
status quo

status quo
status quo

Guinea

Kenya
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Xhosa campaigns of
terronism

Zulus campaigns of
terrorism

Southerners protracted civil
war

Ewe campaigns of
terrorism

Kabre local rebellion

Acholi interniediate
guerrilla
activity

Baganda local rebellion

Banyarwandans none
Luba none

Lunda, Yeke none
Bembe local rebellion

Lozi (Barotse) local rebellion

status quo

risk of intensified
rebellion

less rebellion

risk of intensified
rebellion

status quo
less rebellion

status quo
risk of rebellion
risk of rebellion
risk of rebellion

status quo

less rebeliion

status quo

less rebellion

Iess rebellion
status quo

Sudan

Togo

Uganda

Zaire

Zambia
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none
local rebellion

large-scale
guerrilla
activity

small-scale
guerrilla
activity

large-scale
guerrilla
activily

none

status quo
status quo
status quo

status quo

status quo

status quo
statu quo

risk of rebellion
status quo

status quo

status quo

status quo

status quo
status quo

risk, of intensif led
rebellion

risk of rebellion
status quo

status quo

Jordan
Lebanon

Palestinians
Druze

Maronite
Christians

Palestinians

Shi'is
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Mons

Shan

Hui (Musluns)
Tibetans

Uighers
Assamese

Bedos

intermediate
guerrilla
activity

intermediate
guerrilla
activity

none
carnpaigns of

terrorism
none

small-scale

less rebellion

less rebellion

status quo
risk of intensified

rebellion
status quo
status quo

status que

status quo

status quo

status quo
status quo

status quo
risk of intensified

rebellion

status quo

risk of intensified
rebellien

China

India

Kashmir-is

none
none
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Laos Hmong small-scale status quo status quo
guerrilla
activity

Malaysia Chinese none status quo status quo
Dayaks none status quo status quo

(Sarawak)
Indians none status quo status quo

Kadazans none status quo Iess rebellion
(Sabah)

ia New Guinea Bougainvilleans small-scale status quo risk of intensified
guerrilla rebellion
activity

Pakistan Ahmadis none status quo status quo
galuchis sporadic status quo status quo

terrorism
Hindus none status quo status quo

Mohajirs campaigns of status quo status quo
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Aibania Greelcs sporadic status quo status quo
terrorism

Azerbaijan Armenians protracted civil less rebellion less rebellion
war

Lezghins none status quo status quo

Russians none status quo status quo

Belarus Poles none status quo status quo

Russians none status quo status quo

Bosnia Croats protracted civil less rebellion status quo
war

Musliras none status quo status quo

Serbs protracted civil less rebellion status quo
war

Bulgaria Roma (Gypsies) none status quo status quo

Turks none status quo status quo

Croatia Roma (Gypsies) none status quo status quo

Serbs protracted civil less rebellion status quo
war

70f-11 RPnllhli( Roma (Ovosies) none status quo status quo
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Hungarians none risk of rebellion status quo
Roma (Gypsies) none status quo status quo

Avars sporadic risk of intensified risk of intensif led
terrorism rebellion rebellion

Buryat none status quo status quo
Chechens protracted civil status quo status quo

local rebellion less rebellion
none status quo
none status quo
none status quo

less rebellion
status quo
status quo
status quo
status quo

less rebellion
status quo
status quo
status quo
status quo
status quo
status quo

Romania

Russia

Ingush
Karachays
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Quebecois
Afro-Arabs

Basques

Corsicans

Roina (Gypsies)
Turks

Roma (Gypsies)
Turks

(Muslims)

Romna (Gypsies)
Sardinians

none
none

canxpaigns of
terronsm

campaigns of
terrorism

none
none
none

sporadic
terronism

none
sporadic
terrorism

none
none
none

campaigns of
terrorisin

nrsm

France

Gernnany
Greece

Italy

staflis quo
status quo
status quo

status quo

status quo
status quo
status quo
status quo

status quo
status quo

status quo

status quo

status quo
status quo
status quo
status quo

status quo
status quo

status quo
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Colombia Afro-Americans none status quo status quo
Indigenous sporadic status quo status quo

Peoples terrorisni
Costa Rica Antillean Blacks none status quo status quo

iinican Republic Haitian-Blacks none status quo status quo
Ecuador Afro-Americans none status quo status quo

Indigenous none status quo status quo
Highland

Indigenous none status quo status quo
Lowland

El Salvador Indigenous none status quo status quo
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NOTES to Table 3:

The countries are sorted alphabetically by region.
b e groups are sorted alphabetically by country.
Highest level exhibited during 1990-1995.

d Scores are based on the erroer terni froni the regression analysis. Errors that are greater than -1 standard deviation

froni the mean error score are 'at risk' to rebellion (if there was no rebellion in 1990-95) or intensified rebellion, (if

there was rebellion in 1990-95). Errors between - 1 standard deviation and + 1 standard deviation are marked as

status quo--they are assessed as likely to continue in their present state. Finally, errors greater than +1i standard

deviation are rnarkcd 'less rebellion' indicating that these groups may be amenable to cease fires, but are assessed to

be likely to decrease their level of rebellion.

Table 4



Accessing and Analysing of the E-mail Network Reports
Through Database System

Valery Stepanov
Russian Academy of Sciences

n ajîns ta discuss an idea hypertexi for improving system of query statements to database on ethnic
rhe Centre for the Study of Conflict (Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology, Russian Academy of

finates a wide-rangc e-mail early warning network. The Centre accumulates. processes and publishes
iation received from more than 20 geographical areas of the former Soviet Union. For this purpose
is being developed in the Centre. We describe two main applications for database management. It offers
es for scholars and practitioners in fast overviewing data and generating new ideas.

text document is one of the common used tools to have emerged in the computer software last
1 lrnnuwn that hvnertext document is regarded as havinz succeeded in uniting different types
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Reizions of the Russian Federation (12)

Astrakhanskaya Oblast; Orent of Dagestan;

to discuss is how this Network infor used by
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Author(s) - the name of e-mail correspondent
Authors Subject - the record as it appeared in e-mail message in section "Subject:"
Title of the Text - original title of the text if applicable
Language - language of the text
Case Territory - administrative territory(ies) mentioned in e-mail correspondence
Case Nationality - nationality(ies) mentioned in e-mail correspondence
Text Subiect - subiect(s) that reflects the essential information of the text
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cross-examining the system of overlapping subject lists.
Let's look into the principle Catalogue scheme. First, it divided into two parts - a Main Section and

a Support Data. Each part comprises subdivisions. There are eight subdivisions in Main Section. If you are
professional ethnologist you might pay particular attention to the first subdivision - the Subject Catalogue.
'Mis system of databases show you what you will find in the NetBase by using generally accepted topics and
terms. The Subject Catalogue lists a selection of main topics on ethnicity and conflict, which are currently
generating a great deal of discussion in many different disciplines. The second customary library tool is
Alphabet index. The other subdivisions are special lis for making quick location. Those subdivisions are
following: Geographical Catalogue in which documentation is organised information by
political-administrative groups; Historical Catalogue in ,vhich the same data can be overvîew and found
along with duration context; List of documents by sources; List of Registration (documents descending by
check-in date); The Shortcut Catalogue (sec below); ArrivaIs - newly added documents to NetBase; Private
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information. Sumniarised Report as original query formn is an alternate tool.
A Summarised Report should make it clear to user why some NetBase documents are worth viewing.

It challenges scholars and practitioners to use and compare différent data around particular subject.
Sumniarised Report can colleci and provide information, identify main topics, involve comparative and
backing data. Thus, it offers new opportunities for scholars and practitioners in fast overviewing data and
generating new ideas. Let's take a dloser look at this new approach.

Every new document, added to NetBase, automatically identified as part of relevant Summarised
Report. We decided to have 10 items of Summarised Report, though the particular list of Summarised
Reports is a subject to change.

A principle scheme of Summarised Report is based on general conceptualisation of the particular
topics. We try to develop each Summarised Report as wide-range discussion of conflict problems. We pay
more attention-to fuiction and role of such problems in social life, their factors, elements and structure.

First, we have focused upon confliet as a result of social and economic transitions in the former
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Section 3.(Ba ckground Data from Statistical Database)

Sublect Number of Tables Maps Graphs
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ethnic conflict and early preventive action. It is important to point out that at the beginning of the
-reee wi P né- (Pp Pitlhpr nf the NGO's tvne of networkin2 or of ethnic conflict managemer
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and states the effectiveness of the activîties of the Networkes
to a large extent depends on the general political regime (8).

PÂWÈ&PN Netwnvcrk was desizned as a non-govemfmefltal
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cluded two respondents in Tatarstan, two in
bstov-on-Don (major city of Russia closest to
.le Urals, capitals of Latvia (Riga) and Georgia

Varning of Conflict. Special issue NI, February

Naming of Conflict. Bulletin N4, January 1994

Warning of Conflict. Bulletin N5, May, 1995
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Research of Soclo-psychological Factors
LIn a System of EarIy Waring

Dr. Euigeni V. Kritski
Russian Acadexny of Sciences'

Oneofmajr lemnt ofth calywamngof due on1fjicihe einpirkc daacletn through quantative research

of asscosciusessin egonspoentaly cnli The report prescrits an exeieof North-Caumin Centre of

th Isttue f ocal& Pltc Researcho usinAcdm of S iecsin td of soci- and etnpycological

speifc rotie btwenWeser ad astrnciilsaton ad ue o hi ftinvl4e no onyn Russian field of

srcueof the Chce ofitwsosre sapeoeo rsne y focal events, iduccd directly by

cataysig inluece o opn vilen conlic in hecnia ponpoliicaasoial ddelogca * nd ycihpsy ogloiaI

deelpmnt n eihbuin rpulcswih hirow cnlitoenos otnta. erphrl vetscul povd

favorabe cndiionsforpentraingof 'xteal'conlictandforgensisof anewone Inan aplid qanttiv

resarh e esed ypthsi aoutprbaletyes f ehviurl racio i priperl ocetes etrmne b
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of a strict border control between Russia and Trans-Caucasian states is fraught with the danger of involving
the North Caucasian subjects of the Federation into ongoing conflicts and spreading those conflicts over the
territory of Southern Russia. In the Northern Caucasus rDerhaps in the most acute manner manifested a
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characteristics, ie., the level of a worry, social
)f a citizen and on the ethnic group status in the
,resentatives of the ethnic majority, high status
ation in inter-ethnic relations as well as social
ations actual for ethnical status growth by means
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PnqTTTWP A=71 MJE TO POSSIBLE SECESSION 0F A REPUBLIC FROM RUSSIA
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.d as a phenomenon presented by focal events,
f fighting sides(in a case of the Chechen War),
catalyzing influence of open violent conflict in
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People's attitudes to Chechen crisis are highly complex so a procedure of factor analysi s had been

used for exposîng of typical groups in population of North Caucasian republics and evaluating of a

probabillty of a conflict between thcm.
Mie largest group (20%) was pr'esented equally by representatives of different ethnic groups. They

didn't support actions of the Eederal Government considering themn as non adequate to character of polhtical

situation in Chechnia. This attitude probably was mostly based not on a specificity of feeling of law and

geopolitical values but on subjective evaluation of an expediency ofnmilitary actions and correlations of

their goal and price. he group dldn't consider the Chechen crisîs as a pheneniena of Russian political

system but as it was a conflict between two sides.

In the second group (10%) an evaluating approach was predominant. The War was perceived as a

part and indicator of a criais of Federal Power, which began mulîtary eperation in order to demonstrate force

and readinesa te use it in the interests. o>f state. It's menibers were resolutely opposed to ail activity of

Russian geveuiment, on the contrary Chechen regine have been interpreted as legitiniate, reflectlng needs

and tereats of Chechen people. This attitude was based net so niuch on sympathy to Chechen regime but

on bostility to federal one. This population assumed a secession of Chechnia

Ilethid gouppresented (9%) by native ethnic-groupa of Northem Caucasus and cactrzdby

negtiv atitdeto the itr of relations between Russaanmd Northern Caucasus. They consider the War

in hecniain eris f clonalexpansion and national liberation niovement and semdto prefer the

Th1e tbrth group were Rusan (8%4) with very strong pro-state preferences. The Power consiee

as the only codton and gurnyof hutan and ethnic righta as a source of !civillaing of Caucain"

Desripionof heexpsedgropsthrough variables of social, demograhic statua, social activity,

proestredinssfavoured in worc*ug oof recemmendation on early warring of cenflicts in republies of
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Thi paer irs eamies he ee tosuplemntfied mnitrig ad eper aalysis witb systexmwtic wodet.based early
wamngsytem, uportd y othdyamc ad trctualdaa sstmsfrfiltering the enrosinformation flows

avalabe t anlyss. e o tl h eo pmet of adnri daass (thie Global Evenit-Data Systeiu or GEDS)
for racingand nalticlly odig te daly nteactins f te sate ad ma.jor non-state communities andi

Geogia Rwanda anduava Burundi
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y(non-dyadic) events,
,r'nApr (rluch as Harff s
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coînpromised in any form of autoniated coding achievable within the limits of our current (or foreseeable)

knowledge, particularly for coniplex events, categories or scales,~ and for events which. are npt fully described

in the first sentence or two of a given news report.

Nevert4ieless, the advantages of autoniated coding are sueh that it provides an invaiiable addition

to hwnan coding efforts. With editing and regular dictionary updating (as currently done by the PANDA

and KWDS Projects--see Bond, and Schrodt and Gerner, this volumne), it is possible to generate useful

near-reai-titne data on a global scale. In areas or for purposes where greae accuraçy and narrative dçtail

are needed, autpruated coding can be teated as 'tpre-coding," to be edited and exade nby hu~mn coders

with less effort than is required in the absence of pre- ooding. Additionally, existiuig GEUS evernt sumnnares

cati b efficiently i-e-coded using automiated procedures taking advaltage of the stanidard sentence structures

used by GES in order to apply or evaluate alternative or modified aiialytical mpodels.

Som~e féatiires of GEUS coding are already auoaealwn infcatrdcino ua ro

in assigning dates and source refèreies, and in editing analytical codes.Atmtdpecoigo h tt

and4 l3onstate participants in echd event report is currently being added. This is bsdon a copeinive

ditoayof sevey thousand actQrs (states, com tes andintrainlogiztnsad hraet,

a copy of whic i4 shortly ke accessible via the Center's home page (http:/ww.bsos.md.edu/cidcm).

The next stage of automation will involve a first effort at predzng of isse types and

cpçlitcoratfl sçale values. We have identified a set of abotatosn cinadisectgre

thatmap the interrelatioliships among différent coding schemes urnlinseicudgCODBad

Harff s accelerator categois as weflas WlI, WEIS, PANDA, Leng and4 Sin ' (1988) BCOWadTyo

andi Jodkce's (1983) W9rld Hadokcategories for domestic conflict. In collaboration with Bond (this

vouewe wll~ map the 4lctionarles devceloped for autmtdcdn ihntePNAadFE

proecs ircty t te ED/CPDA isu tpecatgoie ad onfic/copraionsclevaue, itho
beingconsraind by he WIS-bsed PNDA atagriel

This aprahcnrsswt atatmt odvlf ofitcoeainsaiguigteWI
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ýdIctiofls were made:

ported during the three mnonths imrnediatelY precediflg

- ,rL nrceigya for that counltry. The
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-onsistent with hypothesis 4.
The dominant accelerators here are CC 5 (actions by kindred groups--in this case Croats, for whom

tensions were also rising) and CC 1 / RI 2 (physical or verbal clashes, attacks). There were also several
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wr either Siovenia or Croatia, which did flot become

aRe number of accelerators per month remained low,
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to predict the outbreak of war at the time it happened.
Finally, the data for Burundi (figure 8) are more ambiguous. Although there is virtually no change

in volume of accelerators in the last 3 months before outbreak of conflict in late October 1993 following the
Tutsi-dominated armny coup and assassination of elected Hutu President Ndadaye (fromn 2.9 per month to, 3.0)
there is a modest increase in the proportion of accelerators: from 60% to 75%. Moreover, given the equally
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massive uprooting of peoples and institutions, typically precedes genocide,
;ed that "war with other states or within states" might be considered as a
le. As the background and intervening conditions in Gurr's niodel for
ade legacies of violent conflict and reliance on coercion to niaintain power,
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Data Bank (COPDAB) Project." Journal of Conflict Resolution

hie Global Event-Data System," in R.L. Merritt, R.G. Muncaster
-Data Developments:, DDIR Phase il. Ann Arbor: University of

'A New Generation of International Event-Data."jInationa

tranational Political Interactions: Coding Rules." Unpublished
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MoClelland, C.A., R.G. Tomlinson, R.G. Sherwin, G.A. Hill, H.A. Caihoun, P.H. Fenri, and J.D. Martin
(1 97 1) The Management and Analvsis of International Event Data: A Computerized System for Monitoring
and Proiecting Event Flows. Los Angeles: University of Southern California, School of International
Relations.I
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Early Warniflg and DeterrenCe Strategies:
Sttsversus Isiuin

David Carment Frank H-arvey

Carleton UniversitY Dalhousie UniversitY

There is no deflnitive evidence on when and under what conditions third parties should intervefle ini a coecCive way to

prevelit ethnic tensions from escalating ot of control, or how to manage crises when they do. Nor do we clearly

understafld the conditions under which deterrent ad compellent tbreats (or mny form of coercive diploniacy, for that

mater) will succed or fail, or how credibility and resolve are influenced by (a) the "type of intervener", (b) "the type

of conflit", or (c) the "Stage" at which the interventtioni talces place. Even more disturbiiig is the fact that answers to

these questions are becomaiIg crucial at a time when international relations theory is being criticised for its lack of

cumXilitveness, or, even worse, relevafice. With respect to deterrence theory, the most widely reserched form of

coercive diploflScy ad the focus of our study, there are no clear and consistent findings. Withoiit an empir-ical base

to evaluate the conditionis wider which corive dipIomaicy is likely to succeed, answeir5 t0 pressing questions about the

onset, escalatiofi and resolutiofi of ethnic confiict and violence will remain elusive.

Our' paper bas threc interelatd objectives: 1) to explore the nature of ethnic conflict deescalation in the context of

<leterrence theory, 2) to produce policy relevant information on the success rates of diffet types of third party

interventions, 3) to assess the impact of "crisis profiles" (ethnic / nonethic; intertate I intrastate) on the probability

of succss, ad 4) to examlinet the larger implications for early warng and preventive diplomacy. Two propositions are

tested agaiiist crisis data: 1) multistate coalitions are more likely than unîlattral intervenerss and unilateral interveliers

more lilcelY thali IOS, t ontoii~l 1iostilities in both etluùc and non-etbiiic crises;, 2) multistate coalitions more likely than

unilateral intervenrs, and unilateraî interveutrs are more likely than 10s, te control hostilities in both interstate and

~bn ~oflit, a te mst ernoilfom ~ arttdatrfe i this ecade. There is ne question tht

ethnic trife i8 the dominant secutW chalenge of the 1990s. As Michael Ignatieff argudn193 ltg

sections of the world!s poputitonl have won the right ef self deterrinaitiofl on the crtitllest possible terns:

ttheyhae ce slpy left te fend fomr terselves. Not surprsingly, their nation-tates are collapsing" (1993:

8). jRobett Kaplan s ighly iitfluetial 1994 Atlantic Mofthly article on the "Tht Corning Marchy" ffe

a morebleak assrct ofst 1ate faibire i Aftkc. Iithis nen-MalthusiSt' perspective - the woMl - especally

the Souh . 8~> IiS bsty nraigcon1Iict an crise gnra by fast-.growiDS pouaindrorPi

changes an~d we.sîp'mgste - çacty to regtilatecohltlict where it is mnost nece 4d

St~ ~ ~~-ath eeopnn n ai conflict gobSlId in huiid. Betweofl 1945 and 1980, theCe was a rda

inrC ietni rbelin ndno-vélntprte ano tbpie gp~s. As tIew, intttoal weak and

dîidd tae eeredo the ~ ' gepl tica p mn the 1960s the upward trmtd in vilent~ etni onflict

bfln.1w d sins closel associd with decoloflhlttioet and cotnin o tt poweS' in Attica and

113
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Asia. However, the collapse of the Soviet Union and ail other European communist states has since
provided the basis for ethnie rebellions in these transitional states. As a consequence, overall levels of ethnie
violence in the international systein reached their highest levels in the 1 990s.

By 1993, there were at Ieast 48 existing or potentxally violent ethnie conflicts in progress. These
included Romania, Mauritania, Rwanda-Burundi, Senegal, Togo, Nigeria, Kenya, Papua New Guinea,
Algeria, Fiji, Egypt, China, Bhutan, Brazil, Mexico, India, Kosovo, Aibania, Greece, Bulg-aria, East Timor.
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ini progTessively shorter time intervals anid that is
-n explosive issues connected to ethnic identity.
lual states expeience a great deal of pressure to
responsibility for action to preserve hunian rights

-v of unilateral coercive diDlomacv towards cost
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to evaluate the conditions under which coercive diplomatic strategies are likely to succeed, answers to

pressing questions about the onset, escalation and prevention of ethnic conflict and violence will remain
-- *A-ý -- 1 .. tl- lircpe r2te of différent tviDes of
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support of response); D3) domestic supportfo
rnational press coverage). If these conditions (A-
sanction (to the challenger) should be greater than
punishment (If carried out) would prevent the

,ments are met, but the behavior stifl occurs, that
;tratezv. On the other hand, if one or more of the
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Scontrol hostilities in both ethnic and non-et hnic
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meaningful form of conflict settlement, because the leader's Iack the power
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esuits to make some observations. Although the
,rises suggest that coercive diplomacy works as
-ises suggest, once again, that outcomes of ethnic
rrence theory.

Gamma = -.00217
Gamma = .02184
Gamma = -.06461

L Early Waing
revise both our assumptions about deterrence and
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Third, dees it really matter whether we enhance early warning capabilities if managmng ethnic
conflict depends on who ultimately intervenes? Howard Adelman has suggested that early wamning is about
anticipation and responding te prevent Iikely events from occurring (Adelman, 1996: 32). Adelman argues
that humanitarian realism is the appropriate frame of reference for developing and enhancing response to
early warning. Presumably, this perspective means that equial weighting be given te both state values and
state interests in the formation of preventive policies. In the short run, more effective strategies may mean

tha inerntinalorgniztens will need te behave more like states l
Fourth, major powers are net Iikely to become heavily involved in preventing ethnic confliets until

it is, clear that substantial political, niilitary or humanitarian benefits will be gained from the intervention.
This findiuig is consistent with George's argument that the essence of statecraftis uo develop and manage
relationships with ether states in ways that will protect and eiihance one's own seçurlty and welfare. Lund
bas argued that a state will act in a way that favours its own particular interests and oftçri a state may be
wiable to act until has secured the support of its publie and or pelitical elite (Lund 1996). State interests niay
not always coicide exieiosynr they may ke se1f-evldent in every instne It may ke the role of the
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6. Events in Bosnia identifv the central nroblerm for
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Table 1

Organization Involvement and Percentagec
Ethnic, Non-ethnic, lnterstate

1 946-1994
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Table 2
Drganization Invoivement and Unanimous

Ethnic, Non-ethnic, Interstate
I1946-1994

Organization Most

Type of International States
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The Systemic-Evolutionary
Extended Signal Approach In Dr. Andrea K. Rierner

Theoretical Considerations and its Application in the area of Minority
Issues

Dr. Andrea K. Riemer

Political Consultant, Austria

The period after 1989 has been the most turbulent and erratic one since World War Il. All areas of our society
show far reaching signs of transformation. We are living in an _Age of Discontinuity". To analyze and assess
discontinuities (global level) and crises (regional level) which may rise from changes in the arcas
demography, economy, ecology, technology and politics/religion. the following approach is presented and
applied to the question: ,Are ethnic minorities being not sufficiently integrated in a state a potential for
crisis?".

The Kurds have been one of the largest minorities in the world for vears. ..Kurds" is a term comprising several
group of clans living in a split area. By far the largest number of Kurdish clans live in Turkey. The ,Turkish
Kurds" have been showing a high potential for crisis for about 1 --; vears. The f ights between the PKK and the
Turkish government and the Army show several féatures of a civil war costing lifes of people being dragged
into with having any interest. Morcover the fights cost a lot of international reputation for Turkey and a lot of
money (about 6 to 7 Million US-$ per year).

The Times - they are a changing: An Introduction

-May you live in interesting limes, " says an ancient Chinese curse. There have never been more
-interesting limes - than the closing years of the twentieth century. ... Predicting the future can only

gel into trouble. The task is to manage what there is and to %vork Io create whal could and should
be. ... To manage in turbulent limes, therefore, means iojàce up Io the neiv realities. Il means
starting out with the question: What is the world realli- like? Rather lhan with assertions and
assumptions that made sense only a fewyears ago. lof

WC have to accCpt the fact that history has surprise inherent. Historically based explanation usually
Inakes clear - even if we have knowledge of al] factors for our explanations, why change was
possible and probable. Rarcly wc can say that and why change w' as necessary. In a world of

probablities unjikely things happen - at least sometimes. That fact shows us the limits of hîstorical
explanations und historical forecasts of foresights. It admonishes us of humbleness.

137
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Sornetirnes the systein t world" seems to be out of control. The current development is sornething

like a surging billow. We are confronted with "divides". 2 They corne over us like a surge and we are

in an apperently helpless position. AIl of us where caught by surprise in 19989/1990 when the Berlin
Wall toppled, the Soviet Union broke down and iron curtains where tomn down. The period after

1989 has been the most turbulent and erratic one since World War II. Ail areas of our society show

far reaching signs of transformation. We are living in an ,,Age of Discontinuityx.3

How to handle the new situation, a discontinuity and a crisis? - This is the question which occuppies
al] of our attention - nevertheless we are scientist or politician. We are confronted with ,,concurrent
non-simultanlous breakups" in the developnient of society and its subsystems.

Cin the nther hnni we know that events usuallv do not havoen "over night". There are signais, signs
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ignal Approach© Dr. Andrea K. Riemer: A new Perspective in
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" Dicontinuous evolutions do flot corne overnight but they show signais of what may corne.

" A signal is a piece of information or a bulk of information which can be designated to an event or

process in the grid of trigger areas.

" To be able to perceive a signal, one needs a status of minimum knowledge. The status of

minimum knowledge refers te eg. history, groups of power etc. The status of minimum
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Theoretical Basics

Basic Research Terms

(Space-Time and events, process and structure; the social sy stem ,society' and its
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nd ot whther a basic cortnectiofl betweefl variables exisS

-ection and intensity of the cornnex. We take two different

imnr romine fromn the variable ,,new
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of degree of
y 1 networking

1Degree of
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Signal Grid

The Grdo sga presents the dimension
network of hypotheses:

They
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integration of the Kurdish minority ini
blem which eau be registered and an

sh State is
using the
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cr for about 13 years. PKK is a left-wiflg group

toflomTous Kurdish State. Ali other politics groups

f the Turkish Parliamnent. The Turkish govemfmeflt
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Notes

Drucker, P.: Managing in Turbulent Times, New York 1980, i 3 -5.



B. SYNERGY IN ORGANIZATION

How to Establish an Early Warning System:
Concept and First Steps in Switzerland

Andreas V. Kohlschütter & Günther Baechler
Swiss Peace Foundation

lhe authors introduce a pilot project on a general conflict warning systerri mainly designed to serve the Swiss Foreign
Ministry. EspeciallY after the Rwanda disaster the adininistration. (backed by the Foreign Conunittee of the Parliament)
underlines the need for a computerized systern that builds the ground for carly recognition and, thus, enhances the
-institutionalized" pressure to (re)act in a stage of a conflict as early as possible. Questions arise on the state of the art
as well as on the interface between early warning on one hand and decision making and early action on the other.

In this presentation we introduce the framework and initial outline of a pilot project on an early
,,arning system ("FAST') designed to serve the Swiss Foreign Ministry. After the disaster of Rwanda (which
affected a strongpoint of Swiss Development Cooperation) the Swiss Foreign Ministry, backed by the

Foreign Affairs Committee of Parliament, underlined the need for an carly warning system.
" In view of disposing of an instrument for effective preventive diplomacy, enabling the Swiss

administration to recognize and act upon a crisis as early as possible and at the same time enhancing the
-'institutionalized pressure" for such early decision making:

" in view also of the fact that - in Switzerland as well as other OECD-states - an ever increasing part of
the available development aid is being consumed by disaster and costly post-conflict emergency

requirements which could be considerably reduced by early preventive action, three différent sections
of the Swiss Foreign Ministry (General Secretariat, Peace Policies and OSCE, Development
Cooperation) are interested in an early warning system, that focuses on monitoring, analysis, planning
and policy options in the fi-amework of preventive diplomacy. It is thus understood that the interface
bet«M caflY wanùng and early action and political decision making is as crucial as the overall design
of an =rly warning system itself

The mandate the Swiss Peace Foundation received for drafting the pilot project contains the following major
requests'.
to glexplore the pre-conditions, the efficiency and the costs of FAST (German abbreviation for: "Early
Recognition of Tensions and Fact Finding") as an instrument to prepare decisions in preventive

diPlornacY";
" to provide an overview of existing capacities and services in the field of early warning;
" to cxpl= possible cooperation with existing institutions in this field,
" to f«mülate prop" s conc=ùng an adequate set of carly warning indicators,
" tO cveuate softwam packagesnetworks, WWW-based systems, etc. for the purpose of structuring an

early wuning syst=;
" to design a, rninimal egpacity concept for FAST in the fi=ework of an early wa .rning system;
" todefine the ne=sury manpo*ff and financial requirements, like profile of staff members, size of
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permanent staff, annual costs (minimal requests) and other institutional aspects.
An effective early warning system is a part of and a precondition for effective preventive diplomacy,

defined in the narrower sense of crisis avoidance or pre-confliot prevention rather than in the more general
terins of in-conflict or post-conflict crisis management. Any attempt to set-up and implement an early
warning mechanismn for the Swiss Foreign Ministry has therefore to, take into account the inherent
impediments that tend to slow down or exclude preventive diplomatic action.

At the UN -Conférence on "Preventive Diplomacy: 'Me Therapeutics of Mediation"(23-24 April 1996,
New York) some of the major problenis concemning effective crisis prevention were addressed:
1. Lack of political wilI - a crisis that lias not yet erupted is not generating neither the pressures nor the

eventual rewards politicians norinally need before taking decisions and action. The absence of actual
crisis visibility via media and TV ("CNN-factor") tends to reduce Uic sense of urgency needed for
nolitical decision-makers. A stili hidden crisis weakens the incentive for Politicians and executive
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ch preventive diplomacy and its early warning

mnobilize the political wilI for early action; that
tive diplomacy moving. Early warning systems
f preventive diplomacy in view of overcoming
governmental ciecision makers.
id regarding outhine and leading criteria of our
,ing elements for establishing an early warning
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approaches?
" What niodels do already exist to satis1f' the multi-departmental and multi-directional needs of FAST,

which has to provide three différent sections of the Swiss MFA with an early warning instrument?
" Should FAST in its statie part provide data (on-lune) on a permanent basis or will periodical reporting be

enough? Can the two concepts be mixed?
* Should FAST be totally or overwhelmingly Swiss and self-miade or should it plug into existing early



EarIy (and Late) Warnlng by the
UJN Secretary-General: Article 99 Revislted*

Univeriy of Toronto

Th n1 ndp1 dn poiica ol thti xlcy gven totheU ereayGnea nte UN Chatrris thtof
walig.(Ude Atile99, h/h a warn th~e SeuiyCuclaotaymte which mytrae h ec

mine oftN hstoy, 1hav souht o idntiy intanes f ealy and ate wa0ng.For ver100sonfictwin hch
the ecrtar-Genralintrveiedonl a eryfew e.g, Est Pkisan/angades 191,1992) ca199)ncnbb

clsife a arywaig.ler av en lre xpiitivoaiosofAtcl 9 nth ecrtyCuni (og
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[He] should be empowered to bring before members on his own initiative, any potentially
dangerous development at an early stages before an aggressor has time to gird himself for
war ..If the Banl, Lord Perth [Sir Eric Drummond, the League's first Secretary-General],
bac! enjoyed this power as Secretary-General of the League, the history of the League might
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n his own initiative during
ning of new threats to the
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Pakîstan--differences which gai,
subcontinent could ail toc easilv e

e rise to open warfare only six years ago... in the
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d) armed conflict at a sufficiently early stage for that
tive action.
retary-General need flot necessarily involve interventions before
made before other bodies such as the General Assembly or one
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The rT-cord shows that early warnxng is flot a frequent activity of the UN Secretary-General, despite

bis Charter mandate. It is therefore natural to identify the difficulties associated with early waming and to

explore the possibilities for improvements. Especially after the Cold War, one would expect that potential

for an expanded role in this area should be both desirable and possible.

III. OId Constraints and New Opportuilties
The dilemmna faced by a Secretary-General before waming of a new threat to the peace is much like that

--u- -.- ~'.~A.1 te% niii1 n re n2rm. As the siLgns of fire appear, a number of people
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. 1 - - ,, thipir nwfl aCtiofls (ini
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preparations for attack" to operate "in the territories of ail nations prepared to accept such inspection.""7 The

US President had generously offéred to provide planes and equipment, as well as to accept observation on

US territory. Such opennesS and magnanimitY towards the UN is unlikely from the US today, but it might

be possible for somne group of nations to commit themselves to developing such a global "confidence-

building regime." With the new technologies that are now available for aerial reconnaissance, the potential

effectiveness of such observation is greatly increased. When the UN is patrolling one sie of a border (e.g.,

as in Macedonia), aerial reconnaissance can permit a view at least 30-40 kmn into the opposing territory,

which is helpful to identify any threatening troop concentrations.

Grud-based observation technologies can assist the UN in itsfelmiso. iadiont

satellite input, UN forces would benefit froni night vision devices (which allow peace-keepers to patrol better

.- "1f' nA rnriniu5 tvDes of sensors and detectors (such a ground sensors and radar to spot moving vehicles
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ia reports, it has the advantage that information that could flot
fully substantiated or embarrassing information) is included on
[iefWeb are only those for which a consolidatcd UN appeal has
Sstate itself and therefore rules out many countries which might

,ýbr example, the conflict-ridden countries currently co'vered by
cuntries (Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, Zaire),

Nigeria, a country with no cunrent huinanitarian emergency but
would flot be covered.'
-tant indicators of emerging or escalating conflict. Several UN
information. The UN Commission on Human Rights has a
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scopc of regular UN reports. They have included information on arms flows and other covert assistance from

States. They bave evaluated the motivations of parties, prepared threat assessments and other forecasts.

Unfortunately, the I&R unit does flot have a specific mandate for early warning and so it does early warning

only in an ad hoc fashion.

Before information reaches the Secretary-General, it is usually received and "processed" to some extent by

personnel in the Secretariat, including his Executive Office. Though the Secretary-General is sometimes

informed by governiment representatives directi>', the general flow of information on new developments is

from the desk officer (who usually specializes in several countries ini a given region) to the division head to

the Under-Secretary-General and to the Secretary-General.
- I .i. ý -- ,,~ i~i~' fnr P2rlv warrnnp as do the various
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ýven an early warning role.39
tcutive heads of the UN humanitarian organizations as well as
- Red Cross and the Red Crescent Societies, the International
i-govemmnental consortia International Council of Voluntary
rmttee for Humanitarian Response. The IASC usually develops
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the part of the Sc
t the current eaî

ceneral, even when a UN response is flot immediately possible. It also,

ng system be augmented, so that better information and analysis is

ý number of possible means of improvement are included in the next

suxnmarizedrnstraints and new opportunities" for early
>ouahs in information gathering, analysis ani
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ads and "hunches" in the second stage. Of course, the EW unit
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* Explore the possibilities for technology.

Comment: The UN bas traditionally been technophobic, both in the field and at headquarters. As mentioneci,

there are many technological possibilities stili waiting to be explored, from remote sensing technologies

(such as aerial and satellite monitoring) to ground sensing. Whiîe there has been an expressed interest in

tecbnology within certain quarters of the UN (e.g., in the Peace-keeping Committee and in UN expert reports

on verification) there has not been even a detailed study about how technology can have a positive impact

on peace and security and play a role in UN's tasks, including early warning.

* The officer in charge of early warning should Rot be responsible for proposing response options.

This responsibility should be held by a difTerent body.

Comment: A requirenient that the early warning coordinator or unit also recomniend potential responses to

the threat will slow down, or inake impossible, the early warning process. While such reconimendations caii
fI..ý fleni wmnr" -,hniitd be uinencumbered from that obligation. Their warning
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depend on his progressive, proactive nature and the receptivity

pattern of reacting to conflicts instead bemng proactive in an
lie new Secretary-General sees a new era, ripe for an expanded
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Table 1. The Sertr-eea Alerta the Security couucjj

Walter Dom iIblis table describes most of thie important instances in wbicb Uic Secreuary-Gen.j bau ale thei Seit Conidispute wbicli in bis Opinion may pose a ilima to inoerttatiora ec adi Sc rte et un la ms0 hs eeSertr-ecc Cxercised the substance Of the responsibilitjes couferred upon bim by Article 99 [Il of the UN Cbr.Howeer~by aawi ap hcaioe ! Aricl 921, forma] invocation of the Article bas occurred only (l im res: Con o1960), Iranian bossages (1979> and Lebmnon (1989>.à
Soeuay-GaeaJ I Meeting Due JSsaao J DnoeimoTygv.ie 25 Ju. 1950 othnà . auacks Scudi J -Aian eineqocy SC n'ai&b<aeMb i S(

K rea. US ntifite SG 0 of bo>ycoted by the Soviet Union) SG spuak fiw~ t i
(196.3) Iatack. SG chiai, dic niuitayajolihave been wadm&kÀm by Northiâddqumd.nt coutnnatjon f <t=" which werea »direct violia." o<Gemmral Afsnblyaid deWoftaciack frorn -huta 293 (MW> of c die UN Carter. He &aW dmathe UN Commuùaioace KRe.& d te iUL wu -a 'erzaita teoetca àooSnoamder at the clear duty of tdia - < --
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Leque declares the SG distribuc a onfidenual niomnorandurn t SC rmmberc.

U. rewtingin~ August. SG descibes it as "aut implied invocation o
ished. U Ifliant IAtuie 99." Tet SC do=i not muet in emergency session
as aimait daaly I mil the Indo-Paklatan War begins on Decomber 3. four
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Table 2. UN information sources and their advantagesldisadvantages for UN early warning and confie
management.

Information Source Advantages _________________________

Govermments - UN Member States have a duty
to provide UN with information
- no financial cost to receive such

-domin

iernmi

1 self-interest
estern intelligence

use and
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Table 3. Old Constraluts and New Opportunities in Early Warning

Constraints Opportunities

Information- - questionable accuracy and usual - Internet resources increase
Gathering biases of many information sources accessibility, scope and depth of

(e.g., governments, media, NGOs) information; less costly, faster retrieval
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Figure 1.

Figure £A schernatic view of the Secretay-General's roles in the ield of peace and security,
as they relate to the stages of generalized confliCt.

STAGES 0F

CONFLICT
CONFUCI

DE ESCALATING
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Notes

1. Lord Viscount Cranborne, House of Lords, Parliamerîtary Debates, Officiai Report, Sth Series, vol. cxxvii,
15 April 1943.
2. On 10 December 1920 the League Assembly adopted a resolution stating: "[i]t shall be the duty of the
Secretary-General to eall to the attention of the Council to any facts which in his opinion show that a member
of the League has become a Covenant-breaking State within the Meaning of Article 16. Upon receiving such
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26. "Review of United Nations Public Information Networks: Note by the Secretary-General", U.N. Doc.
A/44/329, 1989.
27. Eurtheinnore Eisenhower pledged that "the United States is prepared flot only to accept United Nations
aerial surveillance, but te do everything in its power te contribute to the rapid oraiin and successfül
operation of such international surveillance." Documents on Disarmament 1960, "Events incident to the
Surnmit Conférence (May 16, 1960)," US Anns Control and DisanTiament Agency, p.226.
28. Examples of this are ReliefWeb and the Jntegrated Regional Information Network ( RN, the~ firt oneI
having been established for the Great Lakes,
29. As of 28 February 1997 Reliefweb (http://www.reliefweb.int) provided information about on-ging
emergencies and crises ini the following states/regions: Afghanistan, AngolaCuas (Amna
Aêzerbaijan, Georgia), usa FedJ/Chechnya, Gret Lks(Burundi, Keny, Rwna nziUgd,
Zair) Iraq, DPR Korea, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Semalia, Sudan, Tajlkistan. Inadito te these 19 states,

(as of 28 Febrar 1997): AfgaitnAgo, Caucasus (Armenia, Azrajn er)RuZssiaIn
Fed./Chechriya, Great Lakes (und, Kenya, RwandaTai, Ugna Z ire, rq, PKoeLbra
Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Tajikistan. In addition to these 19 states, te is inomto o sot

dn)at) atral diateseents suh as (in Febur 1997): floods in Blva oabqe aai
mudslides ini Peru; droughts inuao and Kenya; an erhuk nIa;adatponi itNm

3 1 Hoee, a sectio of Re1iefWeb is now being created o etAic.A rsnt tol onst te
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modelled after the IRIN for the Gmet aiaso belng cnidr.
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34.ebe 1994
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40. "Consultations on Early Warning of New Flows of Refugees and Displaced Persons: Report of the ad

hoc Working Group," UN Doc. ACC/1995/24 of 9 November 1995.

41. In Resolution 47/120 of 18 December 1992, the General Assembly "4. Encourages the Secretary-General

to continue, in accordance with Article 99 of the Charter of the United Nations, to bring to the attention of

the Security Council, at his discretion, any matter which in his opinion may threaten the maintenance of

international peace and security, together with his recommendations thereon."

42. In several resolutions on the "Protection and security of small States", the General Assembly "4. Urges

the Secretary-General to pay special attention to monitoring the security situation of small States and to

consider making use of the provisions of Article 99 of the Charter. " (Resolutions 44/51 of 8 December 1989,

46/43 of 9 December 1991 and 49/31 of 30 January 1995.)

43. The 1982 Manila "Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes" (approved in

resolution 37/10 of 15 November 1982) provides that "6. [t]he Secretary-General should make full use of

the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations concerning the responsibilities entrusted to him." The

1987 "Declaration on the Enhancement of the Effectiveness of the Principle of Refraining from the Threat

or Use of Force in International Relations" (approved in resolution 42/22 of 18 November 1987) states: "31.
.- L e ... , .. , ti .. i. ilh l-,i fimrtinne with rtonrri tn the mnintinnnce
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Early Warning of Violent Confliet:
The Role of Multi-functional Observer Missions

Major D.M. ast, Ph!D
Tbe Lester B. Pearsoni Caaian ntrational

JPcacekeepig Training Centre

Fac-fidig mssinsand mtayobseyrershav been deple by the United Naions anid lby regional organizaioxis.
Meyhav reiedheaiyon miçrY eonel, ad have oft>n bsçii de1c>yed after it is evident that violentl conflict is

liklyor s n pogess Te ifomatonthy provide, at consieal personal i'isk, may add littie to the iternational
commnits a iqt red to orprvet iolcolit If hy arc =Uuuc1 trained and deployed toi addreus the

man dmesios f nciiet iolnc, heyca b sud o elpgavaizeineratina r ons. ddng olce
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Observer missions have typically been composed of military officers, usually unarmed, mnade up of multi-
national teams and deployed for six inonths to a year at a time. Fact-finding missions have usually been
made up of civilian experts who visit an area for no longer than is necessary to answer specific questions
within their mandate--a inatter of days or weeks. Both military observers and civilian faot-finders have the
status of experts on mission.) Fact-finding missions have oftcn been sent to areas of rising tension to
investigate allegations and provide th~e necessary backgrouind information for diplomatic efforts to resolve
the dispute. T'hey are a. basic tool of preventive diploinacy and routinely employed in the resolution of
disputes between states? Observer missions have typically been deployed after a cease-fire . When the
cease-fire ia unstable, they inay find themselves in the miclst of a conflict of uncertain duration and intensity.
îhe information individual militay observers provide to their headquarters, perhaps at considerable personal
risk, often adds littie to the international conwiunity's ability to respond to or prevent violent confliet.
Understanding some of the ways in fact-findlng and mllitary observer missions have been used in the past
gives an impression of their utility and limitations.

Tk4e UnitedNationis Specia CÇommission on the Balkans (UNSCOB)
Thefistexmpe f N-posoed fatfnigwas temiso sent tothe B lkasi 947 at the

request of th Gek govmet smade was to investigate the Greek gvmetscai htAbna

(mot ovrrmet officials or diploas of elvn meb f the SeeuiyCuel twre ewe

toadptte ecmmnedreolton, ndrmoedth te fo n its ged to alo he General Assembly
to deal witb th mte. 'Me GenrY Asebl alled on allparties for rsaitand establishdthe UN
Special Comission on the Blas(LJNSCGB). UNSCOB was fornmed agajinst the opposition of

YugslaiaAlbni an Bugaraand wokdwithout their cooperation. It reniained in existence until
1951, ubmttig rgulr rports on the goig reftzgee problems, arms trafficking, and the abdu~ction of

commssio whch mintineda sucomissin i theBalans nt94we c mission was esaliedo
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tion 858 (1993) on 24 August. In the early
iz attacks supported from outside Abkhazia.
ced mandate for UNOMIG was considered,
ding mission to Abkhazia investigated the
violations by both sides, accompanied by

eznent of population. UNOMIG's mandate
5servers. In January, the Secretary General
o options for an international force--a UN
ýr UN authority, whose actions would be
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Information Required for Early Warning
With appropriate knowledge about how conflicts escalate

observer missions more effectively to other means of early warni
of stages in the escalation of a conflict, which is well-establish(
progression of a conflict through stages. Protracted social conflict
Ireland, the Hom of Africa and elsewhere show repeated crises an
and sometimes stopping well short of violence. Stages are sir
intensity of violence in order to indicate the appropriateness of d

The UN's programme on the use of military and civil di
(MCDA Field Manual) lista four stages in the progression of
Underlying causes moclude poverty, limited access to resources,
Dynamic pressures compound these underlying factors. They ir
training, appropriate skills, investment, markets and press fre
population increase, urbanization, and environmental degradatioi
conditions and a fraizile local economv. FM*allv. trigger event-,
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Table 1: Uiiderlying and Proxîmate Causes of Internal Conflict <>

zacters Underlying Causes Proximate Causes

weak states Collapsing states
intra-state sccurity concems Changing intra-state mil iary balances
ethnic geograpby Changing demographic patterns

Disciminatory political institutions Political transitions
Exclusionary national ideologies Increasingly influentiai exclusionary ideologies
Inter-group politics Growing inter-group competitions
Elite pollUecs Intensifyig leadership struggles

;oilEconomic prohlemrs Mounting economic probleas;
Discriminatory economic systems Growing economic inequities
E-copomic development and Fast-paeed development and modernization
modmztion

rcpulPatterns of cultural discrimination lntensifying patterns of cultural discrimination
Problematlc gophistories Etlinic bashing and popagandizing

w of tiiese cau~ses fall within the sphere of speciflQa1ly military coxnpetence. Nor cari many of
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Interviews at local level would have revealed that the economic downturn in the late 1 980s had led to
attempts by several groups, flot ail ethnically based, to gain control of worker-owned (4 dichonic") factories.
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Collecting Information on the Regional Environment
Any internai conflict can be positively or negatively affected by the involvemnent of outside players.

There are a variety of reasons for international involvement in domestic conflict,ý stemming from varïous

degrees of altruismn and self-interest. Hegemonic ambition, a desire to restore or preserve regional stability,

etlinic syinpathy with the opprcssed, a sense of national or international responsibiîity, and humanitarian

concern are some of the reasons identifled by Cooper and Berdal. I The European Community, in addition

to its network of diplomatic contacts, deployed EC Monitors to countries bordering on the Yugoslav conflict.

-Me further from the centre of the conflict, the more important are high-level contacts with decision-makers,

and the less significant local observation will be. An exception to this might be regions of ethnic affiliation

and border regions, where significant incidents might translate rapidly mnto policy changes.)4

Collecting Political and Social Information
The example from Bosnia, and the rapid escalation to violence, illustrates the need to look carefully

at acceltrators and decelerators of incipient violence. Ramsbothamn and Woodhouse describe these in terms

of domestic, regional and intenational implications of domestic social and political conflict.Y In practical

ternis, this means that observera must be able to talk to local politicians, understand local politics and social

pressures, and have the trust and confidence of a sufficiently broad spectrum of local personalities to collect

information about the changing dynamics of domestic tensions at the local level.

In my experience, it is often difflcult to interpret the things which you are being told by a local

politician; the difficulty increases with translation, lack of familiarity with the local context and the

-wý1Pyirv nf the nroblems volitical leaders are dealing with. After several months in a community, some
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of Conflict in Vienna helped in this regard. But the higher level mechanisms also need detailed information

about regions of concern. Rhus it was that EC monitors were commissioned to provide information on

specific political, economic and social questions from time to time. The most useful reports were often those

which provided specific examples of a general problem, such as treatment of minorities." The implication

is that observers at field level need to be familiar with the mechanisms which might be used to take action.

For exaniple, the Vienna Mechanism on Military Developments, the Moscow Mechanismn on Human

Dimension Developments, and the Berlin Mechanism. on Serious Emergency Situations, are flot always

understood by those who are collecting information froni local mayors, chiefs of police and garrison

comnianders.20

My own experience with "comprehensive fact-finding missions" is that they have a limited capacity

to set up interviews with the right people on short visits into a confused theatre. They must rely on those

already in place. Several European delegations had to rely on LJNPF to set up meetings and interviews for

their visita to Croatia. Since the visitors do flot who is there to speak to, and those in place do not know in

advance what questions are to be asked, getting the right answers may be a matter of serendipity.

Systematically collecting political and social information, and using it effectively for early warning
~ ~ %nAi rr,fn11v cultivated contacts at local. national and regional/international level. It also
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examining food security and food prices in particular areas; comparing
o historic examples; and assessing the restoration of markets and economic
-s"collected by the US Army Civil Affairs Teams in Bosnia in 1996 included
read, oranges, and underwear, and the frequency of truck and bus transport
:d at regional level, these indicators gave a rough impression of the return to
:vents in the country as a whole. Collecting them, however, was time-
nsive.

rs, the relationship between public information and violence is not precise.
iore or less influence in on local actions, depending on the society, its
,ces of information. Choices will have to be made about the types of media
vote to each. Domestic media in the local language has the greatest impact
nining the international media's influence on decision-makers, Nik Gowing
ictor is only suggestive rather than directive, and is often seen by leaders as
ational media, however, might be a useful vehicle to shape international
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should be negotiated at the highest level and exercised vigorou
The types of information collected by a military observt

of armed movement, irregular troops, clandestine arming or trais
inobilization of reservists, new restrictions on movement near bz
by the police or piain-clothes units, and so on. Ail of these rnig
preparation for armed conflict.

Afier a conflict, military observers might be deployed tc
of cease-fire arrangements. Cease-fires are normally stable whe
Darties have effective Rovernments, which have agreed to the ceaý
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are authorized under Chapter Six of the UN Charter and their effective use hinges on the consent of the
parties. Sanctions and embargoes, judicial enforcement and military force are imposed on parties to a
conflict, and have repercussions for use of the flrst four instruments. In the past, fact-finding missions have
typically made a single report, (often behind closed doors), then dissolved. They have not been well placed
to influence decision-makirig or build a constituency for preventive action. Recent examples include the
Special Envoys to Burundi ini 1993 and 1995, the Sipecial Mission and Good Offices Missions to Afghanistan
in 1994, and a mission to Rwanda in February 1995."' Yet Special Envoys and Fact-finding missions have
far greater access to decision-malcers during the brief spant of their reporting period than do observer
missions. They are impeded flot by their duration, but by their Iimited ability to collect the sorts of

information mentioned above, and their limited ability to get this information to international decision-
makers.

Some conclusions about the effective management of multinational military interventions are

relevant te mnulti-fimctioiial observation missions. General Andrew Goodpaster concludes that the UiN has
three basic alternatives for organizing missions: under UN command; under the control of regional
organizatiolis, or with ad hoc arrangements. Common doctrine within the framework of a regional
organization (perhaps only NATO) affords the greatest coherence to a military mission. Command and
control arrangements formi the vital link between forming a mission and employing it effectively.
Intelligence about the disposition and intent of parties to the conflict must be used to guide the mission, and
conrehcnsive contingency plans should be prepared to respond to sudden changes in the miso's
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information was increasingly important. Many teams were ill-prepared to seek out the types of political,
economic and social information which might be required for a typical early warning mission. Teams also
had to cover ver>' large areas. Typicailly, a two-person team covered four or five major municipalities, in
an area which might take an entire day to drive across. Five municipal governments, five police forces,
perhaps a dozen major economic enterprises and public utilities, minorit>' communities, non-govemmental
organizations and so on. Given the constraints of travel time and poor teleconimunications, collecting
detailed information could be a slow process.

With the arrivai of the OSCE Human Rights Monitors, Centre for Human Rights, the International
Ptluijp Tnclr Fnrte.o (TPTF) ând 1 TN Civil Affair.,, much doser monitorine of the nolice. ludicial and minorities
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Preservation of Threatened Peoples". Its agenda was to expose the continued presence of war criminals in
Prijedor and their role in preventing returu of refugees. In meetings, Muslim refugee leaders revealed a
strategy of highlighting Serb obstruction, by storming the IEBL with large numbers.Y Civilian Police and
EC monitors identified preparations on the Serb side of the IEBL for a violent reception, including piles of
rocks along the anticipated route. The local Serb and Muslim radio stations in Priîjedor and Sanski Most
'vere used to inflame public sentiment on the issue of retumn throughout April and May.

Putting this information together from diverse sources, and interpreting it to allow a clear picture
of upcoming events 'vas a challenge for ail concerned. Authorities on both sides had some interests vested
in a confrontation. They 'vere apprehensive, but also reluctant to cooperate in de-escalating tensions because
of fearthat the other party 'vould thereby gain an advantage. A series of meetings at local and regional level,
under the chairmanship of IFOR and UNHCR, were the fora in which the information was first interpreted
and then acted upon. In the context of the IFOR mission, the G2 or intelligence ceil was the focus for
"tassemnbling" a coherent picture of likely events. EC Monitors and particular UNHCR field officers had a
clearer idea of lilcely events, because of their privileged communications with refugees and local authorities.

Although demoTistrations occurred on both sides of the IEBL on 12 and 18 May 1996, direct
confrontations were avoided. Ihis was achieved through a series of escalating meetings with officiais and
police on both sides, and with Muslim refugee leaders. After the inflanimatory role it played in the 12 May
event, pressure 'vas successfully exerted in Europe to prevent the German NGO from participating in the 18
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initiatives with UN actions, and to keep him informed of develoDments. Choosinz the rielht neoDle for the
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in-country, and building professional relationships would ail be usefÙl steps on which to build later. In each
case, one of the fuintions of the early warning mission is to bring greater resources from outside the mission
to bear at an carIy stage and ini places where they wfIl have a positive impact. This argues for a mission with
many organizational links.

Should it l'e necessary to escalate from an early waming mission to one whîch depioys more
resources, a carefully used early warrinfg mission might help in the smooth deployment and efficient start-up
of a larger and more comTplex mTlisson. Ini military ternis, observers can function as liaison, reconnaissance
and advance parties.4' The san flinctions are required for political, economic and social aspects of a
mission. One of the most important fimctions is simply preser-ving and transferring information. Many
wheels were remnvented l'y IFOR, the High Representativc's Office, and tJNMIBH, having been lost without
a trace in the ashes of UNPF and UNPROFOR.

Conclusion: Observer Missions and Effective Early Warning
'here are three steps to using observer missions to provide effective early waming. The first is to

get the missions into the right place at the right time, with appropriate mandates and freedom of action. The
second is to ensure that they are appropriately structured and prepared to detect vital signs, interpret them
correctly, and comniinicate that information. The third is to ensure that they are linked into the international
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undernourished people to haif their present level no later than 20152.
At present, there are 26 countries facing food emergencies of varying intenisity with millions of

people affected b>' acute food shortages or threatened by famine due to man-mnade and/or natural disasters.
Famine may be deflned (in simpler terms) as a situation when a population group's normal access to food
collapses completel>' and mass starvation starts. Its causes are complex. However the assumption that if
food production is affected by adverse weather, people will inevitably starve, is a misleading simplification.
Nevertheless, crop failures couîd be a major contributory factor to famine. What distinguishes famine from.
endemic hunger is that famine is an acute breakdown of society with political repercussions while hunger
remains the permanent lot of millions. It is flot the intention of this paper to analyse the genesis of famine
or its socio-economic and political implications but to briefly illustrate GIEWS experience of how relief
oiDerations have resDonded to earlv warninizs in some recent food emergencies, to head off threats of acute
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aimned in prevellting disasters, or at least limiting their effects, is far more cost effective than actually having

to deal with the effects of the disaster. Recent exaxnples where this bas occurred include Somalia and the

Great Lakes Regioli, whcre prevention measures would have been much more cost effective, and saved manY

lives,~~~~ thnteepneobillions of dollars in post disaster interventios

3. Case Studies on Effective Early Warning and Responses

There are numerous examples where early warnings provided by GIEWS have prompted effective

responseS leading to successful relief operations. In this connection, two recent case studies dealing with

Southerfl Africa and the DemocrtSUc People's Republic of Korea are outlined below:

3.1 Southeili Africa
3.1.1 D&Çg3Ilid
Southern Aftica comprises 12 countries with an estimated total population of 125 millions ini 1996.

The sub-region show a mared diversity in economic conditions with per caput GNP ranging from lcss than

US$ 250 ini the pooreT couiltries (Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique) to over US$.2,500 in relatively affluent

countries (Botswana, Mauritiuse South Africa). Although in recent years the sub-region bas achieved a

remnaricable degree of peace and political stability, two countries affected by past civil strife, Angola aud

TmA<v>'mbiauc, are stili faccd with serious problems. Prolonged civil strife bas deait a heavy blow to these
.1*d Mninr challen2es to revitalize the economy

Nevertheless,
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pollination. stage severely affected crop growth throughout the subregion except in Angola, causing
widespread crop failures or seriously reducing yield potential. Rains in March came too late to save crops
in znost countries as, although they did benefit pastures and limit the drought's impact on the livestock sector
ini some countries, irreversible danmage to food crops and livestock had already occurred in most areas. The
effect of drought on cereal production and import requirements of individual countries is shown in Table 2
and Figure 2. The chronology of the evolution of the 1991/92 drought emnergency and response is described
below.

1991/92 Droight
DATES AL ANN ADATO AE

MNIORNGACIITIE

Oct. 1991 Ramns and crop season start Normal regular monitoring
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FAO/WFP mission to evaluate 1996
Floods and overall food supply situation.
Special Report issued Dec 1996 -

FAO WFP Briefing on the food situation
in Korea DPR at a donor meeting held
at FAO Headquarters and appeal for the
suvDlv of seed and fertilizers.

Second, emergency Appeal for 100 000
tons of food assistance jointly approved
by FAO and WFP.

im alc
know

Nov 96/Jan 97
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Figure 2. SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1991/92 Drought

a) CEREAL PRODUCTION

pcontage change 1092 over 1991

40
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Figure 3. SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1994/95 Drought

a) CEREAL PRODUCTION

Pmetage change 195 over 19e4l
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Table 1. SOUTHERN AFRICA: CEREAL PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS REQUIREMENTS (million tona)

1990/91 J1991192 199a2/973 1993/94 J1994195 199519 / 19 6 g7

Production <doe in pmytmm 20.3 19.6 9.8 23.4 25.2 15.4 25,
Import requirements 3.7 5.1 11.7 3.9 4.1 5.1 2.
Food aid requirments 1.3 1.4 3.8 1.2 1.5 1.0 0.
Cloulng stockcs 3.4 2.8 2.3 4.7 5.0 1.9 2.

Source: FAO

Table 2. SOUTI4ERN AFRICA. CEREAL PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS ('oo ToNs>

Producton Im-t

1992 ove 29M Wsut
1992 1991 1991 1992/93 1991/92 1iu1un

Angola 465 388 20 214 360 -39
Botswana 15 50 » 70 281 161 7
Lesotho 9 7 40 250 2W37
Madagascar 2591 2509 3 108 122 * 13
Malawi 644 1880 -62 428 227 8
Maurilus 

2 2 -6 163 175 71Namia 33 114 -71j 161 74 145
South Africa 4816 10610 567 5582 1 193 368



Eyes and Ears?

Limits of NGO Information for Early Warning

William DeMars

'Me American University ini Cairo

Semnervencies geuerate human rights abuse, famine, disease and displacemrent on a massive scale,

mvariably rooted in civil wars. The link between civil war and humanitarian catastrophe was a

fi-à, Canubodia, Ethiopia and other Cold War disasters, and it remnains a feature of post-Cold War

iplified by events in Somnalia, Bosnia aud Rwanda. Policy responses to internal conflicts have

-al phases since 1989. First, the withdrawal of superpower sponsorship froxu proxies failed ta

s. Next, muscularfnhtary hurnanitarianisfll sturnbled in Sornalia and Bosmia. Finally--and with
----------- 1a,~~v<in i,nvernmnents. the UN and
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International non-govemmental organizations (NGOs) have played crucial roles in ail three formns
of the Third World state, under conditions of both peace and war. In the authoritarian welfare state, whose
mainstays were superpower military assistance and both bilateral and multilateral economic aid, international
development NGOs patched the holes in the state welfare blanket by sustaining the poorest populations. By
supplementing the statc's welfare funictions, and Iegitimating its promises of upward mobility, developinent
NGOs acted as auxihiaries of an expanding state (Murphy 1994). Civil wars in this context tended to pit
against each other a small number of adversaries, each with an external state sponsor and each representing
a competing mode] of authoritarian welfare state. International relief NGOs (often development NGOs
switching gears) succored victims on one or more sides of the war. Human rights NGOs lagged behind relief
and developmnent NGOs in the evolution of their involvement in civil wars (sec next section).

Ini the dermocratic privatizing state, a form now hegemonic in Latin America and perhaps emerging
in Asia, governrents shed both welfare and productive functions in order to compete for foreign investment.
Popular sectors in Latin Ainerica give up welfare in return for minimal human rights protections and
democratic citizenship. Ini this context, international developmnent NGOs both legitimnate and niitigate flhc
retrenchment of governnient welfare functions. By privatizing the government welfare bureaucracy,
developmcnt NGOs act as replacemenLr for a shrinking state. Human rights NGOs, along with emerging
NGO sectors dealing with wonien, environient and indigenous peoples, play a growing role in expanding
democratic space. The Chiapas rebellion may represent the characteristic form of civil war in the democratic
privatizing state. Its crucial battles are fought in the arena of international media (including the computer
internet) rather than on flhc ground, and cross-border NGO coalitions are central actors.

In the collapsing state, flot only welfare and production, but state security funictions as weIl are1"privatized" into flhe hands of warlords, privateers, transnational criminal organizations and mercenaries
(Reno 1995; Keen 1994; Macrae and Zwi 1994). The phenornenon of ethnic conflict, particularly in Africa,
is sometimes little more than an ideological veneer for violence that serves private economic gain. Ini other
cases, particularly thic ast successfü.l transitions froni communism in Central Europe and the former Soviet
Union, ethnic conflict may represent an intermediate forni of authoritarian velflare state in the Process of
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rnational conflict, the second is to contain the outflow of refugees (within the

gion, or at least outside of Western Europe and North America), and the third

:>olitical cost of humanitarian programns. B>' these criteria, conflict prevention

the Great Lakes region of Africa and the former Yugoslavîa. Neither

iman rights protection are on this lîstfor their own sake. Humanitarian values

-ial objectives of multilateral operations, but they are pursued selectivel>' oni>'

st one of the three goals of cost containment.
of eari>' warning and conflict prevention straddles this contradiction, how

One legitimate alternative is to use the contradiction as a lever to lift policy

Ily matches the high ideals of policy discourse. Some scholars analyze the

auses" of conflicts at a ver>' early stage, and design policy tools that could be

prehensive system of conflict prevention.2 Others direct attention to designing

what might be called "just in time' conflict prevention in the current hot spots.

,rve the political interaction amnong the several kinds of actors thrown together

liots: the warring parties, NGOs, intergovernmental organizations, major power
.--e- -- A mniriprm intier a mnultilateral mandate. Each of these
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suffering. The general point is that different NGOs look for and value different things in their information
gathering.

NGO information, ini addition to being narowlyyfociise, is also ftqgragnxteoapify an
demographically because each of perhaps more than 100 NGOs operating in one country is working w1th
a somewhat different population. Despite constant talk about the need for coordination, no single actor has
a complete overview. (This is more a strength than a wealcness as 1 wilI discuss laterJ A third r.1mtércý
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became a positive resource to overcome the fragmentation and
) information.
Iorn of Africa argued for years
ýuments can be understood as a

causes of famine in Ethiopia,
i three different narratives of
'y (DeMars 1995). In the first
ir numbers, location and raw
from rural Tigray into eastern
3O information adds political
iopian government denies the
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In addition to providing information about violent internai conflicts and their humanitarian
consequences, NGOs are being asked to influence the course of conflicts by helping to head theni off or
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NGO or UN agency. During the 1980s in Africa, the ICRC becamne deeply
,ency assistance to famine victimns and displaced persons. The ICRC worked
f organizations that served many of the saine population groups, but the ICRC
frities in a unique mariner that incorporated elements of protection. When the
ig assistance on al side of civil wars in the late i1980s, ICRC leaders intended
xerations. However, the ICRC took on a major relief role in Somalia when thc
-sponse.
;tablished NGOs, sucli as Mennonite Central Committee and Anierican Friends
g defined their mandates in terms of confliot resolution. These are joined by
)fcnlc eouinNO that have developed techniques to promote non-
t. Searcli for Common Ground is an NGO innovator in this sector. In
ch lias brouglit together a teain ofjoumnalists; froin different ethnic conimunities
e reporting project, the articles froin which were published by ecd reporter's
eet societal leaders and give theni an opportunity to act outside of an ethnic
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victims of war, and conflict resoltion now work side-by-side in internai conflicts. Acting without central
coordination, and often inadvertently, the aggregate NGO community can analyze the political-economic
causes of humanitarian emergencies. The other side of the convergence can be discerned in the recent
evolution of American security priorities. Intelligence analysis aims at understanding the causal processes
at work in situations that may threaten American interests (McCarthy 1994). In the wake of the Cold War,
U.S. leaders have increasingly perceived "transnational" social processes as security threats. The Bush
administration responded with military action to problems of drug trafficking in Panama, mass migration
in northern Iraq after the Gulf War, and famine in Somalia (Damrosch 1993). The Clinton administration
expanded the National Intelligence Council by adding a National Intelligence Officer for Global and
Multilateral Issues to address such issues as humanitarian emergencies, refugees and environmental
problems (Nye 1994: 86). The State Department launched an Early Wamning and Preventive Actions
Initiative in 1994 to identi1f' one crisis-prone country each month, and evaluate alternative policy responses
(Fleming 1994).

The convergence of attention on civil wars by humanitarian organizations and U.S. security agencies
can be understood by considering the changing relationship between humanitarian information and
intelligence, I hei current debate on intelligence reform, the very definition of intelligence is contested,
between the view that it includes ail information for decision makers (Sims 1995), and thie view that it
comprises only secrets for competition between states (Shulsky 1995). An alternate definition, particularly
appropriate to situations of civil wars, counts as intelligence any information that gives outside actors
leverage over who rules.3 To prevent others from gaining such leverage is the reason governiments and
insurgents keep secrets. The information that humanitarian organizations gather and analyze offers leverage
over who lives. Humanitarian actors may use this information to deliver aid to starving people, monitor
human rights abuses, or prevent: migration. The crux of the convergence ofattention is that information
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causai links, and aiso value consensus among dominant decisionrnakers, NGOs and experts. Human rights
and collective security, particulariy with regard to civil wars, are categorized amnong the issue-areas leasi
amenable to learning of this kind (Haas and Haas 1995: 258).

Collaboration between the international nonproflt sector and American security agencies has a long

and convoiuted history, which can oniy be briefly sketched here. During World War II the Office of
Strateglo Services incorporated hundreds of academics to quickly build up an intelligence capability, and
the intimate reiationship bctween "cloak and gown" continued tbrough the 1950s (Winks 1987). For two
decades aftcr its foundiiig in 1947, the Central Intelligence Agency maintained links with an array of
American professions, mncluding business, labor, churches, news mnedia and charitable organizations. Some
of these links consisted of covert funiding for selected founidations that in turn supported nonprofit
organizations. The international activities of these professionals and organizations provided sources of

intelligence information, and aiso constituted part of the "infrastructure" of persons who might be recruited
for covert action (Godson 1995: 165). Revelations beginning in the late 1960s exposed these activities, and
Amnerican intelligence severed most of these relationships by the rnid- 1970s (Turner 1985: 40; Ross 1976:
103).

Since the 1970s, it is safe to assume that American intelligence agencies could gain access to any
information reported by NGOs through routine channels to the U.S. government. For example, Amnerican
relief and developmnent NGOs report to, and work closely with, officiais of the U.S. Agency for International

DeveiopMent. lI addition, when U.S. embassy officiais debrief NGO staff who have returned from remote
arcas or war zones, this information can flnd its way into the diplornatic cables that flow constantly to
Washington. lI regions that combined hwnanitarian crisis with special Anierican security interests, such
as Southeast Msia in the 1970s and Afghanistan ini the 1980s, certain NGOs established itimate working
reiationships with Mnerican security bureaucracies (Chester 1995; Baitenmann 1990).

As a consequence of this complex histoxy, any cooperation between the international noxiprofit sector
and the intelligence and security bureaucracies of the U.S. governrent raises questions of legitimacy in sorne
quarters. Ini spite of this history of mutual mistrust, NGOs with a range of humanitarian mandates are
collaborating in new ways with elements of the U.S. Department of State, National Security Council, andi
Intelligence Cornmunity. This collaboration has several innovative variations, including policy networks
that 1>001 information, analyze the causal dynamics of particular confliets, and guide international poiicy to
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security actors employ a division of labor that allows cooperation while maintaining the independence of
each actor. A division of labor, in this sense, can be negated by either a distant relationship of isolation or
hostility between NGO and U.S. security actors, or a relationship that is so tight that one actor is subsumed
under the agenda of the other.

As a preliminary argument to be tested in further research, I would suggest that recent policy practice
for rnanaging civil wars tends toward combining ail four of these features, and that avenues for improving
conflict prevention may be found by analyzing the compatibilities and incompatibilities between the four
elements under particular case conditions. lIn contrast to CoId War relations between NGOs and the U.S.
security bureaucracy, recent cases of collaboration display greater transparency of information flows and
enhanced cooperation between actors using intermediaries and divisions of labor. These features increase
the potential for institutionalizing these policy innovations more widely.

Cases and Issues ini Policy Networks
It should be clarified which humanitarian NOOs do, or do

U.S. security community. The "market" may be quite limited. A
NGO has articulated privately the need for NGOs working in confi
discrete means to share information about local warlords and politic
Watch as a general policy does flot seek information from U.S. inti
special information other than what it releases to the public.' Several
Central Comrnittee have distanced themselves from the .S.. gov
reasons. It is flot clear how an NGO based in Europe might share
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what sort of information it received.
lI reality, for most NGOs, transparency is a matter of tactical choice rather tha inflexible principle.

NGO public statemefits are often less revealing and timely than "trip reports" by consultants who travel into
remote areas, and "sitreps" (situation reports) faxed periodically from the country director to the desk officer

at headquarters of operational NOOs. These cominxIIcations constitute a "fur tive literature" that is norrnally
flot available to journalists, scholars and other organizations. In short, this is flot "open source information"e
in the strict sense. Furtherinore, it is not available from any central collection point, it is fully intelligible
only to persons immersed in the immediate context, and it is rapidly dated.

These considerations suggest that recent National Intelligence Estimates on Global Humanitarian

Emergencies are cither compilations of relatively superficial NGO open source information, or deep analyses
based on NGO furtive literature and "gray source" interviews with large numbers of'NGO personnel. The
former possibility is much more likely. Either way, however, several questions arise: What is the value
added by the intelligence comniunity to NGO information? Is NGO information obtained directly, or
through intermedianies? Is the intelligence community (CIA headquarters?) the optimum location for
collecting and analyzing NGO information?

These issues cari be understood more deeply through the concepts of intelligence collection and

analysis. In many efforts directed toward early warning of escalating internai conflicts, hurnanîtarian NGOs
have more information, and have it sooner, than governiment intelligence services. Therefore, the policy
challenge of collection involves identifying relevant NGO information, conveying it to the intelligence
conmumity, and choosing what part of the process to make transparent to the gerieral public. At the same

time, neither individual NGOs nor the central orgmnizations of the U.S. intelligence commnity pos5ses the
knowledge, range of contacts, and security to conduct effective analysis of intelligence information for early
wartng of escalating civil conflict. The optimum location for analysis may be an intermediaxy actor, such
as a humnanitariail officer in an Amenican embassy, or the relatively JICw organizational forrn of a policy
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or nine "ref coords" are in place at any one time.6 They facilitate humanitarian aid to particular populations
of refugee or internally displaced persons by bringing to bear expertise, money and political influence.
Refugee coordinators can also act as intermediaries by collecting and analyzing information from an array
of hunianitarian organizations about the confliot that is spawnîng the refugee crisis. Conveyed tbrough
diplomatic cables to the CIA and other intelligence agencies, this information can provide the U.S.
government with its clearest window into a conflict and its humanitarian consequences.7 This is distinct
from raw, open source data collected directly ftrm NGOs and sent to CIA headquarters. Nor does embassy
cable traffic contain information quoted from, or directly attributed to, NGO sources.' Instead, it combines
both open source and human intelligence or gray sources, and the information is both collected and analyzed
in the field by the refugee coordinator, who conveys conclusions to the intelligence community. More
broadly, there is a current emphasis based in the Refugee and Human Rights thematic bureaus of the State
Department to train ail U.S. foreign service officers to be more alert to collecting and reporting information
on refugee flows and human rights violations.'

Frederick Cuny in Chechnya
Frederick Cuny was a veteran disaster relief specialist who designed humanitarian operations for a

quarter century in civil wars and other disasters froin Biafra to Bosnia. Cuny became well-known in the
1 990s for rebuilding the city water system of Sarajevo under siege. Early in 1995 he set off for a
humanitarian assessment mission to Chechnya, where the Russian armny was fighting a war against Chechen
nationalists. Cuny traveied extensively, talking with humanitarian officiais and military comnianders on
both sides of the conflict. With an understanding of the war gain by this on-the-ground research, hie decided
to put into, practice the routine exhortations for "early warning and conflict prevention." Cuny published a
brilliant analysis of the war in the New York Review o! Books, describing in detail how~ the mulitary strategies
of both adversaries would lead to a series of predictable humanitarian disasters if the war were allowed to
rage along its logical course (Cuny 1995). He castigated the Russians in particular. by reveaiing that most
of the civilians killed in Grozny by Russian shelling were Russian riationals. and 1w accusing the general
staff in Moscow of scuttlingz a cease-fire that had been initiated by field comniariders on both sides in
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disinformation about his mission, and that Chechen Counterîntelligence units probably held him for somte
period. For whatever reason, Cuny provoked a reaction from the counterintelligence apparatus of both
adversaries. Taking into account the uncertanty of the available evidence, it is reasonable to arrive at the
tentative conclusion that Cuny's analysis of humanitarian information concerning who lives in Chechnya
impinged on information that could influence who ruies.

Fred Cuny's role in Chechnya is remarkable for the extent to which he conibined mnultiple tasks.
Cuny collected field information first hand on a range of hunianitarian and military realities, analyzed it,
published his conclusions, lobbied U.S. government officiais in Washington on the clepravity of Russian
military tactics, ignored tactical advice from staff in the Soros Foundation with whozn he was working, and
went back into the confliot attempting to change its course by acting as a peace mediator. By centralizing
aIl tlese taslcs in himself, Cuny chose to forego the modicumn of protection that derives from ftagmenting
theni among multiple actors. Several months before Cuny disappeared, Andrew Natsios advocated the clear
separation of several distinct NGO roles in conflicts: prevention, relief and rehabilitation, humnan rights
monitoring, and mediation. " Cuny combined these roles and others in one person, flot j ust one organization.
Hie gamned integration and effectiveness, but lost political protection. One of the ways that separating roles
ilnparts political protection is by allowing intermediaries to channel information between actors who have
no direct contact.

Genocide and Mass Migration in Rwanda
The genocide of perhaps one million ethnic Tutsies in Rwanda from April through July 1994 was

Wprted as it occurred by human rights NGOs with sources in Rwanda and with access to the UN Security
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innovative information linkages between humanitarian NGOs and the U.S. national secui-ity bureaucracy,
including the intelligence community. Ini addition, the prelude to the genocide in January 1994 involved a
pivotai failure by the United Nations and member governiments to act on UN intelligence predicting the scale
and method of the killing (Lynch 1996). Details of precisely who knew what and when they knew it are
continuing to emerge.

Burundi Policy Forum
The Burundi Policy Forum represents a relatively institutionalized form of network collaboration

between humanitarian and security actors. Sponsored by four NGOs, the Forum has met monthly in
Washington, DC since January 1995 to share information and brainstorm policy options for ameliorating the
multiple disasters of the Burundi/Rwanda region.'3 It attracts; about 100 people, from the State Department,
USAID, Pentagon, and intelligence community; as weIl as from NGOs specializing in human rights, relief
assistance, refugee advocacy, democratization, and conflict resolution. A parallel forum based in London
draws European NGO and government representatives. The Forum cultivates a high degree of cooperation,
is weII institutionalized, and fosters transparency as a tool to encourage horizontal flows of information in
both directions between NGO and governiment sectors.

This transparency has certain limits. A Burundi Securily Forum, with a smaller and resti-icted
attendance, meets every two weeks to deal with sensitive security topics such as how to monitor and impede
armns flows to Rwandan refugees in Zaire, and how to focus sanctions on extremist leaders in Burundi. The
more restricted Burundi Security Forum is regularly attended by officiais from several bureaus of the State
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to accuse the Bosnian Serbs of primary responsibility for the most egregious human rights violations in
Bosnia. Madeleine Albright presenteci satellite intelligence photos to the UN Security Council to confirm
refugee reports that the Bosnian Serbs hac! massacred hundreds, or perhaps tliousands, of Muslims after
oven-unning the so-called safe haven of Srebrenica. U-2 spy plane photos of "possible mass graves" near
Srebrenica were released to the news media. And a CIA official told a Senate hearing that "American
intelligence bas found a clear pattern of'etlmic cleansing' by the Bosnian Serbs since 1992." (Schmitt 1995;
Crossette 1995). This public relations campaign against the Bosnian Serbs was tirned to gain international
and domestic support for a new American peace initiative for the Balkans. 'Me selective disclosure of
Amner-ican intelligence information also served as a prelude to. and political justification for, the NATO
bombing of Bosnian Serb military targets a few weeks later.

American policy bas appeared ambiguous and shifting on the question of how much intelligence
information the U.S. will share with the War Crimes Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia. The Clinton
administration bas pledged to turn over "ail appropriate information" but lias withheld some intelligence
(including signals intelligence of radio conversations between Bosnien Serb comnianders) requested by the
Tribunal on grounds of national security (Sciolino 1995). Afier mucli banc! wringing about "mission creep,"
American troops will provide security for UN war crimes investigators exhuming suspectcd mass graves in
Bosnia (Burns 1996).

Three distinct processes are running in parallel for analyzing human rights information on the former
Yugoslavia--traditional human rigbts NGOs, the War Crimes Tribunal, and Ainerican intelligence. Between
themn there are competing agendas, disparate analytical procedures, and a shortage of institutionalized
relationsbips. Traditional, on-the-ground monitoring set the agenda for U.S. intelligence analysis of the
Srebrenica massacres in mid-1995. American officials dic! not foresee the Serb attack on the enclave, and
they agree in bindsight that "their best information came from human rights groups, the United Nations and
the press, not from spies, satellites ofecavesdropping." (Engelberg and Weiner 1995). The riveting satellite
photos of mass graves at Srebrenica were only discovered amid thousands of recorded images after John
Shattuck, the Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights, was led to interview refugees from the massacre
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welfare on which hunianitarian action is based, NGOs can easily revert to a Cold War repertoire of famuliar
responses ranging froni quiet distancing to public condemnation of U.S. govemrment policies. More
challenging for the humnanitarian community may be situations where Western govemrments use covert
means to pursue principled ends. In such cases, humanitarian organizations may be asked to assist the
operation by providing either public legitimacy or quiet cooperation.

When President Clmnton threatened and initiated a military invasion of Haiti to accomplish the lofty
goals of restoring democracy and checking the flow of refugees. many humanitarian observers supported the
initiative. However, if the United States had used covert or special forces action to overthrow the Haitian
military regime--an option the Clinton administration refused to rule out--the humnanitarian community
would have faced the choice of whether to ]end its legitiznacy to the operatîon. "

Whether, or under what conditions, to lend a humanitarian rationale to covert operations is a genuine
dilemma for the humnanitarian community. The secrecy inherent in covert operations would seem to preclude
the accountability necessary for a humanitarian endorsement. On the other hand, if countering a crisis of
migration, human rights abuse or starvation is a high priority according to humanitarian priciples, it is not
clear that humanitarian legitimacy should be withheld froin covert policy options. Covert operations may
be the most effective and feasible alternative for achieving a particular hunianitarian objective, even if it is
difficuit to imagine a UN Security Council resolution authorizing such action. In the future, as U.S.
presidents seek low-cost tools for responding to internal conflicts and humanitarian crises, they are likely
to reach for the option of covert operations. When some of these operations become public, it is also likely
that administrations will seek allies among humanitarian NGOs to legitimize their poliCieS.16
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They may be correct in this judgment given the involvement of major power govemrments in the rearmament
and the low-grade political will in the United States to act for conifict prevention ini Africa. lhe ex-FAR
have flot needed a couniterintelligerice capacity. However, they could develop one quickly if the political
wiII of the 'tinternational community" ever rose to the point of considering decisive action against thiem. The
lesson for actors atteniptirig to do serlous early wamning of escalatîng confliots: Take into account the
couriterintelligence capability of any warring party whose goals and methods you scrutinize. From their
point of view, you are gathering intelligence.
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* Personnel are stationed in local communities, outside the capital, where they develop extensive
connections and become part of established networks. They may pick up important information
which large organizations might miss. Although NGOs cannot and should flot supplant the
intelligence capabilities of larger organizations, what they do fmnd can be a cnitîcal piece of the larger
estimate.

a When NGO personnel do receive information, their relationship with their headquarters is usually
direct, if not personal, and their capacity to communicate information is quick and effective.

* NGO personnel are not systematically discouraged by the political or organizational complexifies
of crafting a response to warning. On the contrary, they sec as part of their responsibilities the
warning of catastrophe or violence. Among NGOs, the warning-response nexus is far less
complicated than it is among large international organizations.

In this paper, we examine the role of NGOs in Rwanda in providing early wamning of the genocide
which ultimately occurred. Rwanda is in many ways a critical case to examine: as we shall show, NGOs were
present in considerable strength for years before the genocide began. It can be argued, however, that because
the genocide was a planned and organized conspiracy, no organization of any kind could have penetrated
the conspirators and gained access to information that would have warned of an impending genocide. We
shall show as well that this is an overly pessimistic judgment. Nevertheless, to be fair, we use the criterion
of a warning of a likelihood of a major escalation of violence, rather than a specific warning of genocide,
which may have beyond the capacity of any organization to imagine.

Analysis of the role of NGOs in Rwanda in providing early warning should shed light on the
strengths and weaknesscs of the international NGO communities as ringers of the clarion bell. We examine
flot onlv whether NGOs succeeded or failed in nrovidina earlv warnine. but if thev fqsipd ij, f41.
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et with intervention. On October 5, France sent roughly 150 paratroopers
hican Republic to boister the Habyarinana regime. These troops did flot
~but rather backstoppcd the Forces Armées Rwandaise (FAR) in Kigali,

jor sites. Zaire also sent troops to Rwanda, and these did engage the RPF,
;ence was insufficient to stop the first major RPF victory of the war..Zaire's
r- that defeat.
miderwent a sharp but temnporary decline after the capture of Gabiro. Their
Rwigyema, had been killed on the first day of fighting. Shortly afier Gabiro
comînanders were killed in a FAR ambush. Disoriented by the loss of
tting into two groups, one which melted into the forests and swarnps of the
st, and one which stole along the Rwanda-Uganda border to the Virunga

rouped umder Major Paul Kagzame. a charismatic Tutsi in his thirties who
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3. The Arusha Period (June 92 - August 93)
The Arusha process brought together the RPF, the rulii
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eptions.
.Irst, Catholhe Relief Services apparently used its position in Kigali, a quite influential position

rie through its strong connection to the Catholic church, to support broader church efforts to deal

question of ethnicity and to promnote acceptance of the idea of sharing power within the

,ana regime. Few details of this process have been macle public, and CRS' efforts were for the most

ci up ini efforts by such figures as the Papal Nuncio to have the church play a constructive role in

dan peace negotiations. That these broader efforts were ultimately a failure does flot necessarily
- - _ - m,iAi-A Whnt Uie evidence of these efforts exists suiziests that
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initiative had any relevance. KigaIi-based diplomats of the period dismissed Christian Aid's initiative as
,&trivial"

3. Shi*ting to iEmergency Programming
By early 1993, NGO's development work in Rwanda was seriously jeopardized by the consequences

of the February 1993 RPF offensive, Ini retrospect, this is a critical turning point both in the $GO's
experience and in the crisis itself, and is explored at some length below. The offensive prcxluced large
numbers of displaced persons, and forced NGOs onto an emergency footing.

This prooess was furthered ini October 1993 when political violence in Burundi produceci large
numbers of refligees (JEval, 111, 29). At Ieast 375,000 refugees crossed inl:o southern Rwad, and another
250,000 fled to Tanzania. A further 300,000 were displaced inside Burundi and some tens of thousands also
crossed into Zaire. Because the NGOs in Rwanda were already on an emergency footing, they were quickly
able to divert some of their capacity to dealing with Burundian refugees in the southemr province of Butare,
where they were concentrated. By the tinie this provess was fully in place, NGOs in Rwanda were completely
on an emergency footing, and so reniained until April 1994, when the genocide was launched.

I the first chaotic days after the assassination of Habyarirnana and Ntaryamnira, NGOs scra3nbled
not ta respond but to escape. This was not a panicked reaction or an irresponsible one, but a response to
attacks on local NGO staff and serious tbreats to the security of ail NGO personnel. NGO country directors
(CUs) claini, with justification, that there was no tiine in the first week to attempt to fécus on what was
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llow might this failure have beeri averted? What opportunities, if any, were

mity, a period durîng which NGOs might have been able to hear and process
to genocide, it was in the summer and fail of 1993. Growing cxtremismn in
vident in an increase in the number of 'small' massacres of Tutsis in various
hree hundred killed every time a concrete step towards power-sharing was
was precisely such a massacre, moreover, that prompted the February 1993
an consequences of that offensive produced a quantitative increase in NGO
produced, however, a corresponding qualitative shiftina the nature of that

ished NGO sensitivity and intelligence capacity precisely when these were
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Why Did Early Warning Fail?
The technical excellence of the international NGO cornmunity in responcling to the humanitarian

emergency ironically diminished its focus on the signaIs which now began to grow about the plan for a
genocide. The 'quantity' of NGO engagement with Rwandan society grew during this period, but - from a

v'hose attention r
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The second reason for this Ioss of 'Intelligence' w85 that in virtually ail NGOs, emergency operations
are run by expatriates flown in on short notice to meet relief needs. Expatriates coordinate wîth other
expatriates to provide specialist services ini water supply, distribution, health, and social services. These
expatriates certainly hire large numbers of local staff, often from within the communities they are servicing.
Ini contrast to development programs, how@ver, these local staff are for the most part used ini technical
capacitCes, implemefltiflg programs designed by international experts. Local staff become less central ini the
developinent of programming. Little in the style of emergency response by most NGOs promotes sustained
dialogue with the local community whose neecls are being met. Relief programmes are usually pre-conceived
and pre-packaged, often literally so. These standard operating procedures allow relief agencies to respond
quickly and efficientlyto crisis which break at undetermined times in unspecified places, and clearly help
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V. Conclusion

1. The Failure of Early Warnlng
The story of early warning of the Rwandan genocide from internatior

NGOs is easy to tell: there was none. This is flot to say that NGOs were unawa
in order and security in KigZali, or were unaware of escalatinz atrocities in the co
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if the NGOs in Rwanda could have refrained from switching their focus to emergency relief once the numnber

of displaced persons began to climb, or if they could have retained at least some focus on the political

context in which emergency relief was being delivered. The first is highly unlikely; NGOs would flot refuse

to provide emnergTIcy assistance to hundreds of thousands of displaced persons.

The second is more likely, but would require explicit changes in standard operating procedures.

NGOs, deeply engagtd in emergency relief, working under int ense time pressure, would nevertheless have

to commnit to monitor closely the local political context, share that information and analysis with other NGOs

in the field, and communicate their analyses back to headquarter s. Despite the real difficulties ini dividing

attention - and resourCes - this way, it is overwhelmmngly ini the interest of the NGO communxty to do so.

NGOs ini Rwanda were affected quickly, adversely, and dramatically by the escalation of mass violence and

by the genocide. It is essential that NGOs engaged ini emergency relief retaun some of their connection to thie

local comunfities they have servcd ini more placid times. It is that connection to local communities,

familiarity with local culture, and proficiency in local languages that is the most important asset of the NGO

commumity for ail the différenit kinds of work it does. This asset is also a vital resource for effective early

wanlhg.
Second, our argument implies that had the NGOs continued to do largely development work, they

would have enhaiictd their cap8acity tC> provide tarly wamuing of the likelihood of mass violence. While this
îcit mnA nf itself not difficult to sustain, the criticai question is whether this enhanced capacity
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and Information: The Role of ReliefWeb
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'Me situation in Eastern Zaire exemplifies ail these key issues. For many relief agencies today, the
ethical and political dimensions of the delivery of relief are increasingly problematic. In this regard, the roles
and mandates of relief organizations are up for public and private scrutiny. The charges are wide-ranging:
some dlaim that relief is big business without which many relief agencies would ]ose their growmng profit
base, while others hold that relief is equally abused by the perpetrators of conflict as well as those unwilling
to risk involvement in the sovereign affairs of states where conflicts are raging or waiting to implode. One
outcome of this complex situation is that relief agencies are now in a position to make judgements and
influence outcomes ini ways far beyond their traditional roles.?

In the face of criticism, many relief agencies have expressed their concern that "humanitarianism
is the scapegoat for failed political solutions... .particularly so where there is a lack of polîtical will to find
solutions on the part of the international conununity and the governments concernied" The politicization of
humanitarian effort is one of the major issues facing the international community today. The dilemma for
relief agencies is how to assist those at risk without compounding the crisis and finding themselves
scapegoats of conflicting and rival prerogatives.. Commenting on this phenomenon in the case of Somalia,
Gérard Prunier makes the point that

[eJconomic aid should be channelled to criteria of internai performnance,
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How do the current approaches in early warning support or hinder broader participation in
humanitarian action, especially conflict prevention and management? This paper comments on some of these
issues with a view to setting the context for an assessment of the rote of RellefWeb and early warning.
RellefWeb is a global information system developed and maintained by UN Department of Humanitarian
Affairs as part of its efforts in early warning and emergency response.
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presented it by the Secretary-General, the Security Council would really
flot be in a position to offer much for the time being in the forrn of early
warning and preventive action.'"
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for early warning structures that support active prevention activities as well as those related to, conifict
resolution. and rehabilitation.

Putting such standards into practice has long been the challenge for information networks that cover
awide range of huinanitarian assistance and response activities, such as refugee protection, human. rights

monitoring, relief assistance and developnient. These networks see clearly the link between earlv warnine
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The early bird catches the worm, ...and...
The spider which spins its web at night

will catch the fly in the morning

manitarian emergencies or, if impossible, to respond rapidly, requires a
global effort. Such efforts comprise many elements not the least of which
he field of information management and dissemination. No single system
we return to the notion of the need for an inter-independent network of
:velopment of such resources ensures that pertinent and corroborated
iilable when required; like the web constructed by the industrious spider.
tms are called for that support prevention, preparedness and response
root causes is critical background for planning preventive actions and for
vhen movements and displacement occur. In addition, information for the
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Limitations
As stated carlier, ReliefWeb is flot in itself an early wamning system or a solution to information

needs for early warning. Rather, it is part of a rapidly growing toolbox of systems and approaches that, if
appropriately nurtured and networked, should yield us an encyclopaedic base of knowledge for planning and
response. But is this flot the problem? In "lessons learned" exercises following recent crises, the lament has
been either, "there is too much information available" or, "the important documents providing situation
updates are flot available when needed". Stili others believe that the fault is flot so much at the level of
information management, but in the lack of an "analytical framework" that would provide decision makers
with interpretations of events and issues, thereby enhancing reflection on policy options.2 9 The answer, in
short, is there are no perfect systems.

That ReliefWeb is a nexus to publicly accessible sources where discrete information and analysis
needs are increasingly met, is itself so compelling a notion that is not easîly discounted. ReliefWeb apart,
to do early warning requires access to an integrated network of well-managed resources for which there is
wide and transparent access. Making information publicly available and holding agencies accounitable for
the information they provide, as ReliefWeb does, collapses the phenomenon of sole sources and reliance on
secret or secured "intelligence" networks of the past. Such efforts can provide impetus for the highest
political levels to take appropriate early action in the prevention and mitigation of disasters. It was as a resuit
of the eXDIOSive P-rowth of the Internet and the subseciuent recognition of the limitations of single system
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with the view that a functioning early warning system requires an early action capability. Relative to such
capacity, ncw and integrated global approaches are required to link warning and action. When alarms are
sounded, designated actors, inter alia governments and the UN system, must move quickly to, respond ini an
agreed and coordinated manner. Further, no single organization has the capacity or resources to support the
information requirements of the humanitarian community in early warning, prevention, preparedness and
response. To mobilize relevant sectors at the international level requires the capacity to formulate strategic
options directed at preventive action.

The development of information systems to support early warning, prevention, preparedness and
rapid response requires an integrated approach that supports coordinated information networks. To ensure
the systemnatic and rapid exchange of information between networks, standard formats and shared policy and
practice approaches are requisite. How to achieve this in the context of diverse and competitive agency
cultures is a major challenge.

Though not an earlY wamning systein, RelicfWeb is an integral part of new information approaches
for early warning. Its clearinghouse role is vital to the growth of responsive networking. Its twice daily
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C. SYNERGY 0F ANALYSES AND RESPONSES

The Paradox of Prevention:
ccessful Prevention Erases the Proof of its Success

A Case for a New Ethic of Evaluation

Jean-H. Guilmette
Office for Central and Eastern Europe Initiatives

Dme increasingly more conservative and risk adverse when it concerns the usage of tax revenues.
rxsk premium may vary frors society to society of course, but there is always a nicasure of "non
ng. A critiçal question is: "lxow risk adverse is the general population when it judges the
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To help clarfy the roles played by the various institutions, we have cha-ted3 a theoretical sequence
of events leading to a major catastrophe. Five phases or periods are identified and correspond to various
evolutions from a "malaise" to a "war". Put simply, a typical conflict will start with a "malaise" moment 1,
progressively evolving toward a "crisis", moment 2. The etymology of crisis cornes from the Greek word
for decision or, more specifically, "time for a decision". If no decision is taken, we move toward moment
3, a "conflict". As is often the case internai conflicts are denied. For obvious reasons related to, the
sovereignty of nations, diplomats can hardly intervene during such periods. In moment 4, however, the
conflict degenerates into the open and usually moves across boundaries. It is then the moment when
diplomatic activities may take place, in an attempt to prevent further aggravation toward a full civil war or
a Genocide. Those diplomnatic activities are generally complemented by Humanitarian Assistance and Peace
Keeping Operations. Ini a symmetrical manner, when a con fhct mutates into open military activities,
development activities become increasingly irrelevant. Moment 5 will happen after truce and reconciliation
have taken place, and time has come to reconstruct the country. ODA goes back then to its fundamental
origins rooted in the Marshall and Colombo Plans.

Those definitions, as simple as they are, help clarify the different fields for research and for policy
making related to "conflict prevention". Clearly Development Assistance's role is in the long termn actions,
those most diflicult to Iink to a distant outcome.

What happened before a malaise grew into a war? What could have been done at that moment
by each society? What, then, can Aid Agencies do to assist those groups in dealing with difficuit
situations? When is the time for them to act preventively? Should it be when a conflict is still Iocalized
and the separation of actors into enemy camp is Dot completed? When existing conflict resolving
mechanisms are stili at play? In the absence of models, those are fundamentally most difficuit
uuestions. Those are however. the onlv real and worthwhile auestions for an Aid Aizencv. and for its
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evaluations. Building up the knowledge base about what works and what doesn. a gmratina data
and analysis umtll somne causal relationships becomne clearer.

The fascination for "Input" evaluations, and for measuring compliance toward policies and4
procedures has created a single-mindedness'. This single-mindedness, reinforced by rewards and sanctions,
has obscured for the managers the need to build a real knowledge base. For the time being, deveIopm~ent
doctrine remains olverly dependent on ideologies and anecdotal wisdomn as opposed to the rigorous,
increniental pursuit of conclusions <frawn froni accumulated empirical evidence. The mass media prefers
anecdotes to analysis as they are casier to use and can be charged with essential '"enertainment value". In
due time, even the inost hardy, scientifically-trained managers can't resist the trend: they wiIl start believing
anecdotal evidence and disregard the search for facts.

C) Reaing Into the past
When deaiing with new probIems, an institution cannot apply existing procedures, Ech crisis in

Africa is "new". It has been observed by the evaluating teani which assessed the donors response to the.
Rwanda Genocide', that actors saw the crisis through the lens of the earlier Somalia crisis. What obscured
the UN response in the months precediing the eruption was the '1shadow" of the $9nia crisis. It is feared
by the author that the International Cwwnunity ia again repeatîng the same error, as it seemsl to be viewing
the Burundi drania as a~ repeat of the Rwanda situation.

This tendency ta fight the last wa s predominant; managers, conscious that they are beinig observed1
lin tiheir compliance to systenis and proee s, will tend to ensure that whatever cornes out of the previous
evaluation will be replicated i the design for the followipng projrcct. 'his is especially pronunced when

D) The Mikadostrategy
Genraly, ovrruentpolcyanayst sarch for standard responses, for systers and prQcedures

to ealin dvncewit peditabe vens. t ay c tucthat conflicts are goig t app in Africa over
thenet fw eas, ndintha sns thy re"prditabe vets" Hweerthirnatreisver speciic and
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picks Up as many as one can without moving any other sticks. Points vary according to the color of each
stick; the winner is the one who adds most points. In such case there is no precise action that can be
preplanned. A piori, no activity is more commendable than any other. The player must assess the way the
sticks interlock, start with the obvious moves, and proceed from one successful action to another.

The only significant factor to consider in Mikado strategy is "relevance". To remain relevant, one
needs to look at the specific situation, use experience, know-how, knowledge, rigorous and disciplined
analysis, and a real measure of intuition to design and tailor an adequate and appropriate course of action.
However, over the years, domestic based policies have progressively reduced the area reserved for relevance.
In some countries, the regulatory environment has been increased by the introduction of laws such as the
environmental impact assessment, and by policies and priorities. However, nothing a priori suggests that the
combination of such laws, policies and priorities constitute the mix that is required to prevent future conflicts
in Africa.

E) The ambiguous Foie of Policy accountability
Policies deal with generalities and with generic situations. As such, policies can become the worst

enemy of relevance: specific actions deal with specific problems, and compliance to policies and programn
priorities may not provide the answer.

This raises a major problem. within risk-adverse societies. Relevance, specificity, and intuition are
ail concepts fraught with risks. Errors may happen. Individuals may chose actions whose appropriateness
is difficuit to demonstrate unless one shares the samne background of experience and the saine body of
knowledge. The nced for trial and error is more often than not perceived as a luxury. A crisis of confidence
may resuit from abandoning standard procedures and approved.

Most analysts of governiment behavior, from the Audîtor General to joumnalists and academics, wish
to measure compliance to approved policies. They demand facts, figures and dollars figures, that will clearly
demonstrate that the government acta precisely in lune with its avowed policies. This propensity to tie
governments to generie behavior and pre-set policy responses, coxnpounded with the propensity to

rther limits the
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the major American schools. It consists, in part, of another fashionable technique aimed at providing
tecbnocrats with jobs and prestige. Jourdain has always written prose without knowing it. Those described
by Painela Pitcher6 as craftsmen (and afortioi, the visionaries) have always been extremely conscientious
about attaining resuits. Posing the question again today mnay initiate a very intelligent and productive
deliberation, but what we see in the end is merely the superficial and mechanical application of a new slogan.
The time will corne when this "transplant" is replaced by another. Measurement of resuits certainly
constitutes an important criterion, but is not in itself sufficient to maintain excellence. An analysis of natural
drift tendencies will show why.

The Anier-ican system. has historically clone everything possible to avoid any type of discretionary
power. The "contract" that binds the governnent and its principals, or the State and a supplier, must be free
of ail subjective judgment. Accordingly, the target is to establish "honest contracts' However, this systeni
will easily faîl prey to procedural and legal drift, because the goal of objectivity wiIl be pursued past the
stage of realism; the result is a very specific manner of procrastinating. It is the American sense ofriîsk that
regularly helps correct the excesses of legalism and the exaggerated concern with short-terni, measurable
results. As miarket forces are allowed to operate fairly freely in the United States, bankruptcies, mergers and
takeovers niake it possible on a regular basis to eliminate the victims of "rampant proceduritis."

In the absence of this natural. couniterbalance-i.e., risk tolerance-we may see the agonizing
spectacle of an institution goings round in circles, the prisoner of a logic it cannot understand, incapable of
finding answers within its natural environnient to the problenis plaguing it. This is often what occurs in the
Canadian Public Service, when consultants are used as interniediaries to directly import unadapted
organizational niodels designed for private enterprise in the United States.

The results-based doctrine thus provides an ideal alibi for avoiding any kind of risk-taking: results
mnust be tangible, measurable and predictable. "Me theory makes it possible to div,,ide any human actîvity
into distinct little steps, and to preserve the privilege of recanting in the face of the slightest changes in
policy. New approaches and long-terni commitments are thus totally marginalized, leaving the way open
for only that which is familiar and capable of providing immediate gratification.

NASA's dilemma is related to the difficulties involved in demonstrating a cause-and-effect link
between preventive action and the absence of a disaster. The analysis tools provided by -results-based
management", in particular its eniphasis on short terni and clearly identifiable causal relationships are not
well suited to this type of endeavour.
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generally correspond to those of his firm. Profits at year end are there to ensure integrity and lucidity in
appraising business practices. Unfortunately, this does flot deal adequately with the bureaucratic environent
where a profound cleavage exists between individual interests and those of the Administration. Furtherrnore,
a very different rapport exists between the obligation to comply to rules, and the bottom line. In the private
sector, the bottom line generally cornes first, while in the Public service, obedience is praîsed more hîghly
than the free interpretation of rules and regulations.

Audits verify' compliance to rules and regulations. As such, indivîdual accountability is at the center
of auditors preoccupation. Managers know it and expect it: when signing a document with a clear audit trail,
most managers will ensure respect for delegations of powers, compliance with Govemment regulations and
laws. Those are the accepted rules of the game. On the other hand, evaluation deals with corporate
accountability. As long as good faith is flot challenged, evaluators deal with questions about the state of the
art, the corporate behavior, the corporation choice of personnel, the training it provides its ernployees, the
knowledge it renders accessible, the routine it encourages, etc. Ultîmately, evaluation measures the practices
and wisdom of a ministry, of the Govemment and of the Parliament.

Any ambiguity between those two contexts of performance assessrnent breeds instant fear, and
provokes recoil into managers. Evaluation conclusions will be doctored if individual blame may result from
its publication (internaI or external). In such circumnstances, evaluations will be rigorously neutered. This
will tend to compromise the evaluation process and substitute cynîcism for probity. Faced with outside
criticism, scapegoats are often sacrificed: eventually the "clever goats" build the necessary safeguard. It
should corne as no surprise to the sagacîous observer that objectives are fuzzy, milestones as flexible as
rubber bands, and budgets increased by the additions of redundant studies and padded with innumerable
contingency funds.

Years of adaptation on the part of managers as well as ample evidence that evaluation is stili
not truly part of the learning process suggests those two activities must be kept absolutely air tight
from each other, contrary to theory and logic.

b) Care must be taken to avoid giving the impression, to the media, to the general public and te
managers, even inadvertently, that complex problems can be resolved simply and error free.

T'le risk premium costs that ensues can tax resources and reduce quality decîsions to the extreme.
In some OECD countries, taxpayers have been led to expect unrealistic achievements. As a resuit, a wave
of charlatans and "ambulance chasers" prospect for jobs as "Counsellors of' the Impossible" and
"Makers-of-rain". Management gurus, who dlaim that the application of recipes such as "resuit base
management" will resolve aIl uncertainties and eliminate risks in the decision process, are misleading the
public and, in my view, acting unethically. Moreover, the graduai effect of those assaults on the credibility
of Goverrents are reducmng its' leadership role. In many instances, today's questioning does not only relate
to the size of the State, but to the rationality of its existence, This breeds irrationality and poor decisions.

c) Goals and Objectives form the buis of evaluations and project management ... in theory.
Ini practice, however, these goals and objectives are written under a cloud of arbiguity. Many

from
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available to the implementers, the siant seldom fits with reality. it must be changed, most often without
propýer documentation.

Does that constitute, as it is ofien argued, an obstacle to evaluation? How do Wel rprrpnte;, +~
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surprenant. Alors que les questions générales ne recevaient que des réponses
limitées, les questions limitées se trouvèrent à conduire à des réponses de plus en
plus généralesý

To foster development, experts and decision makers need answers to many simple and "limited"
questions rather than large ideologically based statements and doctrines. For example we may start our queSt
for relevant information with questions like:

"How does rural electrification affects fertility rates'? Does it work the same way in urban slumn
areas? How is social peace related to infrastructure? Does a well structured and maintained
communication system enhance or reduces inequalities? How and why does agraian reform and the
establishment of clear property ownership generally allows for sustained periods of economic
growth? What are the social effects of irrigation schemes?"
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Quantitative Approaches to Sovereign Risk Analysis:
Implications for IMF Responses*

Dane Rowlands
Carleton Uniiversity
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Enhanced surveillance is designed to prevent crises from developing by keeping the market informed
of kýy economic developments in IME member states. With timely information, the reaction (or over-
reaction) to new data will tend to be Iess dramatic. Ini addition, this surveillance is a prerequisite for the
management of the IMF's own resources. The IMF's failure to predict the number and magnitude of future
economic disruptions may resuit in the use of IMF funds for Iess deserving cases, leaving it unable to
respond adequately to new crises. Altemnatively, the risk of having too few resources may cause the IMF
to become too parsimonious in its normal activities ini order to conserve funds for potential future crises.
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concessional financing provided under the Structural Adjustment Fund (SAF) or Enhanced Structural
Adjustment Fund (ESAF). These loans are targeted towards the poorest members of the IMF.

The IMvF has three primary means of financing its activities. 'Me first is the subscriptions ("quotas")
paid to it b>' its member states. OnI>' a portion of these subscriptions is usable, however, as the rnajority of
a nation's subscription is paid in the form of its own domestic currency. These currencies are generally flot
desired b>' countries unless they are 'hard' convertible currencies of the type issued by developed market
countries. T'he quotas paid in the formn of hard currencies make up the bulk of the IMF's usable resources.
W7hile periodically revised, quota changes are subject to negotiations between Fund members. Increasing
quotas to meet the immediate financing requirements of a cris is, therefore, is flot possible.

The IMF's second means of acquiring resources is to simpi>' increase the issue of its own currency,
the Special Urawing Right (SUR). As a mechanism for short-term financing, however, SUR allocations are
inadequate. Negotiating an SUR increases is a long and arduous process which makes it unsuitable as a
means of generating resources to meet the needs of an immediate or imminent crisis. In recognition of the
recent heavy demands on its resources, however, the IMF is currenti>' pursuing these negotiations with its
member states.

The third method of increasing its resources is through the General Agreement to Borrow (GAIB).
This method greatly increases the abilit>' of the IMF to deal with the extraordinary financing requirements
of a major crisis. This agreement currenti>' allows the IMF to borrow up to 17 billion SURS2 fromn major
industrialized countries. A similar agreement commits Saudi Arabia to make available a further 1.5 billion
SURs. In times of intense need, therefore, the IMF can cal] on these countries to provide additional
resources. The GAB was first negotiated in the early 1 960s, and was motivated by the realization that the
Fund did flot have sufficient resources to meet the borrowing needs of its wealthier industrialized members.
T'hese states, however, have not borrowed from the IMF since the mid- 1 970s, and so the GAB has essentially
become available for use by LU)Cs. In 1996, for the first tinie since the mid- 1 970s, the IMF lias paid back
its debts incurred under GAB provisions.

Since 1976, IMF loans have been made primarily to LU)Cs. In ternis of current SURs, the total credit
and loans outstanding have grown from just over one billion SURs in 1973 to over forty-one billion SURs
in 1995. The pattern of outstanding IMF credit is illustrated in figure 1. The oul shock in 1973 led to first
big 'crisis' which demanded ERF attention. Net IMF credit outstanding rose from one billion SURs in 1973
to thirteen billion SURS in 1977. This level declined slowly until the second oul shock in 1979, which led
to a new round of net borrowing in 1980. In the early 1980s, the tail end of the oul price increase coincided
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be relatively constant if it is to fulfil its roie as a stabiIizing influence on
1Ini order to provide credit in a more consistent fashion. therefore,

inherent flexibility with a forward-Iooking resource management proces
reliabie means of predicting those crises which have led to significant ch;
The foilowing section examines the literature on predicting these crises.

3. Literature Review
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sophisticated techniques to draw inferences on a number of issues. The use of a binary dependent variable
to indicate the presence or absence of an IMF agreement in a particular country, however, limits the
applicability of these papers in terms of examining IMF resource use in aggregate. Nonetheless, the
elements of this approach can be adapted to provide an early warning model of IMF credit demand.

The final literature does examine directly the issue of IMF resource use, though again the focus is
on explaining country-specific, rather than aggregate, demand. Bird and Orme (1981), Cornelius (1987),
and Bird and Bedford (1992) examine the amount of IMF credit drawn by countries. Bird and Ormne(1981)
and Cornelijus (1987) both deal with rather limited samples, however. Bird anid Bedford (1992) uses a more
comprehensive data set, but they conclude that the resuits are rather disappointing: their model explains only
23% of the variance in borrowing from the IMF. In addition, many countries draw on the IM for assistance
,when faced with naturai diasters (such as droughts, hurricanes, earthquakes and floods) which are inherently
difficuit to predict (Killick and Malik 1992).

The three research areas identified in the previous literature are only indirectly related to the question
of predicting aggregate IMF resource use. Nonetheless they point to three différent approaches to the
problem. In the first instance, estimates of which countries will face rescheduling or other financial
difficulties can be used in conjuniction with country size to generate a country-specific estimate of the
likelihood and magnitude of financial problems. These measures can then be aggregated across countries
to corne up with a measure of potential financing needs, which in turn can formi the basis of an estimate for
IMF resource use. The second approach uses an identical aggregation method, but is based on predictions
of IMF agreements rather than reschedulings. The third approach estimates each country's use of IMF
resources directly, and theri aggregates over aIl countries.

These first three approaches ail require the aggregatîon of country-specific estimates. This paper
also uses a fourth method of estimating the demand for IMF resources. The fourth model focuses on the
aggregate level of analysis only, and attempts; to explain IMF resource use by referring only to global factors
which xnay be contributing to subsequent credit use. The next section presents a preliminary compari son

d the
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estimation of difficulties, it does flot have actual IMF behaviour directly reflected in the initial dependent
variable. Figures 3-6 present the actual and estimated values for total resource use and changes in total
resource use for the two best models: model 1 and model 4.

[INSERT FIGURES 3-6]

In ternis of the other patterns of the R-squareds, the effects of different lag structures for predictive
purposes followed the anticipated pattern: the longer the lag, the lower the variance of IMF resource use
explained by the models. Fur-thermore, all the models had higher R-squared statistics when estimating the
total IMF resource use as opposed to changes in resource use or new IMF credits. Given that total resource
use is a less volatile series than the other two measures of IMF resource flows, this result is flot surprising.
In termis of the two flow variables, models 2, 3 and 4 performed better wheri estimating the change in total
IMF resource use than when estimating new credits issued. Model 1, however, was more accurate when new
boans were being estimated.

Although these preliminary results are flot overwhelming, there are grounds for somne optimism. In
some cases the arnount of variance explained in the mode] with the two year lag is flot much less than in the
regressions based on information with a one year lag. Thus there is some evidence that information on IMF
resource use is present in data two years prior to the credit actually being extended, a useful feature for early
warning. Secondly, the explanatory power of the model based on aggregate resource use (model 4) is
generally superior to the other inodels in explaining the flow variables measuring IMF resource use (change
in credit outstanding and gross new boans). This model used only three simple explanatory variables which
are chosen without reference to a formai theoretical model. By constructing a more rigorous founidation, this
last model may have room for considerable improvement.

5. Conclusions and extensions
This paper has attempted to motivate the need for early warning techniques to be applied by

international financial institutions in order to manage their resources. The IMF is a prime candidate in this
regard, as it is frequently called upon in times of economic crisis to make large quantities of money available
on short notice. While the IMF obviously does make projections on resource use, the measures which
currently give it flexibility have proven insufficient in ternis of rnaintaining stable access to its resources in
a mariner consistent with the promotion of global financial stability.

The preliminary empirical results presented in the paper provide some basis for optimism in
predicting IMF resource use. The two approaches used were to predict the demand for IMF credit for each
country and then aggregate, and explaining directly the aggregate resource use. The aggregated approach
of model 4 performed quite well relative to the models based on country-specific approaches. The
implications of this result are potentially very important: economic problems may not be country-specific
events, but may instead be manifestations of azizreeate international economic diseciuilibrium.
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TABLE 1

R-squareds

MODEL/dependent variable 1 year lag 2 year lag 3 year lag

Model 1 total .89 .81 .76
predicted
financial atotal .44 .19 .19

difficulties
gross loans .61 .30 .27

Model 2 total .78 .69 .41
predicted

iF tota .13 .04 .00

agreements gross loans .16 .06 .03

Model 3
predicted

IMF credit

total .71 .63 .61

A total .16 .02 .05

gross loans .05 .01 .01

total .85 .84 .72

A total .81 .49 .35

gross loans .72 .29 .02
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Towards Response-Oriented Early Warning Analysis:
Poliey and Operational Considerations

John G. Cockell
Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and International Trade

Government of Canada

)etween conflict early warning and early response is here explored as a problem of policy-relevant
er argues that wbile many advocates and researchers in the early warning field decry the absence of
he fact remains that much of what currently exists as early waming is not adequately presented to
lis involves bath clear analysis of critical trigger factors, and better targeting of these analyses such
ly utilised by policy end-users. The paper argues that current conflict early warning practices are flot
cnting dynaniic analysis that prioritises factors and presents practicable options for preventive
illustrate this argument, a framework for early warning analysis is outlined ini bnif Based on ongoing

inadian foreign niinistry, this framework focuses on seven political early wammng categories: status
itical process; polarisation/potential for conflict; structural/societal tension; hunian rights violations;
ýly; external support; anid context-specific considerations. Improvements ini policy response-oriented
iand better interaction between cari>' warning researchers, field monitors. and policy analysts i
agencies, and regional and international organisations. The paper concludes with some observations
a brief review of sorne existing initiatives which perhaps embody Uiis sort of interaction. Written from
f a conflict analyst ini thc Canadian foreign ministry. the paper is informed b>' current policy and

more
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posed above. While goveriments have an important role to play in facilitating and deploying responses, early
warming must also be made more response-oriented - in other words, more fundamentally informed and
structured by existing policy and operationai realities.

1. Early Warning and Conflict Prevention Policy
While there are a number of sources (including academic/research, flon-govemmentai, and media)

of earIy wamning information on internai conflicts, such information is rarely presented in a format relevant
to poIicy-makers. As the 1996 joint donor evaluation of the Rwanda conflict found, what is needed in flot
so much information but policy-oriented analysis that wiIl suggest logical operational responses. One could
add, by stating the issue more sharpIy, that the debate on early warning has flot yet moved forward to deal
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merel>' has the effect of ringing an alarm. - policy analysts are alerted to the problem but are flot given any
concrete ideas on how to respond at the operational level. The ana lytical focus should rather be on how and
why there is a potential for escalation. Providing this type of analysis is the first step to identî1f'ing priority
areas for preventive engagement.' This then raises the second broad aspect of response-oriented analysis,
apart from strategic targeting: the process link.

What is meant b>' this process link in analysis? Two elements are important hiere: 1) analysis should
be able to provide dynamic conflict profiles which explain indicators of political instability in relation to
existing priority focal points (iLe. thematic sectors such as human rights, political participation, humane
govemnance, clemocratic development) in conflict prevention policy mechanisms; 2) such profiles should be
suggestive of logical operational responses, along varlous interacting sectors, which could form. the basis of
an integrated program for preventive peacebuilding. There should therefore be an interactive "meshing" of
the analytical framework with the operational response policy-making mechanism. This clearly demands a
higher level of coordination between early warning analysts and governmental/IO officers responsible for
conflict prevention programs. Some discussions of this are starting to unfold within certain foreign
ministries, and considerable advances are being made at the UN Secretariat in linking the Humanitarian
Early Warning System (HIEWS) into the interdepartmental decision-making structure.~' But where analysis
and operations are carried out at different levels b>' différent actors (either in the classie division between
governnental intelligence and foreign policy departments. or analysis b>' NGOs rather than governments),
such processual coordination becomes more difficuit. In this way. then, strategic targeting and process link
in analysis are reali>' interdependent.

lIn the Canadian policy context, we are currenti>' proceeding in the reverse order, due to the paucity
of response-oriented conflict early warning analysis. Operational priorit>' issues are highlighted for specific
situations, and options for peacebuilding support are framed according>'. This involves a ver>' time-
consuming process of "joint" analysis of current conflict zones between functional divisions in the DFAIT
Global and Human Issues Bureau (which are concemed with thematic volicy development), and UFAIT and
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of indicators that are flot set into an analytical framework, or that are too general to be of real use (e.g.
poverty, infant mortality, dictatorship), is vot going to be used by officers that are burdened with competing
demands for their attention. Thus, an effective early warning systemn will focus on near-termn trigger factors
rather than the broader structural/background factors that may contribute to societal tension. One might also
add, however, that such structural indicators (see C below) can be incorporated with parsimony if they are
viewed as factors which must interact and overlap with other trigger indicator categories to be relevant for
early warning. Abandoning reference to structural tensions altogether risks losing important contextual
elements, such as unresolved inter-group disputes over land ownership, which is common in sub-Saharan
Africa, for example.

Human rights monitoring and reporting is already one area in which diplomnats and development
-agency field personnel work cooperatively to share informnation. This should be extended to conflict analysis
for early warning. Development agency, UNDP, UN Centre for Human Rights, and UNHCR personnel, in
particular, are often based in more remote/rural areas than diplomats, and thus have the advantage of dloser
proxîmity to emerging causes of internai conflict. This field proximity should be used to full advantage,
while keeping in mmnd that developmentlrelief workers will perhaps be concemred that this will jeopardise
their neutrality. "Me insight that cornes only from sustained contact with local communities in conflict zones
is a critical compontent of effective early warning, and developmient aid personnel are an excellent source
for this. The need then is to produce a systematic, rather than unstructured and ad hoc, approach to early
warning analysis by desk and field officers.

The following categories of early warning indicators are proposed as a example of what such a
balanced analytical framework could look like.' What must be stressed in such an approach is that it is the
foverlap" or concurrent interaction of two or more of these categories that creates the conditions for
imminent protracted violence - the greater the sevcrity, frequency. and number of categories in combination,
the greater the potential for conflict. The presence of only one category of indicators vill not, in most cases,
herald the onset of proiracted conflict. What is important for the off icer to discemn is the dynamic interaction
of these categories, where present. In particular, the presence of the first (A) category. which focuses on the
trigger factor of paralysis in the political process, is almost always assocîated with an escalation in internaI
violence and conflict. As well, it must be noted that these indicator categories miay be present over the
country as a whole (increasing possibility of total state collapse) or confined to certain regions only, where
the threat of insurgency is greater. Finally, the reference to specific examples of indicators in each category
is meant to be illustrative rather than comprehensive:

*A) Status of Governance / Political Process
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warnlng."

D) Hunian Rights Violations
Violations of fundamental human rights and civil liberties are often the first clear warning sign of

escalation. The focus here should be on certain key violations of core rights: right to life, freedom from
torture and extrajudicial execution, freedom from arbitrary arrest. habeuls corpuis/disappearances, freedom
of expression and association, freedom of religion, freedom of movement. Other indicators here are the
severity of coercive force used by government (army, security forces, paramilitary groups) and militant rebel
groups, arrest of human rights activists and banning of human rights NGOs (particularly those focusing on
ethnic minority issues), restrictions on the independence of the j udiciary to investigate violations, and the
use of collective punishment to target identifiable ethnic and political/ideological opposition.

As above, the important analytical point here is that officers should look for a pattern of serious
violations of these core political rights which indicate specific targeting on the basis of group identity
(ideological, ethnic, religious, clan). This can indicate the deliberate coercion of cîvilians or "state terror".
Cordon, search, and destruction of entire neighbourhoods and villages in the name of counterinsurgency,
indiscriminate retaliation by security forces, and destruction of cultural and religious symbols (e.g. places
of worship) is often indicative of such targeting. Massacres and genocide are the most extreme fornis of this.

E) Military / Arms Supply
This category tracks the decisive shift from dialogue to coercive tactics by both the state and militant

opposition. Have there been recent indications of a sudden increase in the internaI deployment of security
forces, and/or an increase in recruitment to such forces? Is there a concentration of such internaI deploymnent
to a minority and/or frontier region? Are there paramilitary militias or death squads which are suspected of
being government-backed and -controlled? Has the government recently încreased its imports of light and
mnedium weapons (e.g. assault rifles, land mines, armoured personnel carriers. RPGs> w-hich are more suited
to the demands of waging a counterinsurgency campaign? Is there a ready supply of light weapons in the
immediate region (perhaps in a neighbouring state) because of recent or ongoing internai wars? Arms supply
to insurgent minority groups is partîcularly likely where such weapons are available across an international
border from related ethnic/religious groups, or where a single ethnic group is divided by international
borders. Another indicator of ascendant militancy is the removal and/or exile of moderate political leaders
(who perhaps have advocated dialogue and compromise) and their replacement with militant leaders bent
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movements), the variations in popular support for different factioris/groups, anid overali trends in inter-group
coo,peration. vs. hostility. Ini a sense this is a residual category, but it is very important for some consideration
to be given to possible local exceptions to the "rule".
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Notes

This was one of the primary points of common understanding at consultations held by the Canadian
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) with the Canadiari non-governimental
peacebuilding community, 7 February 1997, Ottawa. These consultations, which discussed both
preventive and post-conflîct peacebuilding policy, were part of an ongoing enabling process for the new
Canadian Peacebuilding Initiative. Background briefs and concept papers may be downloaded fromn
<www.dfait-niaeci.gc.ca> , or obtained from the Canadian Peacebuilding Coordinating Committee,
Ottawa.
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7 This observation is now almost standard in internai conflict analysis. Aside from the
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better in theory than in policy practice.

" This clarification was ernphasised at the Noveniber 1996 workshop at CIDCM, U. of Maryland. I arn
grateful to Ted Quit for explaining at that time this difference between the purposes of risk assessment as
distinct froni early warning. Readers will no doubt detect here, however, a definite preference on the part
of this author for "srnall N", case-specific approaches rather thari general observations based on "large
N" presumrptions that statistical significance us necessarily relevant for operational decision-rnaking. Gurr
has noted elsewhere that "Risk assessrnents are based on the systematic analysis of rernote and
intermediate conditions. Early waming requires near-real-time assessrnent of events that, in a high-risk
environnient, are likely to accelerate or trigger the rapid escalation of conflict." See Gurr, "Early
Warning Systenis: Froni Surveillance to Assessment to Action," in Kevin M. Cahili, ed., Preventive
Diplomacy: Stopping Wars Before They Start (New York: Basic Books, 1996), 130-138.
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Mapping Violent Conflicts & Human Rights Violations in the mid-1990s:
Assessing Escalation and De-Escalation

PIOOM's Approach

Prof. A. P. Schmid and Drs. A. J. Jonrigan
Leiden University

ce 1993 PIOOM lias been monitoring armed conflicts on three levels of intensity. using a broader definition of warn some other monitors lile SIPRI (Stockholm) or AKUF (Haxnburg). The resuli is a somnewhiat Iess optimiùstic overaliessment of the world conflict situation. The paper presented explains and comments tipon a new version of the)OM Conflict Map, which contains new dimensions, partly generated by PIOOM itself, partly synthesized from otherrces.
paper discusses the following variables and indicators:
'ontlict Levels;
-onfirmed and Suspected Presence of Weapons of Mass Destruction;,ounries Severely Infested with Land Mines 4. Use of Child Soldiers in Conflicts:Jnited Nations and Regional Peacekeeing Operations; 6. Refugees and Intemnally Displaccd People by Country of Origîn;;taies of Ernergency; S. Level of Political Terror undcr Severcly Repressive Regimes;4ilitary Rule; 10. Coups d'Etat and Army Mutinies;Presence of Systemnatc Torture; 12. Annual and Cumiulative Fatality Figures for High lntensity Conflicts;LIN and other Peacekeeing Operations; 14. Use of the Death Penalty;ýood Security; 16. Human Dcvclopment Index.

,oductjon
The 20th century has so far seen 250 wars, causing 109,746,000 war-related deaths, according to onenate.' The period sînce 1945 alone lias seen close to 200 wars, most of them foulhIt in the Third Worid.
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failure such as in Aibania, Azerbaijan, Afghanistan, Angola, Colombia, Cambodia, Chad, Ethiopia, Georgia,
Ghana, Haiti, (Northemn) Iraq, Lebanon, Liberia, Mozambique, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, Somnalia, Sudan and
Zaire.4

Between fuli-scale war and stable peace there are scores of situations of political tensions that can,
and in many cases do, give rise to serlous and violent polîtical confhicts, low-intensîty conflicts and, if
unchecked, to high intensity conflicts. PIOOM uses a five-stage mode] of escalation. The fifth stage of'high-
intensity conflict' is used as substitute for 'war' since the classic battle-field has largely disappeared and the
lune between war and genocide is becoming fuzzy as civilians are the main victims and ofien also the
deliberate targets in many of these conflicts.

Conflict magnitudes and fatalities
In the following the varlous features of PIOOM's World Conflict Map for 1996 are explained and

commented upon.
The Interdisciplinary Research Programme on Root Causes of Hurnan Rights Violations (PIOOM)

categorizes domestîc political situations in a five stage model:

Five Stages of C'onflict and Two CriNes Thresholds

STAGE: PEACEFUL STABLE SITUATION
HIGH DEGREE 0F POLITICAL STABJLITY AND REGIME LEGITIMACY

STAGE2: POLITICAL TENSION SITUATION
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involving fewer than 100 kiIled in the reporting period) was 74.
The harvest of death of the high-intensity conflicts alone wvas at least 13 1.000 people. Cumnulatively,

since their beginning, these 19 cun-ently on-going most bioody conflicts alone resulted in between 6,944,000
and 8,384,000 human beings killed. Not included are mass fatality conflicts which since our mid- 1996
reporting (for the period mid- 1995-mid- 1996) have fallen beloNw the 1,000 fatalities a year level in 1996 -
conflicts such as Ethiopia (1,500,000 cumulative deaths), Somnalia (350,000 cumulative deaths), Bosnia-
Herzegovina (60,000 - 263,000 deaths), Iraq (180,000-250,000 dead Kurds and between 100,000 and
300,000 Shi'ites), Peru ((25,000 -30,000 dead), Azerbaian (25.000-40,000 killed), South Africa (21,000
deaths), Uganda (12,000 kiiled), Croatia (10,000-50,000 dead). In total these recently de-escalated or
terminated high intensity conflicts had cost an additional 2,283,000 - 2,816,000 dead which brings the death
~to1l of 28 recent high-intensity conflicts in the range of ten million people. Even that counit is flot complete:
if we go one more year go further back in time than the last 18 mionths we would also have to include the
conflicts in Mozambique (an est. 1,000,000 killed), Guatemala (150,000), Burma (l130,000) India's Punjab
conflict with 20-30,000 killed), and Georgia (10,000 killed).'

A number of the de-escalated conflicts still figure on the current Iist of Low lntensity Conflicts,
while others have fallen back to the level of Serious Polîtical Conflicts. PIOOM's lst is subject to both
continuity and change. If we would flot have taken the end of 1996 as last registration point we could have
added new armed conflicts such as a popular rebellion in Aibania, the conflict in West Kalimantan or the
repression of an Islamic revoit in China.

Compared to our last Conflict Maps there have been some shifts in the number of high and low
intensity conflicts and violent political conflicts:

Table 1: Number of Armed Conflicts berween 1993 and 1996

1993 mid- 1995 mid- 1996 end-1996

High Intensity Conflicts 22 22 20 19
Low Intensity Conflicts 84 39 31 42

Serious Politîcal Conflicts4
0 44 74
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-onflicts, 4 Low Intensity Conflicts and 7
>d these in earlier Conflict Maps.

N. A fr.
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United Nations and Regional Peacekeeping Interventions
PIOOM's new Conflict Map lists a more or less constant number of US Peacekeeping and Observer

missions compared to our last map - despite a number of new emnergencies. The hesitancy to, engage in new
missions is due to lack of political will, financial constrains, public apathy, sorte miîxed and some disap-
pointing results in the past,7 and confusion about the motives and organizational capabilities of some ofîthose
involved. An element that has contributed to second thoughts about UN missions has been the realization
that extrication from a peacekeeping operations appears to be difficuit as most of the conflicts are not really
resolved but j ust linger on, flaring up fromn time 10 time 10 remirid a forgetful international community that
peace without justice is but temporary. As the United Nations has, in the absence of a United States
commitment to multilateral inter-ventions, become more hesitant to intervene, regional actors try to beef up

Itheir capabilities for peacekeeping operations though on an inadequate scale and generally with less than
impartial objectives. Humanitarian interventions, while saving miany lives, have at times had the unfortunate
resuit of 'freezing in' conflicts and delaying or even preventing a resolution. This has made life hard for
millions of refugees and other displaced persons. A resuit has been the emergence of refugee warriors, a
major destabilizing element in international relations.

Especially painflil has been the inability of the international community to attend adequately to the crisis
in the Great Lake district which resulted from the Hutu refugee wamrors hostage taking of tens of thousands
of Rwandan Hutu refligees in Zaire and Tanzania and the subsequent rebellion against the Mobutu regime.
If one compares the number of countries caught in high intensity conflicts with those receiving United
Nations involvement that goes beyond humanitarian aid, one cannot fail to note an uneven and
disproportional distribution of UN efforts. This however, is more a reflection of the political interests of the
permanent members of the UN Security Council than the organization itself which is deliberately kept
underfunded by key actors preferring non-multilateral approaches in their zones of influence.

Refugees and the Internally Displaced
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) saw her budget triple between 1990 and

1995 10 keep up with multiple refiigee crises. Part of the budget. however, was also used for the repatriation
of some ten million refugees. Nevertheless the situation continues 10 be grave: According to the 'World
Disasters Report 1996', there were, in 1995, no Iess than 37 million people who had to fiee either within their
country or across international borders 10 escape life-threatening situations - an increase with almost 70
percent from the 22 million people counted for 1985.'

There are various counts of retùgees, and people in refugee-like situations. Accord ing to U.S. Committee
for Refugees, at the beginning of 1996 the number of refugees and asylum seekers in need of protection

7 Some Of the U N nenrp miçcnnc Ante liai-l tn the nriainç nf the nmanfliZ2t inn t.pUNT SO in Israel Palestine
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and/or assistance numbered more than 15 million people. In July 1996, the Office of the UN High

Commissioner for Refugees referred to a total of 26.1 persons of concern to UNHCR, of whom just over half,

13.2 million people, were refugees. Of the remainder 3.4. million were retumees, 4.6 million were internally

displaced persons, and 4.8 million were others of humanitarian concern, for the most part victims of conflict.

Table 3: Refugees and Asylum Seekers in Need of Protection and/or Assistance (as of31 December 1995).

Africa 5,222,000

Europe 
2,521,000

The Americans and the Caribbean 256,000

East Asia and the Pacific 453,000

Middle East 5,499,000

South and Central Asia 1,386,000

World Total 
15,337,000

Il T C fr Rpftiee. World Refupaee Survey 1996. Washington, D.C., USCR, 1996, pp.4-5.
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worrisome trend, since it deterioration of the world's refugee regime reflects a lack of solidarity and an
unwillingness of honouring obligations of international law.

The number of internally displaced persons is much higher than the one of externally displaced but there
are no complete and reliable data on their number and whereabouts. In Europe alone there are over four
million displaced persons in the Balkan, Turkey and the Caucasus. 17 of the 19 High lntensity Conflicts on
PIOOM's current Conflict Map together have resulted in almiost seven million refugees and more than
thirteen million internally displaced persons - together some twenty million uprooted people. For Pakistan
and, in part, Algeria and Chad, we lack figures.

Weapons
One of the ironies of the present world order is that the five permanent members of the UN Security

Council are responsible for more than 80 percent of alI arms exports to the Third World - the main theatre
of armed conflict. Since the end of the Cold War there has been a considerable flow of surplus arms from
these - and other - countries to conflict theatres. Some of the large weapon producers find it especially hard
to convert military to civilian production and have sought to maintain or (re-)gain markets abroad. While
ten years ago Soviet armns exports were almost one third -$ 25 billion - of the global arms trade which then
stood at a record $ 74 billion, Russian weapon exports were down to $ 1.7 billion in 1994 - less than ten
percent of global arms trade which by 1994 had dropped to $ 22 billion." Since 1994. however, Russian sales
rose, thanks to cut-rate prices, to $ 3 billion in 1995, $ 3.5 billion in 1996 while estimates for 1997 are $ 5
billion. 'Me United States has, after the collapse of the Soviet Union, become the most promînent exporter
of arms; three quarter of its arms sales in the first haif of the 1990s went to regimes where the people had
littie say in governiment.'2 In 1993, 73 percent of al] official arms agreements with the Third World - worth
$ 14.8 billion - were concluded by the United States."3 While in the Cold War the main antagonists were
arming their client nations and insurgent groups, the trading of drugs for arms has become a maj or alternative
for obtaining ams. The SLORC regime in Burma has been said to use drug moneys for ams sales
amounting to $ 1 billion from China. In some conflicts ivory *e.g. Angola) and diamonds (e.g. Sierra Leone)
are taking the place of drugs. This is. in vart, also the case in the current conflict in the Afi-ican Great Lake
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million new mines were hidden ini the ground - more than 30 times the number removed from thc
'erWhile there have been increasing calis for the banning of the use of landmiries and 50 gi

announc<ed in June 1996 their determination t0 prohibit exporis, the campaign against the use ol
has stili a long way to go while more than 2,000 people are injured or killed by theni eveý
Landmines leave a legacy of death long after a conflict has corne to an end. They make farrning
impossible in some parts of the world. At least 17 countries are sown with ai least one million

Table 5: Caunt ries Most Severe!y Affected by Landrnines
Egypt 23 million Vietrnm 3
Anizola 9-15 million Croatia 3
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some types of weapons of mass destruction. 20 States are no longer the only 'players' in the field. In Japan,
a blind religious sect leader managed to buiît up $ 1.4 billion in financial holdings and recruit physicists and
chemists for his experiments in mass destruction. In two Sarin nerve gas attacks in Matsumoto (June 26,
1994) and in the Tokyo subway (March 20, 1995) the AUM Shinrikyo sect wounded thousands of people
while 18 persons were killed. I the papers of Shoko Asahara price lists of Russian nuclear warheads were
found.2' Proliferation of nuclear weapons to non-state i.e. non-territorial actors (the AUM sect had followers
in several countries, including Russia) means that deterrence becomes impossible. The more governmnents
acquire weapons of mass destruction, the more likely such Nveapons end up in the hands of somne non-
deterrable non-state actors. The most likely threat are not so much nuclear explosiv'es but the dispersion of
highly radioactive materials by conventional explosives (radiologîcal bombs) and the use of biological and
.çhemnical weapons. Table 6 provides an overvîew of known and suspected producers.

Table 6 reveals that there at least 31 states engaged in the production or acquisition of chemical and
bacteriological weapons.. Chemical weapons are the easiest to produce and while almost as many states
which engaged in bacteriological weapon programmes also engaged in nuclear programmes the number of
states associated with chemical warfare preparations is largest and includes other suspects than listed below
(in particular Sudan (C), Vietnam (C), Guatemala (c), Peru (c), Chile (c), and Afghanistan (c).

Table 6: States with a ('hemical andior Bacteriologi cal Warfare Programmes (1 993)
Known: Iraq, former Soviet Union, United States.
Probable: China, Egypt, Ethiopia, India, Iran, Israel, Libya, Burma, North Korea. Pakistan, South Korea,
Syria, Taiwan.
Possible: Angola, Argentina, Bulgaria, Cuba, Czech Republic, France, Indonesia. Laos, Poland, Romania,
Somalia, Saudi Arabia, Siovakia, South Africa and Thailand.
Source: Marieè Isabelle Chevrier. The Control of Biological Weapons. In: Jeffrey A. Larsen & Gregory J1. Rautray (Eds.)
Arms Contrai Towards the 2lst Century. Boulder, Rienner, 1996, pp. 219.

Child Soldiers
Civilians have become the main victims of armed conflict: only 1 in 10 conflict casualties is estimated

Io be a soldier. In former Yugoslavia rape of women has been elevated to a tactic of warfare in the process
of 'ethnie cleansing'. At the saine time children are recruited in many theatres of conflict where there is a
short supply of war-loving adults. In the PIOOM Conflict Map combatant are identîfied as child soldiers -
whether on the side of government or armed opposition - when they are younger than 18 years of aee. This
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Military Rule, Coups and Mutinies
High conflict levels tend to increase the role of the military vis-a-vis civilian ministers. In somne cases

the military - or warlords - take over the government as bas been the case lni Bur-ma, Gambia, Liberia,
Nigeria, Sienra Leone, Somalia and Sudan in recent years .2 In fact the list of quasî-military regimes is much
longer as successful Putschists who managed to take state power tend to cxc hange their khaki uniformns for
civilian cloths and legitimize their rule with usually (not always!) rigged elections. Military control can take
several formns: 1. key political leadership is performcd by military officers, 2. there exists a State of Emcrgcncy
or Martial Law; 3. the security forces exercise extrajudicial authority, or 4. there is a lack of central political
control over the armed forces. Military mile in this wider sense was the social rcality in 61 counitries in 1992,
according to one source.29 The list includes countries occupied by a forcign military power as is the cases
in places like Lebanon, Cyprus, Tibet, East Timor, Syria (Golan), Azerbajian or Moldova.

Comparcd to prcvious decades military coups d'etat have become fewer. In 1996 there was a bloodlcss
coup in Sien-a Leone on January l6th, a successful army coup ini Niger on January 27th and a Tutsi coup ini
Burundi on July 25th. A coup attempt in Qatar - one of almost a dozen surviving absolutist systems in thc
world30 - on January I 7th, 1996 could be prevented. An unsucccssful military coup was also attempted in
Iraq in August 1996 but was quellcd by Saddam Hussein. An Amerîcan secret operation from North Iraq to
weaken bis regime also backflred as one Kurdisb fraction invited Saddam Hussein into Free Kurdistan
against the other.

Latin America, traditionally a hot-bed of military coups, bas been remarkably free of Putsches since its
govemments agreed not to recognize any regime that came to power by force anymore. There was, howcver,
an army mutiny in Paraguay ini April 1996 when the military Chief of Staff was fired. After the revoit he was
promoted to become Minister of Defense. An army niutinies took also place in Guinea (Africa) on January
26th 1996. The Central African Republic saw even three sucb mutinies in April, May and November 1996,
with the French intervening militarily to restore order.

Russia bas been several time on Uic verge of a military takeover since the colilpse of tbe Soviet Union,
most notably in 1993. Ini 1996 only Uic clever manocvcring of President Jeltsin - he brought in and
subsequently fired General Alexander Lebed to win the elections from the former communists and their
nahionalist allies - saved the country from a return to a situation wherc the niilitarv wvould again have played
a prominent role in national affairs.

Coups and mutinies are flot thc only form of irregular regime changes. For those in power it is enougb
to rig elections as was the case in Armenia and Albania in 1996. The price for the latter, bowever, was a
popular revoit which begun in southern Aibania which might yet cost the bcad of Sali Berisha.

Political Terror Scale
For some years PIOOM bas monitored repression levels in ail states, using a Fîve-Point Political Ter-ror

Scale devcloped by Michael Stohl et al. at Purdue University (USA). It is bascd on an annual coding of the U.S.
State Department Country Reports which usually are published in February of each year. Thec various sbades
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University whç doing this since 1 980, using in addition to the State
ai yearbooks. Generally there is a 90 percent overlap

I
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While torture occurs - either by governinents or, less frequently, by armed opposition forces in more than 100
countries, torture an/o other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment emanated from 151
countries (out of 185 UN member states) in 1 99532. On the basis of a reports from The Redress Trust and the
State Department's 'Country Reports' as well as other sources that noted 'systematic','widespreacl',
'common','frequent', or 'routine' use of torture by agents of state we have assigned the torture symbol T to our
map. It comes as no surprise that the 19 high intensity conifict situations figure, without a single exception,
among the states that practice systematic torture. Incidentally, it should be rioted that torture is practiced also
by guerrilla movements, terrorist organizations, organized crime and in sexual crimes. Such uses are flot
recorded here. Torture is a crime and the crime of torture in ail] 19 High Intensity Con flicts has becomne routine.

Death penalty
Another indicator of state protection of its cîtizens is the application of the death penalty. Generally there

is considerable overlap between the countries that apply the death penalty for a variety of crimes and those that
also show little concern for the rights of men and women in the context of political conflict. The number of go-
verrinrents that stili have the death penalty on their books is decreasing: in 1979 the death sentence was still an
option in 143 countries; by 1996 there were 'only' 95 countries that stili had the death penalty on their books and
applied it.»1 The Russian Federation, for instance, eager to join the Council of Europe, brought the number of
crimes for which the death penalty could be applied back from 28 to 5 and suspended the application of the
death penalty in aIl cases on August 2, 1996. Yet the Duma, the Russian parliament, might yet reverse this presi-
dential decision, given the fact that Russia has one of the largest prison populations in the world with more than
one million prisoners in camps and detention centers (780 prisoners per 100,000 inhabitants, as compared to,
565 in the United States or 66 in the Netherlands)r' China, in contrast to post-Communist Russia, us es the death
penalty on a very large scale.

With regard to the 19 High Intensity Conflict countries we find the death penalty in place in ail countries
except Russia (since August 1996), Angola and Colombia. Given the cheapness of life in the latter countries -
Colombia, for instance, is said to have commercial bureaus for hired killers and one of the highest murder rates
ini the world - these exceptions unfortunately mean hitle. Where extrajudicial killings by military-, police- or
vigilante-directed death squads and 'sicari' (assassins) have become routine, the 'need' for the death penalty is
small indeed.

Food Insecurlty
While poverty and hunger are flot a direct cause of armed conflict, they are often a contributing factor and

almost always a consequence. A look at the coitries suffering from food insecurity shows a large overlap with
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Table 9: Conflict Level of 15 Poorest Countries in the World
(Countries where food supply per capita is 10-30 percent below

,nutritional requirements are marked with an asterix (*)
GNP p.c. HIC LIC SPC

(1994)
Rwanda* $ 80 x
Mozambique* $ 90 x
Ethlopia* $ 100 x
Tanzania $ 140 x
Sierra Leone $ 160 x
Burundi* $ 160 x
Malawi* $ 170
Chad* $ 180 x
Uganda* $ 190 x
Madagascar $200
Nepal $200 x
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housing refùgees from such neighbouring countries' 0.While natural disasters such as drought played a role in
the food shortages of Chad, Ethiopia and Kenya, those in Somalia, Liberia, Angola, Mozambique, Rwanda and
Burundi were mainily a consequence of the civil wars.4

For the 19 HIC counties of our Map food insecurity (defined as food supply per capita 10-30 percent below
nutritional requirements) has been a problem for eight countnies (Burundi, Rwanda, Afghanistan, Sierra Leone,
Angola, Sudan, Chad while ten (Algeria, Cambodia, Chechnya. Colombia, Liberia, india, Pakistan, Tadjikistan,
Turkey, Sri Lanka and Zaire) seem less affected. 4

Human Development Index
One of the most sophisticated indexes that has emerged ini the 1 990s from the United Nations is the Human

Development Index, which is a composite index of equal weight of achievements in basic human capabilities
in three crucial dimensions :

* a long and healthy life;
* knowledge, and
" a decent standard of living."3

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has classified ail countries into three groups: those with
" a high level of human development (with HDI values of 0.800 and above);
* those with a medium human development level (with values between 0.500 and 0.799), and
* those with HDI values below 0.500.44

The countries which have the largest cumulative fatalities from current conflicts are Iisted in the following table
and conipared with averages of groups of countries.

Table 10: Counitries i» Conflict and their Humna» Developinent Index, J 99345
HDI Rank (n=1 74)

Cambodia 0.325 156
Afghanistan 0.229 169
Sudan 0.359 146
Angola 0.283 165
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Srî Lanka 0.698 89
India 0.436 135
Zaire 0.371 141
Sierra Leone 0.219 173
Turkey 0.711 84Pakistan 0.442 134

For ccmparison:
Ail developing countries 0.563

Least developed countries 0.331
Sub-Saharan Africa 0.379

Industrial Countries 0.909
World 0.746

Thei table reveals that only one country (Colombia) among the top fiftv countrim-, nn 1AW--
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Table 11: Number of Wars and other Forms of Vilent rntuial,,, .. P. -- lo L. V-.
_____________q Il C r ~S &lJf H U

AKUF A. of War DCPR PIOOM *SIPRI

(Hamburg) (London) (Uppsala) (Leiden) (Stockh.)
41 wars 42 wars 7 wars 22 high-intensity conflicts 31 major
17 armed 18 intermediate armed conflicts 39 Iower intensit>' conflicts armed
conflicts 17 minor armed conflicts 40 serious disputes conificts

________ ________13 unclear cases
* = PIOOM covered the period of 3l1st Jul>' 1994- 3l1st Jul>', 1995.

Table 12: Coverage of Cases by Four Col!flict Registers
PIOOM (Leiden) AKUF (Hamburg) DCPR (Uppsala) SIPRI Annual-

S(Stockh.) of War>1.000 >1.000 War Armed Armed Unclear - (London)
deaths annual Conflict Confi ici Major

thresholci deaths Armned War
(cumula.) threshold Conflict

Burundi x x - x - x xChad x x x -- x--
Chechnya x x x - minor -- -

Ethiopia x x -x --- x
Ghana x x------
Iraq (Kurds) x x x ---- xMali x -x - minor ---

Pakistan x x -x --- xPhilipp. (Moros) x -x - minor - -Nor-th ljganda x --- minor -- xSierra Leone x x x - minor ---

South Lebanon x - x - - - X
Zaire x x -x 

---

We discovered that the existing conflict registers do hardly contain an>' information on escalation or de-escalation. Oni>' b>' consulting successive annual reports one can extract information (in chinnor- RIPPIT iz

77#
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With regard to conflict escalation, the PIOOM Checklist for Country/Conflict Profiles distiraguishes 14variables (which we brought back to 13 for the current paper. pulling together questions 3 and 4):

Recent Conflict (De-)Escalation
Has the conflict (de-)escalated in tht
Escalation, S for 'more or less the S1

()Excessive use of force by
()Number of attacks by opp(
()Change in the number of ti

10-50% compared to 6-12
()Change of total direct and

to 6-12 months earlier:

st six months? F111 in between brackets: E for Escalation, D for De-
e as six months ago', H for 'Hard to tell'.

i forces;
confiict fatalities above (=E) or below (= D)

les above (=E) or below (D) 50% compared

in its last three yearbooks

compared to 6-12 months earlier;
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Table 13: Major Armed Conflicts, 1993-1995, changes in 1995 in comparison to 1994 situation
Escalation assessment on the basis of PIOOM's thirteen escalaion indicators

I 2 3 4 s t;
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PIOOM's current escalation index cari be used to classîfy couritries in différent groups - counitries whereconfljcts escalate, stay about the same, or de-escalate - but it cannot in its present forrn be used as a goodpredictor for future violence. Whether a conflict will escalate to higher levels of violence is, after ail, alsohrghly dependent on bilateral and multilateral efforts to mediate and intervene ini a confl ict. The war-wariness of the conflicting parties and other factors aiso play a role. An overall (de->escalatl on assessmentshould be based on the combination of the resuits of questions 14, 15, 16 and 17 of the PIOOM Checklistfor Country/Çonflict Profiles.
What we cari state on the basis of an analysis of the 13 escalation indicators for 3 1 countries is that amore sophisticated escalation measurement than SIPRI's cari be corlstructed and that the necessary infornmati-on for the 13 indicators is available in the open literature. In the future we will - if we cari get funding forour work - attempt to present the escalation index for the countries/conflicts with intensity levels 3, 4 and5 on the basis of more recent (1996/97) data.

Table 15: SIPRiEscalation assessment 1995 (change froln i 994)
Change in battle-related deaths Symbol used Number of countri es 31 (n-3 1)no longer listed n.l1.6
no data available n.a. 4insufficient or unreliable data *.7

>50 % decrease 
1-10-50 % decrease -6

+/- 10 % (in)decrease 0 5
10-50% increase +
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Table 14: Conflict Escalation Assessments by SIPRJ and PIOOMI
Country SIPRI PIOOM
Afghanistan -

Algeria
Angola
Azerbaijan n.I.
Bangladesh 0
Bosnia-H.
Cambodia
Chechnya n.a.
Colombia O
Croatia n.a.
Georgia n.I.
Guatemala 0
hIdia
Indonesia O

Match Resuit
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Institutions for Managing Ethnic Confliets: Selected Cases

Jacques Bertrand
North-South Institute

'atins m help to reduce conflict before it becomes violent? There are an array of possible ineasures
i dialogue and mediation to sending peacekeeping troops. Which measures are appropriate and effective
Stype, the stage and thec source of the conflict. This paper focuses specifically on ethnic conflict. It argues
ve of the sources of etlmic conflict, institutions are an important niediating factor in fueiling or reducing
>r ethnic violence. It proposes to deepen the research on the institutional sources of conflict to understand

=1a change can alleviate ethnic tensions. It sîtuates the argument within the broader debate on
and conflict prevention. 'he paper then discusses institution-building in a multi-ethnjc context. It wil
ýf Indonesia and Nigeria ta illustrate the discussion.

ing early-warning research to responses is the major challenge of establishing a nieaningful,
system. As past experience bas shown, there 1$ often a wealth of information suggesting that

ieen antagonistic groups are evolving into a potentially violent crisis. yet the international
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inipending crisis. When a conflict is sufficiently acute that violence is imminent, the signais are ofien clearer
and the outcomes more predictable. Yet, when faced with an imminent crisis, the international conununity
stili fails to respond because the large commitment of resources and the political costs of failed responses
often paralyzes political leaders from adopting preventive measures. Only when crises actually erupt can
sufficiently strong, "humanitarian" reasons be put forward to gain the political support for action.

In this context, early-wamning may be most useful at a latent stage of conflict, when tensions are
rising but there is no sign of immediate outbreak of violence. The flexibility of response is greater and there
is more leeway for coordinated responses to risîng tensions. Also, the commitment of resources need not
be as large as in peacekeeping operations. If one is able to prevent the eruption of violence, which would
necessitate the deployment of peacekeeping forces, one may argue that intervention at latent stages is the
most cost-effective means of promoting peace.

1h disadvantage of acting upon early-warning signais at a latent stage is that prediction is even more
difficult than with an imminent crisis on the horizon. When tensions are rising, they may diminish on their
own without external intervention. When committing resources for preventing an escalation, one may neyer
know that those resources actually contributed to the desired outcome. It is a risk, of course, but one whîch
mainly depends on the quality of information about rising tensions. A thorough analysis of the sources of
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reduce the potential recurrence of violence. The exhaustion from war often triggers a need for solutions.
Also, as previously mentioned, the mustering of sufficient political will to act is more difficult in pre-conflict
than post-conflict situations. Overall, the predictability of success, however, is similar. The only difference
is the political justification to commit resources. It is easier tojustify aresponse to humanitariancrises, such
as conflicts in the Great Lakes region or Afghanistan, than to proactively identify countries in pre-conflict
situations.
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Ethnie conflict and institutiona
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Aniong those who prornote compromise, there is a search for ways that formai political institutions
can stabilize endemic confliot in multi-ethnic societies. Arendt Lijphart, for example, has argued that
stability is best ensured by designing political institutions that are based on a bargain between the élites of
the various ethnie groups. Known as "consociationalisrn", this structure of political institutions favors
power-sharing between groups over equal representation of ail individuals.' 2

"Consociationalism", however, has been criticized on several grounds. Among others, it has been
criticized for its undemocratic nature and its rigidity. Some scholars argue that its reliance on élite
bargaining defies the principles of democratic representation. Instrumentalists, such as Paul Brass, reject
consociationalism because it fornializes divisions between ethnic groups. They argue that ethnic identities
are often times constructed and nianipulated, leading to different patterns of ethnically-based divisions.
Froni this perspective, the state is often an actor in the shaping of politically relevant ethnic identities. To
support consociationalism mainly serves to consolidate the power of certain élites, who profit froni a
particular configuration of division, while excluding others from power. In the meantime, the élite bargain
may not reflect the more fluid nature of group identities within the respective ethnic conimunities.

While the critics of consociationalism may be right to reject rigid institutional solutions, this does
not dixninish the usefulness of institutions to accommodate various ethnie demands. Donald Horowitz lias
offered a host of suggestions on ways to fine-tune political institutions and reduce ethnie tensions. Instead
of espousing a particular "type" of political systeni, such as 'consociationalism", lie instead looks at
particular institutions and identifies sources of strain. Elections and legisiative systems, for example, can
produce divisions if they tend to reproduce the domination of one or several ethnie groups, while consistently
excluding others. Attempts to remove ethnicity from the configuration of political parties, as in Nigeria's
imposition of two political parties along ideological lines, is unwise since it only denies the legitimate
political funictions that ethnicity plays in polities and is unlikely to eradicate the powerful forces of ethnicity

;ights into
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systems
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our understanding of how political institutions can reduce ethnic tensions while ensuring respect for
individual rights and freedoms.

A research program on Indonesia, Nigeria, Zaire, and India
What kinds of political institutions can accommodate the dual goals of democracy and stability in

multi-etbnic countries? The research program on peacebuilding and conflict prevention at the North-South
Institute proposes to address this research question through a study of formai and informai political
institutions in four cases: Indonesia, Nigeria, Zaire and India. They represent a mnix of cases froru a long-
standing democracy (India) to long-standing authoritarian regime (Zaire). Two cases. Indonesia and Nigeria,
have experimented with both democracy and authoritarianism. They have had difficulty in maintaining
.democracy (Nigeria) or in creating the conditions for a new democracy to arise (Indonesia). Why is it s0
difficuit to accommodate democracy and multi-ethnicity?

The study goes beyond current debates over the appropriate structures of political institutions to
accommodate multi-ethnic differences. Current debates often view the existing problem as one of fine-
tuning electoral and legisiative systems in order to find the appropriate way of -dividing the pie" between
different ethnic groups. The preceding section outlined some of these propositions. from élite bargaining
under a consociational model to federalism and the avoîdance of majority/minority dominance.

Most of these measures are targeted at the politicai élites and the process of élite competition for
political power. If élites tend to mobilize ethnîcity to reach political ends, however, they are likely to seek
Ioop-holes in the institutional structures to advance their group interests. Ini order to give élites the political
incentives for tolerance and compromise, as suggested by Horowitz, one may attempt to modify institutional
structures but one should also seek to enhance the quality of these institutions. Institut ions must be perceived
as the legitimate locus of political authority and their outcomes perceived as j ust and appropriate.

The central hypothesis of the proposed study is that political institutions niust be legitimized and
recognized as the primary source of political authority in order to produce multi-ethnic stability. While
democracy is likely to provide such legitimacy and recognition, it must be adapted to particular polîtical
contexts. Democratic institutions per se are insufficient to produce stable multi-ethinic accommodations.
They must also be emibedded or infused with le2itimacv. Legitimacy does not automiatîcally derive from

>f institutions
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polity, and other ethnie and religious groups, particularly the Christians, now resent this dominance. As for
the Nigerians, the political competition between ethnie groups has simply shifted location. Under
Babangida's mile, the number of political parties was restricted to two, the Social Dernocratic Party (SDP)
and the National Republican Convention (NRP). It was thought that b>' restricting political parties and de-
ethnicizing them, one could oblige ethnie élites to reach compromises, thereby reducing the usefulness of
ethnie politics. Instead, the locus of ethnie competition simpi>' moved from that of inter-part>' to intra-party
competition.

The proposed institutional solutions to multi-ethnic probiems has focused on élites rather than
societal groups, thereby reducing the effectiveness of institutional reform. Agreements between élites are
insufficient to consolidate political institutions, and can easil>' be broken when certain élites wish to change
~the status quo. They ma>' tap into informai channels of authorit>' to mobilize their constituencies against the
existing order, leading to a renewed cycle of institutional decay and possible conflict. In Indonesia, for
example, the locus of power remains in the tight circle close to President Suharto. despite the wealth of
formaI political institutions that have been created to manage the polity. The channels for expressing
regional (or ethnie) demands depenci on access to the President through informnai means. In recent years, this
has been particular>' problematic for the Christian minorities, which have seen most of their internai
channels of communication closed at the top. Other groups have also seen their influence decline at the
center, such as the Bugis from Sulawesi. Mounting frustrations among the population are expressing
themselves into violent demonstrations, indicating an erosion of ethnie stability. Authoritarianism has
almost closed the formai channels for expressing ethnic demands, while there are few% alternative formns of
political authorit>'. Islam has the potential for becoming such an alternative vehicle, but it has not yet
assumed such a role (which would probabi>' trigger fierce responses from non-Muslim minorities and some
Muslim groups alike). With an impending succession, there are pressing questions about the survi vabi lit>'
of the current political system after Suharto, which can have ver>' destabilizing effects on ethnie relations.

In Nigeria, the current regime has also closed most doors to the political expression of various ethnic
groups. The locus of political authorit>' has therefore been shifted to the informai realm. There have been
clashes between Muslims and Christians, which have both mobilized their constituencies and organized
Limbrella organizations to protect and advance their interests. This new element is added to the ethnic
Jivisions between large and minorit>' ethnic groups, and feeds into the division between Hausa-Fulani, who
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Spoiler Problems in Peace Processes*

Stephen John Stedman
Sohool of Advanced International Studies

esses cornes fromn spoilers - leaders and parties who see peace as a tbreat to their
id use stealth or violence to undermnine atternpt to achieve it. When spoilers succeed,
ýwanda in 1994, the resuits are catastrophic. In both cases, the casualties of failed
- casualties of the preceding war. 'Me paper argues that spoilers differ by the goals
ichieving those goals. External actors have a range of strategies available to them,
ciliation to ones that rely heavily on coercion. The appropriateness of a particular
-onxznitnent of the spoiler and the constraints posed by other parties in the peace
itegy requires that the custodian overcomne various organizational and mndividual
itely interpreting the intentions and behaviour of thxe spoiler. Implernientation of a
ability of the custodian to create an external coalition for peace; the resources that
lity; and the consensus that the coalition forrns about the legitirnacy or illegitirnacy

ave confirmed a basic finding frorn the literature onl civil war termination:
-ss."' The fundarnental source of risk cornes flot frorn the lack of trust
the inability of parties to credibly commit to peace.' Rather, the greatest
from spoilers -- leaders and parties who sec peace as a threat to their power,
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world view, and interests, and use violence to undermnine attempts to achieve lt.3 By signing a peaceagreeMent, leaders put themselves at risk from adversaries who rnay take advantage of a settlemnent toeliminate them, from disgruntled followers who sec peace as a betrayal of key values, and from excludedparties who either seek to alter the process or overturn it. By implementing a peace agreement, outsidersput themselves at risk from attack frorn those who are uncommitted to peace. And mosi importantly, thenisks of peacemakmng increase the insecurity and uncertainty of average citizens, who yearn for peace, but
have the most to lose if war returns.

When spoilers succeed, as they did in Angola in 1992 and Rwanda in 1994, the results arecatastrophic. In both cases, the casualties of failed peace were irifinitely higher thani the casualties of the war.When Jonas Savimbi refused to accept the outcome of UN monitored elections in 1992 and plunged Angola
back into civil war, approximately 300,000 people died. When Hutu extremists rejected the Arusha peaceaccords in Rwanda and camred out genocîde over 1 million Rwaradans died In less than three months .4

If ail spoilers succeeded, then the quest for peace in civil wars would be quixotic and dangerouslycouniterproductive. But flot al] spoilers succeed. In South Africa, the 1994 elections that brought to powerNelson Mandela and ended a Iong-simmering civil war successfully overcame the resistance of ethnic andracial spoilers. lIn Mozambique, RENAMO, a party known as "the Khmer Rouge of Africa," stalled inmeeting its commîtments to peace, and threatened to boycott elections and return to war. In the end,however, RENAMO joined parliamentaay politics, accepted Iosing an election, and disarmed, thus endinga civil war that had taken 800,000 ]Ives. And the Cambodian peace process was able to proceed despite theresistance of the real Khmer Rouge, the part>' with the dubious distinction of providing the sobriquet for
bloodthirsty, fanatic parties elsewhere.

The crucial difference between success and failure of spoilers is the role played by international
actors as custodians of peace. Where international custodians have created and implemented coherent,
effective strategies for protecting peace and managing spoilers. damage has been limîted and peace hastriumphed. Where international custodians have failed to crente and implement such strategies, spoilers;
have succeeded at the cost of hundreds of thousandr nf lvé>ç
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a range of strategies available to them, from ones that rely heavily on conciliation to ones that rely heavily
on the use of coercion. 'Me appropriateness of a particular strategy depends on the goal and commitment
of the spoiler and on constraints posed by other parties in the peace process. The implementation of a
successful strategy depends on the ability of the external custodian to create an external coalition for peace;
the resources that the coalition brings to its responsibility; and the consensus that the coalition forms about
the legitimacy or lack of legitimacy of spoiler demands and behavior.

Spoilers
Peace processes create spoilers. This is a statement about definition and a statement about causality.

In the midst of war there are combatants, who can be identified in myriad ways - e.g., aggressors, rebels,
bandits, pariahs, rogues or terrorists -- but not as spoilers. Spoilers are only spoilers when there is an
existing peace process to undermine; that.is, after two parties have committed themselves publicly to a pact
or have signed a comprehensive peace agreement.' Peace creates spoilers because it is rare in civil wars for
ail leaders and factions to see peace as beneficial. Even if ail parties corne to value peace, they rarely do so
simultaneously. A negotiated peace often has losers: leaders and factions who do not achieve their war
aims.6 Nor can every war find a compromise solution that addresses the demands of ail the warring parties.
The spoiler problemn in peace processes does not go away by insisting on a peace where everybody wins and

nobody loses. For example, the most perfectly crafted power-sharing institutions in the world will not matter
if one of the parties does not want to share power. Ail of the measures in the world to assuage the fears of
warring parties will flot matter if one of the parties is motivated by megalomania or paranoia. Even in the
best designed seulement and peace process, extemnal actors must be prepared for challenges, usually violent,
from leaders and organizations who decide that peace is not in their interest.

Custodians of peace processes confront several different spoiler problems, which differ on the
dimensions of position of the spoiler (inside or outside of an agreement); nwnber of spoiler(s) (one or more);
type of spoiler (limited, greedy, or total); locus of the spoiler behavior (leader or followers, or both); and
strategy of the spoiler (stealth or violence).

Position of the Sp2oiler. Spoilers can be inside or outside a peace process. An inside spoiler has
signed a peace agreement, signaled a willingness to implement a compromise seutlement, and yet fails tofulfili key obligations to the agreement. Examples include Juvenal Habyirimana, President of Rwanda in1994 who failed to implement key measures of the Arusha Accords to end the war in Rwanda; the Khmer
Rouge in Cambodia, which signed the Paris Peace Accords, but then refused to demobilize and disarmn its
soldiers and boycotted elections; and tJNITA in Angola, which signed the Bicesse agreement in 1991, but
returned to war in 1992 when it lost elections.

SFor example, in South Africa prior to 1990 there was no public agreement among the antagonists
-Orfniitting themselves to a peaceful resolution to their conflict. Only after the release of Nelson Mandela in 1990
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Inside spoilers pose several problemis for custodians. First, they have signed a peace agreement, thus
inqicating an interest in making peace. Custodians must create tests to explore whether the>' are sincere and
are willing to live with a compromise solution, or whether they are insincere and have signed the agreement
as a tactic to weaken their adversary. Second, inside spoilers give their initial consent to outside
implementation of the agreement. Such consent invites custodians to implement an agreement, but places
constraints on how the custodians can react to spoiler behavior. Peacekeepers who are deployed on the basis
of consent are rarely equipped or configured to compel compliance with an agreement; moreover, troop
contributors who participate in peace implementation on the basis of consent rarely commit to enforce peace
if consent is withdrawn or decays. Third, the signing of a peace agreement and deploying of an
implementation force creates a vested interest for custodians to succeed in making peace. Perversely, this
can blind custodians from accuratel>' interpreting the intentions and behavior of spoilers; custodians can
develop an overwhelming interest in giving a spoiler a passing grade regardless of ho\v well it scores on tests
of sincerit>'.

Outside spoilers are parties who are excluded from a peace process or who exclude themselves, and
use violence to attack the peace process. Examples include the CDR in Rwanda, which attacked the Arusha
Accords and committed genocide to prevent them from being implemented; the Inkatha Freedom Party' in
South Africa, which boycotted negotiations between the ANC and NP between 1992-94 and used violence
to try to reconfigure the peace process to its advantage.

An outside spoiler poses severaî challenges for an international custodian. First, the custodian must
determine whether the spoiler is using violence to gain entry to the peace process or to destroy the peace
process. Second, the custodian must determine whether there is a negotiating space that can simultaneously
preserve the settlement sought by inside parties and meet the demands of the outside spoiler. Third, the
custodian must strengthen the inside parties, and protect them from outside attack. This proves difficult
because the inside parties tend to be extremel>' untrusting of each other and may still be competîtive with
each other over the spoils of a settlement. Finaîlly, if one of the inside parties has historical tics to the
outside spoiler, as for example, the relationship between the National Part>' and Inkatha Freedoni Part>' in
South Africa, and FUNCINPEC and the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, there wîll likely be elites in the inside
part>' who advocate reestablishing those tics.

Number of Sp2oilers. The presence of more than one spoiler creates a cornpound challenge for
custodians. Any strateg>' chosen to deal with one spoiler has implications for the stritegy chosen to deal with
other spoîlers. In Rwanda, for exaznple, the stabilit>' of the peace process was endangered because one of
the inside parties, Juvenal Habyirimana, refused to fulill his obligations to the peace agreement he had.
signed. The United Nations threatened to withdraw its peacekeeping operation in order to coerce
Raby'irimana into implementing the agreement. Yet Hab>'irimana was onl>' one of two spoilers. The CDR,
former members of Haby'irimana's regime, rejected the peace agreement and conspired against the peace
process from outside. The UN strateg>' succeeded in pressuring Hab>'irimana, but emboldened the CDR to
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lack of an overarching authority that can enforce a politicai seutlement -- means that warring parties cannot
credibly commit to make peace, either in the short term (through disarmament) or in the long term. (through
a constitution). Thus, any party who violates or opposes a peace agreement does so out of fear, flot out of
myriad other motivations. Spoiler behavior can only be addressed by reducing the fears of the spoler -
through international guarantees. Like those international relations theorists steeped in the security dilemma
or spiral model of conflict, recent writers on civil war believe 'the central theme of civil war termination is
flot evil but tragedy.9

At another extreme are those who assert that ail parties in civil war are alîke because they ail want
total power.'0 This, however, is too facile; al] parties in civil war seek power, but flot ail parties seek total
power. Some parties seek exclusive power and recognition of authority; somne seek dominant power; some
seek a significant share of power; and some desire to exercise power subject to democratic controls. This
should flot be surprising: power is a means or resource to realize other goals. Some goals, for instance, the
permanent subjugation or elimination of an ethnic group, race, or socio-economic class need more power
than goals of creating a demnocratic political regime or gaining recognition of political equality among races
or ethnic groups. That parties differ in their goals and commitment to total power can be seen by ail of the
parties who have accepted and lived with compromise solutions to civil wars (in Colomnbia, Zimbabwe,
Namibia, El Salvador, South Africa and Mozambique). Similarly, flot every winner of a civil war creates
a totalitarian regime or slaughters its opponents."' A thought experiment makes the point: if you had to be
on the losing side of a civil war, would you rather surrender to Abraham Lincoln or to Hafez al-Assad, to
Nelson Mandela or Mao Zedong?

A final version asserts that al] parties in civil war are alike because they ahl have total goals, but are
ail equally reasonable in weighing the costs and benefits of their actions and their likelihood of attaining their
goals.'12 In essence, aIl parties in civil war are rational actors, who prefer victory, but are willing to alter their
goals as costs and risks run too high. Like the previous model of civil war combatants, it ignores that the
goals of parties ini civil war vary tremendously. It also ignores that parties may differ in their commitment
to achieving their goals. Finally, there is enough eviderice of pathologies of leadership decision-making in
civil war to question the assumption of universal ratîonality among parties.'31

The analysis of civil war termination runs the risk of' choosing a fiawed, attenuated view of
combatants and their war aims. Some parties in civil war do suffer fromn deep security dilemmas, but flot
ail. Some parties in civil war do seek total power, but flot aIl. Some parti es rationally weigh their goals
against the cost and benefits of pursuing them, but flot ail.

As a first cut, spoilers vary by intentions, which, foilowing the Iead of Robert Jervis, are defined here

rial Politics
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to reach its goals). 4 These two dimensions Yield three ideal types: those who hold total goals and haveimmutable preferences (total spoilers); those who have expansive goals, but May Vary in their sensitivity tocosts and risks (greedy spoilers 5); and those who have limited goals and are willing to accept a compromiseseulement of the conflict if their goals are met, yet show high insensitivitY to costs and risks (limited
spoilers).

Figure 1. models spoiler types as a function of the two dimensions of goals and commitment. At thetop right of the graph are groups who seek total goals and are totally committed to attaining those goals.Such groups see conflict in ail or nothing termns, and their commitment to total power is i nsensitive to costsand risks. For such groups, their preference for total power is imnmutable; that is, not subject to change. Forexample, at the top right would lie the CDR, which refused to accept a powershar-ing agreement in Rwanda,viewed the rebel RPF as inhuman cockroaches, and was willing to kili over a million people to keep power.
At the lower end of the graph are groups who seek limited goals and show littie commitment toachieving those goals. Within the limited type, but at the bottom right would be groups who possess limitedgoals, but show total commitment to those goals. For example, the Afrîcan National Congress, whichinsisted that "one person - one vote" was a non-negotiable demand, was willing to bear enormous costs toachieve that goal. Once the goal was conceded, however, it was flexible on other demands.
Between these two points are a range of parties who have total or expansive goals, but are willingto redefine their goals in the face of costs and risks. Toward the total end would be parties who rnay bewilling to accept something less than total power, but are wîlling to bear costs and run risks to maximizetheir power and goals: such parties are "greedy." The dloser the part>' lies to the total threshold, the price ofdefeating it nia> be onl>' marginally less than defeating a total party. In one interpretation, for example,UNITA is a "greedy" spoiler - not committed to total victory, but seeking as good a settlement as it can get.After losing the seutlement election, it returned to war, demanded a complete renegotiation of its seutlementwith the government of Angola, and refused to make any concessions until it took a pounding on thebattlefield. Toward the middle of the continuum are those who are willing to accept less than total power,yet are not wiligt incur great costs or risk to maximize the-rpwr neape eei h nah
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is left of the Khmer Rouge, and Velupillai Prabakaran in charge of the Tamil Liberation Tigers.
To see the locus of spoiler behavior as the leader is flot to dismiss the goals of followers. Rather,

since total goals are so extreme, it seems possible that a change in leadership can move a party from the total
type of spoiler to the greedy or limited type ofspoiler. Likewise, if there are leadership factions who differ
over the goals and commitment of the party, then a change in leadership can alter the position of the party.

Other cases suggest that there are timnes when leaders are quite constrained by their followers. In
Zimbabwe in 1977, it was extremely dangerous for any leader of the ZANU-PF guen-il las to take a moderate
line towards peace, let alone Robert Mugabe who had just taken over the mantde of leadership and was seen
with suspicion by many of his soldiers. Similarly, in Rwanda in 1994, at least somne of the reluctance of
Juvenal Habyirimana to fulfili his commitments to the Arusha accords came from his fear that his followers
would attack him.

S12oier Strgy. Spoilers vary in the strategy that they use to undermine peace processes,especially ini terms of the emphasis placed on stealth or violence. Inside spoilers tend to use strategies of
stealth; outside spoilers tend to use strategies of violence.

Spoilers who have signed peace agreements for tactical reasons have an incentive to keep their threat
hidden and minimize the amount of violence that they use; they want a peace process to continue as long asit promises to advantage them against their adversary. Inside spoilers need to comply enough to convince
others of their good will, but not so much that it weakens their offensive military capability. UNITA in
Angola, for example, wanted an election to take place in September 1992, because it believed it could win
power through the ballot box. It used the year-long cease-fire, prior to the election, however, to station
military and political cadres in areas of the country that had been inaccessible to it during the war and cached
arms and weapons throughout the country. It maintained its army's discipline and stalled in fulfilling its
obligations to demobilize. Its refusa] to meet key disarmament provisions of the Bicesse Accords was
always explained as a funiction of its insecurity, thus legitimizing reneging on ils commitment. When
LJNITA lost the election, it possessed a nation-wide military advantage which it pressed almost imrnediately.

Outside spoilers tend to use overt violence as a strategy toward undermining peace. Both the CDR
in Rwanda and Inkatha Freedom Party assassinated moderates who stood for a negotiated peace, camred outmassacres to coincide with any proç-.ess in reachîng a negotiated settiement. and allied itself withconservative members in the armed forces and police to sabotage the agreement. The IFP, because it hoped
to split the National Party firom the ANC, and because it hoped that its demands of a confederal constitution
would receive support from the United States, attempted to hîde its role in the violence. A favorite tactic
of its leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi, was to insist that 'the anger of my followers is so severe that I can not
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Strategies of Spoler Management
Custodians of peace processes in the 1 990s have pursued three major strategies to maniage spoilers.

These strategies vary by emphasis on conciliation vs. coercion. Each strategy can combine elements ofdifférent sources of leverage available to the custodian - remunerative, normative, and military power, Inorder of conciliation to coercion, the strategies are: 1.) inducement or giving the spolier what it wants; 2.)socialization or changmng the behavior of the spolier to adhere to a set of established norms; and 3.) coercion,or the punishxnent of spolier behavior or reduction of spolier capacity to destroy the peace process. Thesestrategies are ideal types; in practice, international actors cari employ more than one strategy -- either
simultaneously (with different priority and emphasîs) or in sequence.

Induceinent as a strategy for managing spoilers entails taking positive measures to addressgrievances of factions who attempt to obstruct peace or acquiescing to aggressive behavior that violates apeace agreement. As to the former, custodians attempt to induce the spolier into joining a peace process or
fulfilling its obligations to an existing agreement by meeting the spoiler's demands, \vhich can be of several
types. Spoilers may insist that their behavior is based on feal- and demand greater protection. Spoilers rnayinsist that their behavior is based on fairness and demand greater benefits. Spoilers may insist that their
behavior is based on justice and demand legitimation or recognition of their position.

Inducement can be rigorously applied by meeting costly demands made by spoilers, as the United
Nations dîd in Mozambique in 1993-94. Or it can be something as lax as offering a spoiler a continued rolein negotiations, even when the spolier has returned to war as in the case of Angola in 1992, or when the
spoiler bas engaged in genocide as in Rwanda in 1994, or when the spolier assassinates polîtical opponents
and engages in numerous human rights violations as in Cambodia in 1992-93. Indeed, the frequency ofinducement attempts in peace processes suggests that it is a "default mode;" a convenient, automatîc strategy
that wfll be applied unless the actor makes a conscious choice to try something diff'erent.

The strategy of socialization requires custodians to establish a set of norms l'or acceptable behavior
by internai parties that commit to peace or seek tojoin a peace process. These normns then become the basis
for judging the demands of the parties (are they legitimate or flot?> and the behaviors of the parties (are they
acceptable in the normative framework?). In turn, the strategy relies on two comporients: the material and
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compliance to, an agreement and war. 18 Likewise, the use offorce to defeat the spoiler has been attempted
infrequently - most notably, in Somalia, when the United Nations decided to hold Somali warlord,
Mohammied Farah Aideed, responsible for an ambush by'his forces against Pakistani peacekeepers, and in
Sri Lanka, when an Indian peacekeeping force attempted to forcibly disarm Tamil rebels and capture their
leader, Velupillai Prabakaran.'9

Two more common variations of the coercion strategy are what 1 cali the dIeparting train strategy
and the withdrawal strategy. The departing train strategy combines a Judgment that the spoiler's demands
and behavior are illegitimate with the assertion that the peaceprocess will go irrevocahlyforward, regardless
of whether the spoilerjoined or not. Ini Cambodia and South Africa, the strategy was linked to the holding
of an election, thereby using a deadline to set a time limit for joining the process with the promise of a
change in the status quo. The departing train metaphor implies that the peace process is a train leaving the
station at a preordained time: once set in motion, anyone not on board will be left behînd. In the South
African case the strategy included minor face-saving compromises - throwing ladders from the moving train
- in a final attenxpt to convince the spoiler to join. In the Cambodian case, no such compromise was offered.
The departing train strategy may require active measures to limit the ability of the spoiler to attack the peace
process - by protecting the parties of peace and by deterrent threats.

Finally, the withdrawal variation of the coercive strategy threatens to punish spoilers by the threat
to withdraw international support and peacekeepers from the peace process. This was the dominant strategy
pursued by the United Nations in Rwanda and IFOR in Bosnia. but was also used in a tertiary manner in
Mozambique and Angola. The strategy stresses that international support for peace is conditional on the
progress of all warring factions meeting their obligations.

d be paramount in crafting a strategy for managing the spoiler.
nal strategy; for greedy spoilers, socialization is an optimal
c optimal strategy.-
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inadequacy of international force, the spoiler adds to its domnestic reputation for coercive strength. Second,
the strategy of withdrawal does not punish a total spoiler, but in fact rewards it. Total spoilers do flot want
peace and therefore have everything to gain if custodians abandon the peace process .

If a spoiler is a limited player, an inducement strategy may establish a bargaining range and
opportunity for a compromise setulement. If the limited goals of the spoiler center on security, the use ofa coercive strategy, especially the use of force or coercive diplornacy, may prompt an escalation of violence
and demands. The departing train strategy may be appropriate if the spoiler has a strong incentive tojoin the
peace process. Moreover, the departing train need not threaten the spoiler, therefore it does not risk an
inadvertent cycle of escalation. The threat of withdrawal may be effective, if the spoiler has an interest in
the peace process.

The greedy spoiler requires a long-term strategy of socialization. Since the spoiler is flot total, there
is at least a possibility of bringing it into the peace process. Since inducements alone will serve to whet the
appetite of the greedy spoiler, care has to be taken to draw a line on the legitirnacy and illegitimacy of its
demands. Moreover, depending on the cost-insensitivity and risk-taking of the spoiler, the use of coercive
sticks may be necessary to impose costs and create a strong sense of limits to the spolier's demands. On the
other hand, a reliance solely on coercion will ignore that even the greedy spoiler bas legitimate security goals
that can only be met through inducements.

Limitations of the Custodia -n. Policy-makers often have concerns other than a specific conflict at
hand; as Alexander George notes, a strategy that may be the best from a perspective of solely managing the
conflict may not be the best for a policy maker considering a range of interests.20 This is certainly so when
it cornes to conflict resolution in small, unimportant (to American national interest), and faraway countries.
Even the United Nations considers its actions in particular cases against its corporate interest and the need
to proiect the reputation and institution of peacekeeping. What might be an optimal strategy to end a conflict
and manage a spoîler may be too costly or risky for external actors. As one American department of defense
official told me, "one should flot confuse what is needed to end these conflicts with what the United States
is prepared to do."'

With the exception of the implementation of the Dayton peace agreements on Bosnia, and the
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of a spoiler brings with it baggage (personal networks and domestic groups that support the spoiler and priorbeliefs about the spoiler) that cari Iead it to continue to support the spoiler, everi in the face of outrageous
behavior.

Case Studies of Spoier Management
To evaluate the efficacy of differenit strategies of spolier management, I have chosen to examine

several cases of spoliler problenis in the 1990s. 1 have selected cases where it is possible to judge the
outcome of a particular strategy; thus ongoing peace processes, where the outcome is uncertain, such as
Northern IreIand, the Middle East, and Bosnia have been avoided. The cases include variation on thedependent variable - successful management of the spoiler (Inkatha in South Africa, RENAMO in
Mozambique, and the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia) and failed management of the spolier (the CDR in
Rwanda and UNITA in Angola and SOC in Cambodia). The cases vary on the twvo principle independent
variables -- the mix of strategies chosen to manage the spolier and the type of spoiler. In ternisof primary
strategy, South Africa and Cambodia (against the Khmer Rouge) are exampies of the "departing train"
version of the coercion strategy. Angola and Cambodia (against SOC) are examples of the inducement
strategy; Mozambique is an example of a mixed inducement and socialization strategy. Rwanda is anexample of the withdrawal version of the coercive strategy. Ini ternis of spolier type, the Khmer Rouge and
CDR are examples of total spoilers; UNITA and SOC are ambiguous spoilers -- either total or extreme
greedy spoilers; IFP is a greedy spoiler and RENAMO is also an ambîguous spolier -- either limited or
greedy.

The judgment of successful and falied management of the spolier is based on whether the spoiler
has been reiatîvely weakened or strengthened vis a vis its opponents. The judgment of spoiler type is basedin part on revealed preferences, but is also based on evidence of intentions at the time. Spoilers who in the
tnd accept electoral defeat reveal themseIves to be limited spoilers.

These cases are not completeiy independent of each other. Strategies for managing a particular;poiler were sometimes the result of lessons derived from another case. Some UN personnel worked on
nore than one case. Some spoilers themseives likely drew lessons for their strategy based on evaluating the~fficacy of custodians in other cases. In a technologically interdependent worid, there are probably few
.ases that are truly independent.

Fol lowing the method of structured, focused comparison of Alexander George,' the case studies
rîed to address the following general questions

1 -) What was the spoiier's behavior? What demands did the spolier niake? What was the rhetoric
)f the spoiler?

2.) How did external parties interpret the empiricaliy verifiable observations of the spoiler? What
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of power, authority, and influence were left untapped?

Case 1.) Rwanda: Limited and Total Spoilers and Threatened Withdrawal
The Arusha Accords, signed by Juvenal Habyirimana, president of Rwanda, and officials of the

Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), a rebel force composed of mostly Tutsi exiles, in August 1993, promised
to end a three year civil war that had killed approximately 10,000 people. The Accords were an ainbitious
attempt to end a history of violent conflict between the Hutu ethnic group that formed approximately 70%
of the population and the Tutsi ethnic group which mostly comprised approxîmately 30%.1 Siniultaneously,
the Accords attempted to end Hutu political hegeînony over the Tutsi, integrate thousands oflTutsi exiles into
Rwandan life, and liberalize and democratize Rwandan gover-nment, which had been dominated for over
twenty years by a small elite group of Hutu formed around Habyirimaria. The Accords contained elaborate
provisions for power-sharing in govemmrent, integration of the two armies, a detai led plan for the return of
sonie soldiers to civilian life, procedures for democratization of Rwandan politics, and the establishmnent of
a coalition transition government, the BBTG (Broad Based Transitional Government). The Accords were
the product of fourteen months of negotiation, and had been mediated by Tanzania, in conjunction with the
Organization of African Unity and the governments of France, Belgium, and the United States. The
implementation of the Accords was to be overseen by the United Nations; both the RPF and the Rwandan
governinent wanted a robust peacekeeping presence during the implementation.

The mediators of the agreement apparently foresaw that there would Iikely be resistance to the
accords froni Hutu extremists in the arniy and governiment, who had rallied under the banner of the
Committee for the Defence of the Revolution (CDR).Y The United States and France advocated inclusion
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recognize the legitimacy of the refugee warriors and their right to belong and play a part in Rwanda
would only undermine the peace process fromn within. Instead, il was hoped that the new IN
peacekeepers would neutralize the extremists.2 5

nhe United Nations, however, did flot envision such a role. Some UN diplomats foresaw
implementation as a relatively easy task. The force that was ultimately deployed to Rwanda was flot only
less than the parties had agreed to, but also less than what the United Nations Assistance Mission to Rwanda
(UTNAMIR) force commander, (3eneral Romeo Dallaire, believed necessary. Chastened by its recent
experience in Somalia, the UN had no intention of robust peacekeeping.

Between the signing of the Accords in August 1993 and the full deployment of UNAMIR in
February 1994, tension, uncertainty and political fluidity were rife in Rwanda. The peace accords provided
room for the resurgence ofnioderate Hutu politicians who could provide an ethnic bridge to the mostly Tutsi
RPF. Habyirimana's party itself was undergoing splits; the CDR, resolutely opposed to compromise with
thc RPF, emerged as a possible competitor to Habyirimana. In October 1993, a coup attempt in Burundi
by Tutsi officers against its recently elected Hutu president, triggered acts of genocide in that country,
Between 50,000 and 100,000 people died, including the president of Burundi. This event increased Hutu
extremist antipathy for the Arusha compromise, sowed suspicion and doubt among Hutu moderate politicians
towards the RPF, and emboldened the Hutu extremists to advocate openly extermination of the Tutsi as a
final solution to Rwanda's ethnic problem.'

UNAM1R's top officials, Special Representative, Jacques-Roger Booh-Booh, and field commander,Romeo Dallaire confronted several challenges: the unwillingness of Habyirimana to carry out his obligations
to the Arusha Accords and form the BBTG, low-level political violence and ethnic killings, growing public
incitement of ethnic hatred - especially by the popular radio station Radio Mille Collines, and growing
evidence of a plan among several members of the government to carry out a genocidal attack if the J3BTG
was installed. Evidence of the plan was conveyed in a cable to the UN Department of Peacekeeping on
January 1l, 1994. The cable informed the UN that a high level defector from the governiment had given themdetails about the formation of specially trained militias to carry out a genocide, the creation of lists of targets
of Hutu moderates for assassination, a plan to kill Belgian peacekeepers in the hope of driving the UN eut
of Rwanda, and a specific threat that the BBTG would be attacked upon installation.

Dallaire requested better equipment that would improve UNAIMIR's capacity to respond in the caseof crisîs. The request was ignored. He also requested permission to begin independent searches for armscaches, but was told to do se only in conjuniction with local authorities - some of whom were iniplicated in
the warning of January 11. In the words of the definitive account of this period, UN headquarters was only
prepared to okay '"what the traffic would bear."

A major difficulty in creating a coherent strategy to deal with the spoiler problemn in Rwanda,oncerned Habyirimana's role and motivation. Analysts were uncertain as to whether Habyirimana was
himself an extremist, who was only tactically committed to the peace process or a pragmnatic peacemaker,
who was boxed in by extremists surroundmng him. The faction that was implicated in the January wamning
ýo Dallaire were niembers of Habyirimana's own elite troops, the Presidential Guard, several close advisers
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opportunity to return to war in a stronger position. Alternatively, his refusai to Îipiement Arusha might
have been evidence of a lack of rnaneuvering roorn from the extremists. It was possible that Habyîrimana
feared for his life if he implemented the accord, and therefore -buying time, withouit knowing exactiy for
what purpose, became a kind of survival reflex."2

American officiais close to the implementation process beiieved that there was no split between
Habyirimana and the extremists; therefore, the key to dealing \vith the extremists was to get Habyirimana
to instail the BBTG. They simply assumed that Habyirimana would deliver his followers to the peace
process. 8

There was no coordinated, unified international approach stance towards the extremists. Booh-Booh
took a hard lune agaînst CDR demands for inclusion in the peace process, oniy to reverse himself and argue
for their participation. France continued to have cordial relations. not only with Habyir-imana, but officiais
irnplicated in the January warnings. Indeed, arms supplies froni France, in violation of the Arusha agreement
arrived in Rwanda in January, and according to TJTNAMIR officiais, in April after the beginning of the
genocide. Donor nations in Kigali neither formulated a coherent, consistent mention regarding their
concerns wýith the violence and on-going human nights violations by the governiment. Even the issue of hate
radio and the broadcast of genocidal threats did not yield a consensus towards the extremists. The failure
of international actors to assert unified, minimal standards of human rights "probably succeeded oniy in'
eroding the credibiiity of diplomatic suasion."2'

When a strategy emerged for dealing with the stalled implementation in late March 1993, it proved
completely couniterproductive. Pushed by the United States and endorsed by the United Nations, the strategy
bore littie connection to any of the problenis in Rwanda - the presence of extremists pledged to attack the
parties of peace, the uncertainty about whether Habyirimana was himself allied to the extremists, or
Habyiîimana's reluctance to fuifili the obligations of Arusha. Instead, the UN threatened to withdraw its
peacekeeping mission unless the warring parties committed to fulfiliing their obligations to the peace plan.
Although the US govemnment ciearly saw the main cuiprit as the Rwandan government 30, the strategy
threatened to vunish all of the nnrtie,, fnr nvu cn'c nhj<ctrlptmn, C('àhi A..1 ý 1 , KTl C, r.-- 
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actions after April 6 as constituting'a strategy for addressing the spoiler problem in the Rwandan peaceprocess; the essence of its approach was appeasement by inaction. For two months, the UN and the UnitedStates urged the RPF and those who organized and ordered the genocide to establish a cease-fire and returnto negotiations. The United Nations and United States conveyed a clear message: comittfing genlocide wasflot enough to disquaIiiy a party in Rwanda from a legitimate place at the bargaining table.jfgyis, The most devastating failure of interniational actors tomageasoerpbemccre
in the inipiementation of the Arusha accords. The failure resulted from treating a multi-party peace structureas only having two parties, from an inabiiity to create a response to Hutu extremnists who organized andplanned to attack the peace process and from incorrectly detecting the motivation for Habyirimnana'sobstruction and creating a means for addressing hîs concernis. When the UN finally came forth with astrategy for managing the spoliers in Rwanda, the strategy possessed little logical connection to the problemn
at hand.

The custodians of peace in Rwanda treated the possibility of a spolier attack with benign neglect.At Arusha, France and the United States advocçated the use of inducements to bring the CDR into the peaceprocess; this was overr-uled by the RPF. The RPF preferred a coercive strategy, but this was unlikely withthe United Nations as the chief custodian of the process.
When the UN developed a strategy for managing the spolier problem in Rwanda, it targetedHabyirimana, who was a spoiler, but a limited spolier. Nor did Habyirimana control the CDR, who weretotal and sought to destroy the entire process. The strategy chosen against Habyirimana was a coercionstrategy: the threat of withdrawal. In April 1994 the parties to the conflict were informed that if theagreement was not implemented during the following six months, UNAMIR would pack up and go home.From a logîcal perspective such a strategy might make sense, if ail of the parties to an agreement wereequally culpable in faiiing their obligations and aIl were limited spoilers who wanted a settiement to succeed.The threat of withdrawal could provide a test of motivation: if the parties were really committed to seeingthe peace process through, the possibility of losing inter-national support might provoke themn into beginningthe implementation process.

Ini Rwanda, flot ail of the parties were spoilers: by threatening ail parties wi th withdrawal, even theparties that were comnitted to peace would be punished. If any of the spoilers was a total player, it wouldreceive a veto on the peace process. The threat of withdrawal wvas sufficient to force Habyirimana to revealthat he was a iimited spoiler who preferred peace. But the threat of withdrawal had no leverage on the CDRand Presidential Guard, and indeed, signaled to them a basic lack of international commitmnent to the
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The only possible strategy that might have avoided the cataclysm, of April 1994 would have been
one which combined protection for the parties of peace - the moderate Hutu parties, and the RPF - through
a larger, more proactive peacekeeping force, clear credible threats against the use of violence by extremists,
defanging the extremists by reducing their capability to attack the peace process and an active initiative to
separate Habyirimana from the extremists. lI essence the international community would have had to
acknowledge that a peace process it had treated as a two-party structure between the RPF and Rwandan
governiment was in fact a multiparty structure with the RPF, moderate Hutu parties, the Rwandan
government, and the CDRlPresidential Guard. The goal then would have been to protect the coalition for
peace, marginalize the extremist Hutus, and create the opportunity for Habyirimana to distance himself from
the extremes to join the middle.

That such a strategy was flot articulated and attempted was overdetermined. Beyond the obvious
intelligence failure in detecting Habyirimana's position, there wvere myriad reasons that led to an absence
of critical judgment. Right from the beginning of the planning for implementation, the UN and its member-
states were only minimally committed to the peace process. A key consideration in the choice of the
withdrawal strategy was the Clinton administration's desire to send a message to Congress that the UN had
the discipline to say no to peacekeeping operations that seemed troubled.3 Organizational politics and the
frailty of individual decision-making combined to ignore warning of spoilers committed to genocide.
Mediators could not overcome the basic contradiction in their analysis - that on the one hand, Arusha
excluded Hutu extremists who threatened the peace process, but on the other hand, those same extremists
would not really do anything when the peace process was implemented. The UN and its member-states did
not want to face up to the implications of an accurate cliagnosis of the problem. The UN and the niember-
states most intimately involved in the peace process falied to create a unified, dîsciplined message of
disapproval to the extremists.

Case 2.) Cambodia 1: The Khmer Rouge and the Departing Train
The Paris Peace Accords, signed on October 23, 1991 . culmînated four years of international

negotiations aimed at ending Cambodia's civil war. Several factors contributed to the settlement. The war
had reached a stalemate between the major combatants - the National United Front for an Independent,
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Between November 1991 and May of 1992 the Khmer Rouge sporadically complied with the Paris
settiement. Imznediately after signing the accords, but before the deployment of UNTAC, KR spokesperson,
Khieu Samphan, attempted to open a political office in Phnom Penh, only to be chased out of town by SOC
inspired rioters. Khieu Samphan retreated to Bangkok and the KR demanded the deployment of a thousand
peacekeepers to provide security in Phnom Penh. At about the saine time, Norodom Sihanouk floated the
idea of a SOC-FUNCINPEC coalition government as a means of isolating the Khmer Rouge, a move that
was against the spirit and iaw of the Paris Accords. These two incidents created a lobby for the Khmer
Rouge that argued that it was ready to implement the Paris Accords, but was frightened into obstructive
behavior by the aggressive behavior of ils antagonists. An alternative view insisted that there were two
"Khmer Rouges," consisting of 'moderate' KR who wanted peace, and 'hard-line' KR who opposed
implementation. Other analysts countered that the KR's commitment to the accords was always tactical and
the belligerence of their adversaries provided them with a convenient excuse for their spoiler behavior.

Tlhe debate over KR motivations continues to this date. but the best evidence of their intentions,
based on interviews that they themselves - both top officiais and lowly foot soldiers -- have given, suggests
that the party was only committed to the peace process ini s0 far that it promised to return it to power.34 It
interpreted the Paris Accords as giving UTNTAC the power to dismantie SOC's administrative apparatus and
expel ail ethnic Vietnamese from Cambodia. If IJNTAC carried out such a program, then the KR would
benefit from the crisis that would ensue for SOC.

Inconsistent behavior b>' the KR between November 1991 and May 1992 provided evidence for both
sides of the argument about its intentions. Its soldiers frequenti>' violated the cease-fire. It restricted UN
mobilit>' in its areas of control, withheld cooperation b>' not partîcipating in joint rnilitary consultations, and

'1360
Rouge "adopted a posture of cautious cooperation,
the positive side, it accepted the presence of some
ian activel>' represented the KR on the Supreme
1 of representatives of the warring parties, and
swith the United Nations. 7 On the negative side,
y UNTAC units in their areas. The few milîtar>'
their activities that "at times they seemed more

L head in May' and June of 1992. On May' 30, 1992, a group
allow an armed UN convo>', accompanied by the Secretar>'

AC was
Couricil
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General's Special Representative Yasushi Akashi and his force commander, General John Sanderson, to enter
Khnýr Rouge territory in western Cambodia. Instead of insisting on the United Nation's right of passage
and using force to challenge the soldiers, Akashi chose to retreat.

When cantoniment, demobilization, and disarmament of ail of the warring parties began in June, the
Khmer Rouge refused to participate. Their leaders argued that they would flot canton their soldiers becauseVaemnamese forces were stili present in Cambodia in violation of the Paris Accords and because UNTAC had
flot established effective control over the SOC. The Khmer Rouge insisted that it would comply with the
demobilization process only if UNTAC dismantled existing SOC administrative structures and vested the
SNC with the power to run the country.

Khmer Rouge obstruction prompted heated debates in UNTAC on the proper strategy for managing
the KR and the possible use of force to gain its compliance. French general Michael Loridon, UNTAC's
deputy military commander, believed that a show of strength would compel the Khmer Rouge to meet its
obligations and would establish a reputation among the other factions that the United Nations would enforce
compliance. If the United Nations did not act, Loridon maintained, it would lose credibility with the KR and
among the other parties. He asserted that UNTAC had the legal authority to enforce compliance, and did
flot need to seek a Chapter 7 mandate to do so. Loridon's recommendation for a tough line against the KR
was seconded by human rights organizations and nongovemrmental organizations involved in humanitarian
work in Cambodia.3'

that the
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required the complete destruction of the SOC administrative structures. Akashi realized that meeting the
first demand would be a gross violation of hurnan rights and pandering to ethnic extremism, and that meeting
the second demand was an impossibility - UNTAC could not replace SOC, it had neither the administrative
personnel or know-how to do so. The likely resuit of such an attempt would be absolute ungovernability,
which - while pleasing KR aspirations - would destroy the peace process."

Akashi chose flot to appease KR demands and began to build a strategy for managing the party's
obstructionist behavior. He met with local representatives of the Thai and Chinese governments - the KR
patrons - to create a unified approach to the problem, privately condemned K.R noncompliance at SNC
meetings, and warned UN Secretary General, Boutros Boutros Ohali that some kind of pressure would likely
have to be applied in the future.

Alcashi's appraisal of the problem can be found in a letter he sent to Boutros Ghali on July 27, 1992,
where he describes the Khmer Rouge rejection of UNTAC's weIl-intentioned efforts to address its concernis.
Akashi states that KR behavior had demonstrated that it was not sincerely committed to the peace process.
He attributes KR noncompliance to its attempt "to gain what it could not get either in the battlefield or in the
Paris negotiations, that is, to improve its political and military power to such an extent that the other parties
will be placed at a distinctive disadvantage when UNTAC leaves."4 Akashi then chronicles the manner in
which the KR has acted in bad faith and asserts that "Khieu Samiphan is littie more than a glorified
mouthpiece of... .Pol Pot," who "seems to be dedicated to the doctrine of simultaneously 'talk and fight"' 43

Akashi argues that under the circumstances a stand of "patient persuasion" and "sustained pressure"
is his best strategy. He insists that UNTAC "will adhere to an impartial stand, while criticizing any acts in,
violation of the Paris Agreement." Although doubting Khmer Rouge good faith, he asserts that keeping an
open door to its participation will prevent turning its followers into a "permanent disgruntled minor-ity.""

Akashi points out the biggest possible sources of leverage to impose costs on the KR are the
influence of its patrons, Thailand and China. He expresses skepticism about the former because of the
unwillingness of the Thai govemment to control several generals of its military, who had become partners
with the KR in illegal timber and gem trading across the Thai border. Akashi was also skeptical of China's
influence over the KR, as it seemed to wane after the signing of the peace accords and China's cessation of
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September 1992 that became the basis of the international response to the K-R. 4", It sought a concerted
response from the Perm 5, the core group and ASEAN, based on the judgment that KR "demands are flot in
stlct accord with the actual terms of the Paris Agreements.""7

Although General Sanderson was loathe to try to enforce Khmer Rouge compliance with the peaceprocess, he reconfigured the military mission to protect the strategic objective of holding the elections. Indoîng so, he redeployed his battalions mn ways that could contain Khmer Rouge attacks. He re-interpreted
the traditional peacekeeping doctrine of neutrality and impartiality, going so far as to use miiitary units of
ail of the factions (save the KR) to assist TJNTAC in providing security during the election. Sanderson
justified using soidiers from the other parties by insisting that these armies were flot deployed against the
Khmer Rouge per se, but rather against any force determined to disrupt the election. In a rather ingenious
formulation, he described the changed military mission as "an interposition strategy, but not bet-ween
opposing forces. Rather, it was between a highly moral act sanctioned under international iaw and supported
by international consensus, and any person or group which might threaten it."48

To estabiish an atmosphere where civilians would fée secure in participating in an election, LJNTAC
established a radio component in December 1992. Although its purpose was to convince voters of ballot
secrecy and to explain UNTAC's mission and activities, it also aimed to neutralize Khmer Rouge
propaganda. The decision to establish Radio UNTAC had to overcome previous objections of the United
Nations Secretariat, among others, that an independent media outlet could endanger UNTAC's perceived
neutrality.

From September 1992 to May 1993, the scheduled date for elections, IJNTAC heid firm in itsstrategy. It was aided by clear signais from the Core Group that the peace process would go forward without
Khmer Rouge participation. China and Thaiiand acceded to a non-binding resolution of the Security Council
ýo.impose economic sanctions on the KR. And as the election date grew close, both China and Thaiiand, the
KR's closest international patrons, expiicitly lent support to the elections. Although the KR increased attacks
igainst UNTAC during March and April of 1993, it did not unleash a military offensive against the elections,
xvhich were successfuliy heîd as planned.

UNTAC's strategy for dealing with the KR was imaginative and effective, and serves as the
>rototype of what 1 cali the 'departing train" strategy for managing spoilers. When faced with KR attempts
o undermine peace, IJNTAC emphasized that the peace process would flot exclude the spoiier, but would
lot be held hostage by the spoiler. To carry out this strategy, UNTAC sought to address the specific
Iemnands of the spoiler. When such demands were found to threaten the core agreement of the peace process,
JNTAC sought international consensus to delegitimize the demands of the K.R and to legitimize the strategy
ýf continuing the peace process in its absence. IJNTAC reconfigured itself militarily to protect the electoral
irocess from KR attack, but left the door open to the KR if it wanted to re-engage the peace process.

.ase 3.) Cambodia Il: SOC and Inducenett
A difficulty in gauging Khmer Rouge motivation stemmed ftom the fact that its grievance towards

JNTAC's lack of control over SOC had some menit. An ongoing problem for LJNTAC was the probiem of
ick of compliance by the State of Cambodia. UNTAC neyer estabiished control of SOC's administrative
tructures. This was due to iack of quaiified personnel in the numbers that were needed, the ability of the

p.71.
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prerogatives as outlined by the Paris Accords.
An equally pressing matter of control concernied. the police and security forces of SOC. Throughout

UNTAC's lifespan, SOC police intimidated, and harassed civil soc iety organizations and physically assaulted
and occasionally assassinated opposition personnel. While UNTAC reconfigured its military mission to
protect the election from KR attack, SOC security personnel waged a low-level reign of terror against its
electoral competition.

Despite war-nings and protest by some UNTAC human rights officiais, Akashi was slow to perceive
SOC as a potential spoiler and was unprepared when SOC openly attempted to undermine the peace process
immediately after the May 1993 election. île electiori resuits provided a stunning blow to SOC; despite its
use of intimidation, assassination, and fraud, SOC was outpolled by FUNCINPEC. SOC's political party,
the CCP, refused to accept the election results and attempted to grab power. Hun Sen charged that the
election was marred by massive fraud; some CCP officiais declared secession for one region of the country;
and SOC-orchestrated riots throughout Cambodia threatened and attacked UNTAC officiais. At the very
moment that UNTAC had seemingly achieved success, SOC threatened to tear down the whole edifice of
peace in Cambodia.

From the begmnning of the implementation of the Paris Accords, Akashi, the United Nations, and the
Core Group mostly focused on the Khmer Rouge as a threat to peace and ignored the potential for SOC to
play a spoiler role. Moreover, Khmer Rouge spoiler behavior created incentives and excuses for SOC to
undermine the peace process. Unless both spoilers carried out their commitments to the peace process, each
could claim that their behavior was a funiction of the other. Seeîng violence or lack of commitment by their
opponient, they could assert that playing by the rules would leave them vuinerable if they made peace.

This rationale can became a barrier for peacemakers who seek to determine the real motivation
behind acts of violence and subversion. In cases of mimetic spoilers, peacemakers tend to accept a
situational explanation for spoiler behavior -- an explanation that may be correct and will seem reasonable --
and overlook the fact that such explanations may also be a facade for a party already committed to tactical
subversion of the peace process.

The creation of the departing train strategy towards the Khmer Rouge increased the perception of
UNTAC officiais that they were dependent on SOC and limited in their options for controliing its violations
of the Accords. 'Mat UNTAC was dependent on SOC is ini little doubt; if SOC lefi the peace process, there
would be no elections and a return to war. What Alcashi failed to comprehend, however, was SOC's mutual
dependence on UNTAC. The presence of UNTAC had greatly strengthened the SOC administration; SOC
had a stake in getting to the election and gamning international Iegitimacy and support. If SOC had to return
to war against the KR, it would do so from a stronger position with international support and FUNCINPEC's
abandonment of its former coalition partnier. Akashi also misread command and control relations within
SOC. He explained to his aides that lie feared that Hun Sen had only tenuous control over hardliners in SOC,
and if pushed too hard, they would rebel against Hun Sen and return to war. On this issue, however, Akashi
was flot supported by his staff, who perceived Hun Sen to be firmly in charge of his foilowers.

Although the Paris Accords contamned numerous references to administrative control, UNTAC was
unwilling to seize sucli control when SOC failed to comply with the Accords. The UN interpreted UNTAC's
mandate in a limited way right from the beginning of its creation. UNTAC was "urged to rely on tcodes of
monduct and guidelines for management" and to eschew issuing binding directives."' Aikashi, under the
advice of Boutros Boutros Ghali, envisioned UNTAC exerting control through monitoring and supervising
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he envisioned the Supremne National Council as a goverig body that could take bard decisions and referee
thc.'peace process and therefore provide domestic legitimacy for actions against spoilers. Ile SNC did assist
the strategy against the KR by providing a doniestic basis for ruling that its demnands were illegitimate. On
the other hand, the device was much less effective towards SOC.

For the most part tJNTAC restrained from attempting to enforce compliance with its administrative
directives. Akashi did flot want to use the prerogative of replacing or repositioning SOC bureaucrats.
Indeed, SOC ofien refused requests by UNTAC that it change administrators. Akashi's restraint in the face
of SOC obstruction prompted the head of UNTAC administration, Gerald Porceli. to resign in February
1993. Porceil at the time Iamented that as long as UNTAC did flot "have the political will to apply the peace
accords, its control cannot but be ineffective."5'

UNTAC was also lax in holding SOC accounitable for human rights violations. Although UNTAC's
mandate for creating an environiment conducive to human rights was the most ambitious ever for a UN peace
operation, its enforcement of violations was "dilatory, sporadic. and improvised. 5 Akashi chose to interpret
UTNTAC's human rights mandate narrowly. He believcd that rigorous action to enforce human rights would
endanger UNTAC's neutrality and moreover, he feit that a wide interpretation of human rights "seemed to
be based on unrealistically high standards in the context of Cambodia's real ity.lt"

As violence increased and tic political climate deteriorated at the end of 1992, Akashi acceded to
the establishment of an Office of Special Prosecutor. But as Willliam Shawcross notes, "the office
languished as Akashi, Sanderson, and other UNTAC officials began to fear that prosecutorial zeal might
destroy flic entire mission's fragile links with the Phnom Penh regime."" Akashi %vas indirectly suppor-ted
in this in February 1993 whcn ASEAN and China exerted pressure to limit the human rights component of
UNTAC to education and training."

Between May 1992 and May 1993, TJNTAC pursued a de facto policy of inducement against SOC.
It usually did not act against SOC violations; when it did, it sought to deter SOC obstruction through private

persuasion. Akashi asserted that the parties need flot adhere strictly to ail] of their comimitments. As he wrote
afterwards, "too rigid, legalistic interpretations of the agreements would have hindered mny work." He
belicved that while the Paris Accords were "bascd on the concepts of Western democracy, Asian methods
and procedures should be uscd in thc negotiations." Such methods found public reprimand (or even
acknowledgment of infringement or violation of agreemnents) distasteful.

In May 1993, what had been a tacit strategy of inducement became explicit ini its response to SOC's
attacks immediately after the election. UNTAC's adhercnce to the election resuits mwas less than steadfast..-
Withierth*fîrst forty cight hours Aicashi attemptcd to console Hun Sen and promised to investigate fully'hi&"-."Ç
charges of electoral fraud. Hc also sought out FUNCINPEC leader, Prince Ranhridden, to urge him to bc
conciliatory towards the CCP.
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FUNCINPEC's political appeal with the administrative experience and power of the CPP.56

Akashi believed that compliance on most of the dimensions of the peace process, including
demobilization and disarmamrent, and humnan rights protection, was secondary to compliance with holding
an election. île election became a 'holy grail' for IJNTAC; it became the one measure of success for the
mission and al] was to be subsumned in the attempt to attain It. In the end this even included rejecting a "strict
adherence" to the resuits of the election; Akashi and UTNTAC did flot want to insist that the political outcomne
of the election accurately reflected the electoral outcome, for fear that conflict would undermine the triumph
of the election.

Analysis: Comparing Cambodia 1 and 11. The implemnentation of the Paris Peace Accords was
hampered by the obstruction of two of the parties to the accord: the Khmer Rouge and the State of Cambodia.
Both parties failed to carry out various obligations of the accords and both parties used violence to
undermine the peace process. IJNTAC developed separate strategies for managing the two spoilers. In the
case of the Khmer Rouge, UNTAC developed a sophisticated 'departing train' strategy. It investigated
varlous grievances of the Khmer Rouge and found themn illegitimate, gathered international consensus for
its position, pledged that while the Khmer Rouge was free to rejoin the peace process. the settiement would
flot be held hostage to Khmer Rouge obstructionism, and took military measures to contain possible KR
attacks. Towards spoiler behavior by SOC, on the other hand, UNTAC pursued a policy of inducemnent. It
largely ignored SOC violations of the accords or used quiet normative persuasion to try to alter its behavior.
In the end, UNTAC acceded to SOC blackmail and legitimated SOC's larger share of power than it had
warranted by its electoral performance.

With the benefit of hindsight it is possible to hazard a tentative judgment about the effectiveness
of IJNTAC's strategies for managing Uic spoiler problems in the Cambodian peace process. The strategy
chosen to deal with the Khmer Rouge has been vindîcated: the threat of the Khmer Rouge has been
contained, its power has declined, and in the sumrmer of 1996 a severe factional split decimated the party.
Time has not been so kind in evaluating the UN's strategy towards SOC. Since 1993, SOC steadily
increased its grip on power to the point that by 1996 several Cambodian experts warned of a "creeping
coup.""7 If such a coup is realized, then SOC wiIl have skillfully manipulated an interniationally negotiated
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Case 4.) South Africa: the Inkatha Freedom Party and the Departing Train
In South Africa in 1994, ethnic and racial extremists nearly plunged that country into renewed civil

war 'on the eve of its first non-racial elections. After the consolidation of several pacts between the two
dominant political actors in the country - the African National Congress (ANO) and the National Party (Np) -
a coalition of ethnic parties froni the white right wing (the Afrikaner Volksfront and the Conservative Party)
and the black right wing (the Inkatha Freedoru Party) boycotted the formai negotiations for democratic
transition, actively fomented violence, and publicly threatened civil war in the hopes of derailing the
incipient peace process. In the end the coalition of spoilers splintered when Inkatha and the Afrikaner
Volksfront ended their boycott and joined the elections at the last moment.

Unlike Cambodia, international actors played a much Iess visible and intrusive role in the South
African peace process. Nonetheless, actions by key states, in particular, the United States, through their
dîplomatxc personnel on the ground and their explicit policies towards the peace process increased the
chances of its success. Unlike Cambodia, where the strategy of the departing train was developed by
UNTAC, in South Africa it was the parties of the middle (the ANC and NP) that chose the strategy. The
supplementary role for international actors was to legitimize the strategy and support ItL

T'he success of managing the spoilers in South Africa relied on a strategy of not rewarding violence
and intransigence, of addressing the concernis of the extremists only through the framework that had been
agreed on by the middle - and flot by scuttling the hard achieved negotiating progress of the middle parties
to start again at ground zero.

The South African peace process was dependent on two parties - the African National Congress and
the National Party - reaching an agreement on the mode of transition to a one-person/one-vote demnocratic
political systeni and creating a mutual interest in transition apart froni their narrow self-interest as political
parties."5 These two parties were paraniount for reasons of power and Iegitimacy. The ANC was widely
recognized to be the most popular political party in South Africa. It was accorded international legitimacy
and was seen by rnany Io be the rightful representative of the anti-apartheid movement and non-racialism
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There were two dangers to the middle coalition. First, if the parties engaged in brinkrnanship to
pursue unilaterally advantageous institutions, they risked the collapse of the whole peace structure. Second,
a deal between the ANC and NP would have to entail an overall political realignent in South Aflica, as the
NP> would have to Jettison its relations with the Afrikaner right wing and the IFP. Such an external political
realigniment would have to lead to a simultaneous realignrnent within the National Party'. There was nothing
automatic about this. Progress between the ANC and the NP materialized oni>' in late 1992, when there
emerged a factional split within the NP> betwveen those who saw their political future as dependent on
reaching accommodation with the ANC and those old guard politicians who preferred a stronger relationship
with Inkatha and a dictated peace with the ANC. Although De Klerk succeeded in holding his party together,
there were several defections of NP politicians to Inkatha, and as late as summer 1993 there was the
possibilit>' that the NP would split - with a major faction of the party jettisoning the ANC policy.

This dynamic within the NP> is necessar>' for understandîng Inkatha's actions between Feb. 1990 and
April 1994. Its strategy was based on the goal of preventing the formation of a negotiation coalition between
the ANC and NP>. To carry out its strategy it conspired with elements in the police and armed forces who
opposed a settlemnent to use violence whertever progress occurred towards a seulement. It boycotted
negotiations in the hope of obstructing progress towards a settlement; put for-ward extreme negotiating
proposals that were outside the bargaining range of the parties of the Middle; and attempted to woo the old
guard in the NI> to exit the party.

Inkatha and its leader, Mangosuthu Buthelezi defy simple description. Within its regional power
base, KwaZulu Natal, Inkatha draws support from rural dwellers and traditional chiefs. Its power base is
consolidated through extensive patron-client relationships, oppression of dissent, coercion and extortion.
This is the aide of Inkatha that exhibits totalitarian tendencies, uses warlords to stamp out opposition, and
made a deal with the South African militar>' and police in the I1980s to destro>' autonomous civil societ>' and
the threat posed b>' the anti-apartheid movement. Its public persona to the rest of'South Africa and to the
world is as the arbiter and voice of interpreting and protecting Zulu ethnic identit>'. Since Buthelezi has
always had ambitions to be a South African leader, and not Just a Zulu leader. Inkatha advocated strong
regional powers as a means of checking possible future ANC one-party rule, unfettered free enterprise; the
rights of property and Christian values of piety. During the 1980s South African whites looked to Buthelezi
with hope as a black alternative to the ANC. International media, foreign govemmients, and international
NGO's tended to onl>' see the patriotic, Christian, capitalist side of Buthelezi and Inkatha, and ignored the
violent, fanatic, and dangerous side.1"

Anierican policy-makers in 1993 understood that Inkatha held enormeus wreckina- DOwer. Thev also

rnt was
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to gainer sympathy for their cause by portraying the ANC as old-style African state socialists who planned
tQ create an ail powerful central state that would run roughshod over the provinces. By declaring that their
proposais were féderalist, Inkatha could dlaim that they were the reasonable alternative. In fact, the interim
constitution negotiated by the ANC and NP> was federalist in character. Inkatha descriptions of ANC plans
may have been accurate for the part>' in 1983, but certaini>' not ln 1993. The ANC had made significant
concessions to federalism and had satisfied the NI>, which had also been concerned with limiting central state
power.

The inability of negotiators from the ANC or NI> or members of the foreign diplomatic coxnmunity
to engage Inkatha in a dialogue over meeting their regional concerns finally led American policy-makers to,
question the basic motivations of the party and its leader. In Jul>' of 1993, the ANC and NI> had set a firm
election date for April 27, 1994. KwaZulu/Natal was essentiali>' in the middle of a regional civil war. But
violence throughout South Africa had also escalated. B>' October 1993, the Inkatha strategy seemed to be
an all-out attempt to destroy the negotiated settiement between the ANC and NP, and not to boycott in order
to get better terms.w"

Between October 1993 and April 1994, American diplomats backed the departing train strategy and
stood firml>' behind the decision to hold the elections in April. Nonetheless, the>' sought face-saving ways
to bring Inkatha in to the process without flindanientally altering the ANC-N> deal. The>' consistenti>'
conveyed the message to Inkatha that elections would not be postponed, that Inkatha should participate, and
that there would likely be disastrous consequences to the movement if it did flot. American officiais,
however, felt stymied by a sense that their message was not getting through to Buthelezi. Buthelezi often
exploded with anger, accusing white diplomats of racism, of speaking condescendingi>' towards him. He
surrounded himself with hardline advisers, such as Walter Felgate and Mario Ambrosini, who reinforced
Buthelezi's sense of right and grievance. Several privatel>' mediated agreements between the ANC, NI> and
Inkatha were overturned at the last moment because of Buthelezi's veto.

Violence increased steadil>' as April approached. Media reports established that Inkatha had
established armed camps in KwaZulufNatal, where approxinxately 5,000 recruits were receiving paramilitar>'
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that the elections were going forward, that afier the elections he would be seen as an outlaw flot oni>' in South
Africa but ini the world, and that his oni>' alternative would be to fight a guerrilla war with no international
friends.

After a last minute meeting with Mandela, who acceded to several minor face-saving concessions,
and with approval of the election authorities, who would have to make special provisions for IFP
participation in the election, Buthelezi joined the peace process on April 19 - exactly one week before the
elections.

The South African case provides an example of extrernely propitious conditions for the departing
train strategy. The strategy was formulated by the internai parties of peace, who were powerful enough and
unified enough to establish firn rules and conditions for the peace process and were committed to seeing
the peace process through. With strong, committed parties of the middle, the demarids upon international
actors were dramaticaîlly lessenied. The donor nations in South Africa lai-gel>' followed the Anierican
example. They influenced the successful application of the strategy by judging what were legitimnate
demands and what were not; the>' minimized the ability of Inkatha to cail upon international friends to
alleviate the pressure on them; they were fit-m on insisting that Inkatha play by the rules or be prohibited
fromn the process; and the>' kept pressure on the ANC and NI' to throw the IFP a ladder to convince it tojump
on thec train as it left the station.

Case 5.) Angola: UNITA and The Failure of Inducemnent
The two main antagonists of the Angolan civil war, the governiment of Angola and UNITA, signed

a peace agreement at Bicesse, Portugal in May' 1991 that had been mediated b>' Por-tugal, the United States,
and the Soviet Union. The agreement called for an eighteen month transition pet-iod dut-ing which each party
would canton its troops, demobilize some of them, and then join the remainder in a unified Angolan arn>'.
At the end of the eighteen month period, elections would be held to determine the presidency and
composition of a national assembly. The agreement contained no provisions for power-sharing: the loser
in the election would not automatically receive a share of ministerial portfolios or provincial governorships
in the highly centralized state structure. Although each part>' had been urged to consider various power-
sharing options, both vetoed them in the belief that the>' would %vin the elections.

The government of Angola reluctant>' accepted a t-oie for the United Nations to monitor and assist
implementation of the peace agreemnent. The role and size of the UN presence was the result of hard
bargaining between UNITA which wanted a large UN force with an active mandate to implement the
agreement and the government of Angola which perceived a large UN presence as an infringement of its
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willingness of the Angolan governiment to abide by the peace process than the willingness of XJNITA.
Indeed, during that time the biggest worry for Ainerican policy-makers on Angola was that the government
might flot accept an electoral defeat and would create a crisis for the peace process.12

Nonetheless there were signais that =JIA's president, JonasSavimbi, might be the obstacle to the
ending of the war. Tinder cover of the agreement, IJNITA had stationed armed personnel throughout the
country, penetrating areas of Angola it had previously flot engaged and it buried arrns caches for quick
access. There were several rumors that UNITA was holding back armed battalions across the Zaire border.
nhe defection of a top Savimbi lieutenant informed the U.S. of a plan for a quick strike offensive to take the
country by force.

The transition period had also upset the balance of power between the two militaries. The
cantonment process had worked decisively in UNITA's favor; UNITA's men in their camps kept their
discipline and remained a unified force that could be quickly mobilized for fighting purposes. The
government's army on the other hand suffered from iack of morale; desertion and drunkenness fueled rumors
of military disintegration. Savimbi's generals informed him that Angola could be taken by military surprise
attack - a sentiment that Savimbi relayed to Axnerican policy-makers in Washington during a trip there in
August, two months before the elections.63

As elections grew near, there was a sign that Amenican policy-makers were growing alarmed about
Savimbi 's potential as a wrecker of the peace process. Reports were circulating that Savimbi 's standing
among the Angolan populous was declining. Suddenly there was a possibîlity that Savimbi would lose the
election. Assistant Secretary of State for Africa, Herman Cohen and his Portuguese counterpart traveled to
Angola at the beginning of September to gain from the two leaders a commitment to power-sharing after the
election. Savimbi responded enthusiastically to the plan and Dos Santos expressed private interest, but feit
that he could not publicly commit to such a deal. In the end, no contingency plan was formed in case
Savimbi Iost the election. In the ten days before the voting, some American officials in Luanda were
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reasonableness. His army then launched attacks throughout the Angolan countryside. quickly seizing large
amounts of territory and destroying governiment arms depots.

The international response to Savimbi was scattershot. The United Nations at first insisted on the
prùnacy of the peace process and condemned Savimfbi for his obstruction. The initial Amnerican response
was to urge Savimbi to use the establîshed mechanisms for investigating his electoral grievances. but the
appeal had to be made over Voice of America because Savimibi would not speak with American officiais.
As the UN attempted to press Savimbi to honor the election resuits and participate in a presidential run-off
election, South African foreign minister Pik Botha visited Sav'imbi and unilaterally put forward a plan to
shelve new elections and to provide for a government of national unity. Very quickly, policy-makers in
Washington chose a similar option: to press the MPLA into offering a power sharing agreement to appease
Savimbi.

Îhe Arnerican response was crucial for establishîng the international response to Savimbi's actions.
By initially equivocating, the U.S. failed to draw a lune against Savimbi, and then by interpretîng his actions
as understandable and reasonable, il chose a strategy of inducement, which only served to encourage further
aggression b>' Savimbi. Savimbi continued his attempt to defeat the Angolan government and avoided
serious negotiations. A year later in Novernber 1993, after the rearmed Angolan military had dramatically
rolled back UNITA's gains, after the United States had fmnally granted diplomatic recognition to the Angolan
govemment, after the UN imposed economic sanctions against UNITA, and after several hundred thousand
Angolans had died, Savimbi Savimbi seriously returned to negotiations.

The American decision to use inducements towards Savimbi was at odds with what American
officiais in Angola, including Ambassador designate, Edmund De Jarnette, recommended. From the
beginning of the crisis, he and others stationed in Luanda diagnosed the problem as stemming from
Savimbi's personality and ambitions. The>' belîeved hlm to be motivated for a desire to win complete power
in Angola, and not simpi>' to get a better deal. These officiais counseled tough action and threats, including
giving Savimbi an ultimatum to return to the peace process backed up by a threat 10 use American military
force, as the oni>' way of managing him. From the onset of the crisis through the next year, de Jarnette argued
that a carrots only strategy towards Savimbi would fail.

Instead, U.S. officiais in Washington read Savimbi 's actions as not aimed at overturning the peace
process, but as a way to get a better deal. Part of the problem was the long-standing ties Savimbi had to the
Defense department and intelligence agencies; individuals "'ho knew Savimbi. had been romanced by
Savimbi, could not bring themselves to an explanation that saw him as being at fault. Likewise, the
negotiators who had worked bard to gel an agreement, could flot believe that one of the signatories was
rejecting a compromise solution out ight. Finaîlly, those in Washington who were swayed by the analysis
of the Americans on the ground in Luanda, found themselves stymied because of the tight connections
between Savirnbi and the Bush administration through Black, Manifort, and Kelly. Savimbi's Washington
lobbying group.

In retrospect, one top American policy-inaker admits that the strategy of appeasing Savimbi was
"clutching at straws," but insists that a tougher policy was out of the question."5 The Bush administration

was preoccupied with the November election at home and then with Somalia abroad. Moreover, Savimbi's
Washington connections precluded an>' use of the stick.

In Angola, inducement failed because American policy-makers erroneously believed that limited
incentives would satisfy Savimbi. Nor were the>' prepared when inducement emboldened Savimbi to
continue his spoiler behavior. Ini part, Savimnbi's personality defined the conflict in ail or nothing termns; a
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him and that he had the rîght to rule of ail of Angola. At the time that he rejected the elections in October
1992, anything less than an absolute firm lune against his pursuit of war and a creible threat of force and
sancton agis 1 i ha an hneoprudn im to return to the peace process. The initial choic
of inducement served to convince Savimbi that the international community would likely defer to his return
to war. Inducement had shown that important elenients in the American and South African governiments saw
Savimbi's demands and actions as legitimate. There was littie international support for rallying behind the
sanctity of the Bicesse process.

Moreover, the change in power positions of the two main players, the MPLA and UNITA, worked
against the inducement strategy. lIn October of 1992 the peace process had greatly strengthened theni vis
a vis the MPLA; Savimbi and his generals were confident that they could win the war outright and they
grossly underestiniated the resolve and capability of the MPLA to return to war and win. It is possible that
if Savimbi had been in a position of military weakness in October 1992, and the international community
held a monopoly of rewards, inducement might have brought him back into the fold. Savimbi, however, had
a continuing source of arms and capital -- diamonds -- as well as neighbors - Mobutu in Zaire and rogue
elements in the South African defense forces - who would continue to supply hini with arrns, ammunition,
and fuel to aggressively fight the war.

e successful use of inducement
[ its ruling party, FRELIMO, sil
1 guerrilla movement. Althoug'
been able to render much of
nfrivilians.ý nre--,çynnyn5yof rl
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rules of democratic competition, and to make its legitimnacy contingent on fulfilling its commritmnent to peace.
The sub-custodians of the peace process assisted Ajello in this regard. First, the representatives of the
countries assisting the peace process understood the importance of continuously reinforcing Dhlakama's
desire for legitimacy. Second, leaders of neighboring countries overcame their distaste of RENAMO and
met with Dhlakama and treated hlm as a legitimate national leader.

Secondly, Ajello understood that it was crucial to wean RENAMO from its military raison d'etre.
To do so, he fulfilled a promise that was made to Dhlakama during the negotiations that financial assistance
would be made availabie to RENAMO to transform it into a deniocratic party. Ajello's home country, Italy,
gave him a $15 million fund to assist RENAMO's facelift. This fund, combined with the flexîbility to use
it in conjuriction with gaining incremental compliance to the accords, gave Ajello eriormous leverage with
RENAMO. This leverage was amplified because of the unique context of the Mozambican case. Unlike
Angola where Savimbi bankrolled his spolier behavior through the illegal diamond trade or Cambodia where
the Khmer Rouge replenished its weapons and ammunition through illicit gem and timber deals,
Mozambique's paucity of accessible valuable commodîties deprived RENAMO of possible resources if it
chose to continue its boycott of the peace process.

Although Ajello's provision of incentives kept RENAMO engaged in the peace process, it also
encouraged R.ENAMO to continue finding grievances and making demands on the United Nations. For
example, Ajello resolved several incidents involving cantoriment and demobilîzation by acceding to
RENAMO demands that were not contained in the peace accord."> The inducement strategy therefore ran
the risk of whetting Dhlakama's appetite, a risk that grew more dangerous as the holding of elections drew
near. How would Dhlakama and RENAMO react if it lost the elections? Would it accept defeat or make
demands to annul the elections, in the hope of again receiving rewards for obstructionist behavior?

The United Nations had hoped to make the actions of a post-election spoiler irrelevant by insistîng
on fu11 demobilization of both armies and the creation of a new unified army. Demobilization, however, was
incomplete; both RENAMO and FRELIMO had an armed capacity at the time of the elections in October
1994. Neither side, however, had anything close to the amount of troops wielded by the parties in Angola
in October 1992; RENAMO and FRELIMO both had on the order of several thousand troops held in
reserve. If the ]oser decided to defect from the peace process, it would still possess a destructive capacity,
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rejected it. On the other hand, the govemnments of the region, very much chastened by the experience of
Savâmbi in 1992, did begin cooperative consultations on responses if Dhlakama also rejected the resuits.

In the end there was an attempt by RENAMO to boycott the elections and reject the resuits. Since
the UN had not set a limit on how far inducement would go, it was left to diplomats from the neighboring
countries of Zimbabwe and South Africa to meet with Dhlakama and warn in no uncertain termns that they
would flot accept any obstruction of the election. It was left to the UN and United States to follow the
wamning with an appeal to Dhlakama's desire to be a legitimate national actor and democrat and to promise
to investigate any alleged electoral fraud. RENAMO rejoined the elections, withdre\w its charges of fraud,
and took its seats in the newly elected parliament of Mozambique.

Findings
This study is a first step towards understanding the spoler problem in peace processes and

evaluating the appropriateness and effectiveness of different strategies of spolier management. The fandings
that emerge from this study are provisional. As case studies of other examples of spolier behavior emerge,
as new research develops on the cases described above, and as more theoretical attention is aimed toward
the problem, some of the findings will need to be revised anid reconsidered. At this tîme, however, several
conclusions can be put forward. I will first revisit the typology developed in the introduction of this paper,
then suggest conditional generalizations about successful strategies, and finish with a discussion of general
conclusions.

iportant factor in choosing an appropriate
rnt for a limnited spoiler, socialization for a
ribed above confrmi the rule and provide
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towards SOC was constrained by its strategy against the Khmer Rouge: the departing train required SOC
to be on board. What was less understandable, however, was the unwillingness; of Akashi to combine
inducement towards SOC with a strong socialization effort that would have established strong norms of
human rights, democracy, and good governance, as well as a systematic use of carrots and sticks to gain
compliance. Part of Akashi's answer was that Asian norms were different from Western norms and that they
were inappropriate to the situation. This seems in retrospect to have been a great error. UNTAC can rightly
argue that the facts of power on the ground implied a gamble: appease SOC to get a short-term solution to
the conflict, and hope for FUNCINPEC to assert itself over time. This gamble may stili turn out a winner,
but political trends in Cambodia suggest not.

Rwanda and the CDR/Presidential Guard. The typology suggests that the threat of withdrawal (a
coercive strategy) is an inappropriate strategy towards a spolier with total motivation. Since a total player
does not want a compromise settiement, the threat of withdrawal gives it what it 'vants. In the Rwandan
case, not only was the strategy irrelevant to the spolier problem at hand, it sent a signal to the CDR of very
low international commitment to the peace process.

Part of the problem stemmed from an unwillingness of the custodian to treat the CDR as a spoiler
in its own right. In fact, there were two spoilers in the Rwandan case. Habyirimnana stalled in meeting his
comrnitments to peace, while the CDR used violence to undermline the peace process. The United States
assumed that Habyirimana was a limited spolier and could deliver the CDR, therefore it advocated the
withdrawal strategy. The strategy did serve to win a late pledge by Habyirimana to implement the Arusha
accords, but provided a green light for the CDR to carry out genocide to stop them.

South Afica and lnkatha. lI South Africa the peace process faced an outside greedy spoiler, which
was effectively managed by the departing train strategy. In South Africa, the bargaining range established
by the parties of the middle ruled out inducement; meeting Inkatha's demands would have entailed losing
the ANC. On the other hand, the fragility of the ANC-NP relationship ruled out usîng force to demand IFP
participation or to eliminate the IFP as a player. Yet South Africa was similar to Cambodia, the coalition
of the middle was strong enough to use force to protect the peace process and to deter attacks against it.
Thus, martial law was declared in KwaZululNatal in order to make it possible for the election to go forward.
A last minute security crack down on rogue elements in the police and Inkatha likely prevented large scale
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peacemakers to learn the intentions of the spoiler; the abilitY to deploy force in a defensive fashion to protect

the pece process; and the abiiity to be firm. in sticking to a plan for impiementing the peace process.

The departing train strategy requires that externai actors take a stand towards the demands of the

spoler: Are they legitimate and important enough to hait the progress at compromise that the other parties

have made? For the strategy bo work, externiai actors (inciuding current or former patrons of the spoiler)

must concur that if the demands of the spoiler are met, peace may be unattainable. On the other hand,

extemnal actors must encourage the parties of peace to hoid out minor face-saving compromises or ê1adders"

should the spolier decide to jump aboard at the last minute.

Having made a decîsion that the peace process will go on without the spoiler. external actors must

find ways to protect the parties of peace. Attempts can be made through the spolier' s patron to warn the
spoie o1 dir imlcain if 1t esaae its attacks. Miiitary forces can be depioyed te, protect people and

processes such as elections.
'Me departing train strategy aiso depends on the ability to credibly convince ail parties that the peace

process wiii reaiiy proceed without everyone on board. Internatl onal consensus is crucial for sustaining such

credibility. lI Cambodia, the commitment of China and Thailand 10 the election timetable ciearly conveyed

10 the Khmer Rouge that the peace train was departing. Similariy, when no externai actor supported

Inkatha's demand for postponing the election ini South Africa, Inkatha's alternatives became sharpiy focused:

grab whatever benefits they couid from participating li the election or go to war with no friends or patrons.

Induce~men . In contrast to failure in Angola, inducement in Mozambique iargeiy succeeded, aibeit

li conjuniction with a heavy emphasis on socialization of Dhlakama and RENAMO as well as an impiied

threat by regionai actors that estabiished the limits of inducement. Unlike Savimbi, Afonso Dhlakama

showed little total vision of his conflict. United Nations and Amierican polîcy-makers came 10 believe that

Dhiakama's goal was not total power in Mozambique, but rather to gain legitimacy for his movement, for

the war he waged, and for the people and region that supported hiM.12 When faced wîth contxnuous demands

by Dhlakama for money and recognition of various grievances. UN Special Representative, Ajello, beiieved

that financiai resources and benefits wouid keep Dhiakama and RENAMO in the peace process. Unuike

Savimbi in Angola, Dhlakama had no independent source of capital, if he chose to return to war. Moreover,

the surrounding counitries, the United States, and the UN continued ta play on the iegitimacy theme - to try

to socialize Dhlakamna and RENAMO int piaying by the rules and transforming thernseives into democratic

politicians. The message was clear: that Dhlakamna's newly recognized iegitimacy depended on his

wiiiingness to meet his obligations. When the moment of truth came. and Dhiakama's commitment wavered,

flie rfo'innil -,tates. the United Nations. and the United States deiivered a strong. unambiguous sign;il: his
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no domestic constituency.3 Third, inducement is aided if the custodian. by acting in coordination with
others and by the fact of no rogue alternatives, is the sole source of rewards to the spoiler. Fourth, in civil
wars where the goal is the establishment of sustained peace, inducement is probably best carried out in
conjuniction with a concerted international effort to socialize the spoiler into accepting basic rules of good
governance and democracy. Finally, inducement must be accompanied by a credible threat if necessary to
establish its limits, and break any cycle of grievance, reward, new grievance, reward. new grievance.

General Conclusions
This study provides several general conclusions about managing spoiler problems in peace processes.

An obvious, but flot trivial, conclusion is that custodians of peace need coherent strategies to protect peace
and manage spoilers. Crucial to forging such strategies is the ability of custodians to cut through the fog of
peacemaking -- the environment of immense uncertainty and complexity in the transition from war to peace.
The case studies above show, however, that often the very decisiori rules, beliefs, and frames that custodians
use to cope with complexity defeat them. That some custodians succeed, however, demonstrates that spoilers
need not destroy peace, if informnation is used intelligently, if international unity and coordination is sought
behind strategy, and if custodians recognize the much maligned force of normative power.

The Need for A Strategy
The first general lesson from this study should be "an obvious one: spoiler management cannot be

achieved without the development of a well-considered, sophisticated strategy. Yet ini several of the cases -

UNITA in Angola, Hutu extremists in Rwanda, and SOC in Cambodia - external actors did not foresee a
spoiler problem, or if they did, were unable to craft a clear, coherent strategy to manage the spoiler. AUI of
these spoilers created crises for which no or little contingency planning had occurred. In contrast, despite
different strategies for managing the spoiler, common to the successful cases - the Khmer Rouge in
Cambodia, RENAMO in Mozambique, and Inkatha in South Africa - %vas an early identification of a
potential problem, the development of an action plan to incorporate or marginalize the spoiler, the search
for tools to carry out the plan, and the search for international consensus to give the strategy bite.

Successful strategies against spoilers share generic similarities to successful sirategies in other fields
of human interaction: the ability to set a goal, to convey a clear sense of what is wanted and what is offered
in return, to send unambizuous siRnals, to make credible commitnients to carry oui threats or deliver on

must
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of custodial action upon the other parties to the peace process; and 8.) the likely effects of custodial action

upon iyterested external actors.
Custodians must interpret why a particular party attacks a peace process or refuses to meet its

obligations to implement a peace agreement. Several possible interpretations exist. A party that has signed

an agreement, but refuses to fulfili its obligations may be motivated by fear. It may see an agreement as

desirable, but fears putting its security into the hands of its adversary. This Ieads it to staîl on its

commitrnents, cheat on agreements by creating a fail-safe option. A party that has signed an agr-eement may

cheat because it is greedy and desires a better deal; it may want a negotiated settlement to succeed, but wants

to increase its chances of xnaximizing its return in the setulement. A fa'iure to fulfill its obligations may be

a means of seeking advantage in an election that may determine partîaily the division of spoils and power

of the settlement; alternatively, holding back from commitments rnay be a way of strengthening bargaining

position in the resuit of losing an election. Finally, a party may cheat because it has signed a peace

agreement for tactical reasons; if the agreement looks like it wvill bring it to power then it will abide by the

agreement; if the agreemnent looks like it will not bring it to power, then it will cheat to overturn the

agreement. In such a case, the spolier is motivated by total goals and sees the stakes as ail or nothing.

When a party is outside of a peace process and uses violence to attack the parties within, a custodian

must judge the intention behind the violence. Is it an attempt by the spoiler to force its way into negotiations

- to alter a process so that its demands are included in a settiement? Or is it an attempt to weaken the

commitment of the internai parties as a means to destroy a negotiated settiement? Again, the action must

be connected to a judgment about the spoiier's motivation - is it niotivated by limited grievances that can be

incorporated into an agreement, is it motivated by total goals that are unaiterably opposed to agreement?

Custodians of peace processes must malce judgments about the commitmient of a spoiler to its

preference. Spoilers may vary in their sensitivity to costs and risks; greedy parties may onIy seek limited

opportunities to maximîze their goals or they may be willing to incur high costs and take large risks to

improve their position.
Ail of the above interpretations assume a unified party - that the Ieader's behavior reflects a group

consensus about its aims. But if there is uncertainty about the extent to wvhich a leader can deliver his

followers, then a leader rnay sign an agreement but be reluctant to implement it for fear that any act of

compromise may prompt a rebei.lion of hardliners. Alternativeiy. an act of aggression by a party may or znay

flot be evidence of a leader's willingness to make peace; it COUid be the act of rogue elements who are

opposed to seulement and seek to wreck an agreement.
1Custodians of peace face uncertainty about the effects of actions they take towards a spoiler; will

it encourage the spolier to desist fromn attacking the peace process or will it encourage the spolier to continue

its resistance? Furthermore, if there are indications of splits between hardliners and moderates within the

spoiler, there wili likely be uncertainty about howv one's actions will effect the relative strengths of the

factions.
Actions taken by a custodian, likewise will have uncertain effects on the other parties to a conflict.

71- elouI1nmt-nt of effective strateev is made difficult because one's action towards a spoiler affects and
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with those parties to coordinate action.

Organizational and Individual Blinders
In order to cope with the fog of peacemnaking, international custodians rely on prior beliefs, decision

rules and organizational frames. Ail too often, however, these beliefs, mIles, and framnes prove to further
blind the custodian, instead of assisting it to cut through the uncertainty, complexity, and amrbiguity of peace
processes.

Orgaizaionl Bindrs.There are several organizational blinders that lead international custodians
to simplif~y away the spolier problem. These include: 1.) prior commitments of the organization to the

spoiler; 2.) organizational doctrine; 3.) organizational 'holy grails;,' and 4.) organizational interest.
In several of the cases, prior ties between individual states and spoilers blocked a correct

interpretation of the intention and behavior of the spoler. In the case of Angola, the American govemrment
had long been a patron of Savimbi, had supplied hlm with arms and supplies, and had cultivated his
fiiendship. When Savimbi rejected the election resuits and returned to war in late 1992, there was an initial
tendency to believe Savimbi's versions of events; to discount interpretations that Savimbi intended to win
complete power; and to emphasize that even-handedness was still cal led for because the MPLA was no better
than UNITA. The psychological commitment to Savimbi was buttressed by the impressive network of
friends, supporters, and representatives that hie possessed in Washington, including among others, the firrn
of Black, Manifort, and Kelly which had extremely close ties to the Bush administration. While the
psychological commitment led to beuign interpretations of Savimbi's actions, or at least to assertions that
there were no Rood Lyuvs ln the conflict, the persona] networks served to constrain the influence of those who

to the CDR and Presidential Guard in Rwanda. The
to the Presidential Guard led themn first to demonize

r Noir, an image that reinforced and legitimized the
prior relationship led them to ignore clear signs of
of relationships extended high into the Mitterand

icies ln the French foreigu ministry.
ecessarily lead to blindness about spoilers. Two
ýzi lu South Africa lu 1993-94 and Chinese behavior
duiaI states can overcome n)revious interoretations of
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of issues under dispute. In Cambodia, IJNTAC considered, then rejected Khmer Rouge grievances as
ilUgitimate. Its success stemmed from its ability to garner international consensus against Khmer Rouge
interpretations of the Paris Peace Accords. In South Africa. the strategy of the departing train also
necessitated custodians rejecting the extreme demands of the spoilers. The United States, in particular,
insisted that the provisions of the seulement between the ANC and NP were robust enough to protect the
interests of the spoilers. In the case of Mozambique, the regional custodians of the peace process confronted
RENAMO when it attempted to withdraw from the election at the last moment and threatened to return to
war.

Even the successful cases of spoiler management do not diminish the larger point that doctrine poses
constraints; they simply show that custodians had to reinterpret their actions 50 as not to appear to be in
conflict with their principles and had to triumph in intra-organizational bardles over the doctrinal implications
of their actions. For instance, in Cambodia, General Sanderson succeeded in employing soldiers from the
warrng factions to protect the election against the Khmer Rouge, by redefmning the meaning of impartiality
and neutrality. Radio UNTAC, which eamed universal praise for its role in combating Khmer Rouge
propaganda, was established only over strenuous obj ections from UN headquarters that such a station would
imperil UNTAC's neutrality.

A third organizational blinder is the tendency of custodians, when faced with complexity and
uncertainty to redefine their goals and standard of success to one overriding accomplishment - a Holy Grail.
When implementing peace, the United Nations often drops its commitments to various components of the
peace agreement, to focus on getting to an election. When spoilers plunge their countries into war, the
United Nations focuses on obtaining a cease fire. Cambodia and Mozambique illustrate the former
tendency, while Rwanda and Angola illustrate the latter.

When faced with Khmer Rouge intransigence in Cambodia, UNTAC narrowed its mission to getting
to an election rather than the complete implementation of the Paris Accords. This redefinition of mission
was an appropriate response to the attempt by a spoiler to veto the Paris agreements. Yet UNTAC became
so focused on attaining the election that it ignored the violence and obstruction by the State of Cambodia
during the electoral campaign. The need to reach an election took precedence over how the parties got there.
When an election finally took place, UNTAC acquiesced to SOC blackmail, and encouraged its quest for a
coalition deal disproportionate to its electoral result. UNTAC feared that SOC's threat would nullifS' the
achievemerit of the election, and therefor compromised the quality of the election to appease it.

ln, Ânuyrl- TTYTVPM TI l ,hcp. trn imnrpo mrnurgi vi1ntinnz af thi wnrrin 5rt rhz inrliilincy theiir
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ownA sense of organizational interest. I Rwanda, like Angola before it, the United Nations interpretation of

the conflict and its consideration of appropriate response was based heavily on "what the traffic would bear."

Faced with information that demands costly and risky action, the United Nations and many of its member

states, choose to ignore the information.
This heips explain why inducement is a default mode for custodians of peace processes. Without

a powerfiui interest in making peace, the choice of coercion is deemed a non-starter and thus custodians tend

to respond to spolier behavior with inducements.
Individual Blinders: Roies and Beliefs. The conceptions that mediators and UN speciai

representatives have of their roles can blind them to interpreting evidence of spoler intention. Both

mediators and special representatives învest enormous time and energy into negotiating and impiementing

peace. When faced with spoiler behavior, they tend to sec spoiler motivation and behavior as negotiabie,

as not inferring that their funiction as peacemaker is irrelevant. They tend to seek out any evidence that

confirmns the basic wiiiingness of the parties to stili reach agreement and ignore compelling evidence that

suggests that one of the parties may reject peace completely. They tend to grab at any straw that seems to

hoid out the promise of a setulement; when confronted by compeiling evidence of bad faith and the

preference of one or more of the parties for war, they are likely to insist that there are no alternatives to

negotiation. In some cases, the mediators or speciai representatives seern unwilling to place the

responsibility for continued hostilities on the parties themselves, but rather biame their own organizatîons

for flot providing the one single request that would have made the difference between war and peace. And

finaiiy, there is the perverse tendency of custodians to so value an agreement that they blame the victim,

cey custodiai positions held beliefs that cannot be reduced to their roles
ýai to managing spoilers nonetheless. Yasushi Akashi believed that
uman rights had littie relevance for the implementation of peace in
lief in Asian norms of con flict resolution that stand opposed to Western
J Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali seemed incapable of
ýace processes does not împly that ail parties are equaily responsible.
c peace process in Rwanda was to hold ail parties responsible for the

cords. His policy towards the spoilers - a threat to withdraw the UN
tgitei ne2re 2nd reward the sooilers. Similarlv, in Angola in 1992, on
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In the cases of successful spoiler management external support for the spoiler had either dried up
or had been severely curtailed. Inducemnent succeeded with RENAMO, because its external patron, South
Africa, wanted a peaceful settlement to the war. Unlike UTNITA or the Khmer Rouge, it did flot have easy
access to illegal markets to finance continuing the war. Inkatha acceded to the peace process in South Africa,
because its friends in Washington, London, and Bonn had no purchase in persuading their governiments to
back its position.

International unity and cooperation requires cultivation. tirne, resources, and pressure. It is therefore
better if it is institutionalized in the peace process, as with the Core Group in Camboda.74

The Legitimating Function of Spoiler Management
Finally, a key aspect to spolier management is the development of an international consensus about

what is a legitimate and illegitimate solution to a country's civil war. The successful strategies of spolier
management ail have in common a unified stance by externial actors about which demands by the spolier
shouid be met and which are to be rejected. For example, the departing train strategies in Cambodia and
South Africa depended on the willingness of international actors to define limits of accommodation for the
spoier. In Cambodia, Akashi could develop his strategy only i f the former patrons of the Khmer Rouge
agreed that their client's demands were illegitimate and that the peace process could move forward without
them. In South Africa, the departing train only had credibility in so far as externial actors did not step in and
insist that if Inkatha's demands were not met, then the elections could flot go forward. In Mozambique,
extemral actors agreed to legitimate RENAMO as a natîonalist party, socialize il into an agreed set of rules
of behavior, and establish limits on how far it would be appeased.

By contrast, in the failed cases of spolier management. no international consensus formed about
legitimate and illegitimate solutions to the civil wars. In Rwanda. external actors falied to create a common
stance towards the Hutu extremists and wavered about the content of the Arusha Accords. In Angola, littie
attempt was made to raily international support against UNITA's return to ,var. Indeed, the strategy that
emerged from the United States insisted that legitimacy was irrelevant to ending the war, and proceeded to
pressure the party that had won the election.

The finding that legitîmization is an integral pari of spoiler management is important in two regards.
First, il filues in the face of pious pronounicements that solutions to internai conflicts must come from the
participants themselves. In this study, successful management of interna] confiict has been due in part 10
the willingness of external actors 10 take sides as to which demands and grievances are legitimate and which
are not. Second, it shows that when there is external consensus and when used in conjuniction with a
coherent larger strategy, the setting of a normative standard can be an effective tool for conflict management.

This Iast point is crucial. For ail the hip service that they pay to the power of norm-setting, when it
comes to protecting peace and managing spoilers the member-states and many UN personnel seldom act like
they mean it.
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FIGURE 1
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An Early Warning about Political Forecasts:
Oracle to Academics

Dipak K. Gupta
San Diego State University

While we develop quantitative models for forecasting political and humanitarian crises, quest ions linger about their
eflicacy. In econometrics, there are accepted inethodologies for determining the closeness of fit between the predicted
and observed values. However, apart from the challenges of appropriate data and methods of analysis, many of these
standard techniques either a) tell us little about the relative efficiency of our forecasting model or b) they do not even
apply to the prescriptive models. This is because, first, after decades of economic forecasting, empirical evidence
suggest that no single method predorninates over others. Second, since EW niodels are for directing public policy, the
predicted values are flot independent of the observed values. That is, if a model places a nation on its list of highest risk,
which provokes the intended policies for averting the crisis and the early actions are successful, then how do we measure
the model's success? In tItis paper, 1 emphasize that these models should not be consîdered as "forecasts"' and should
be taken as "wanings." Therefore, we should acknowledge that the EW models offer one of the best tools for managing
future hunianitarian and political crises, but at once recognize their shortcomings.

Two golden rules of forecasting:
luture.
often.
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From the eariiest times of recorded history people have tried to forecast the future; they have
attempted to develop early warnings for disasters to corne by interpreting omens from animal entrails to tea
lea:ees. lIn the book of Genesis, Joseph, after being betrayed by hîs brothers, languishing in prison, used his
skills to gain the Pharaoh's favor by successfully interpreting his dreams. He wanied the Pharaoh that there
would be seven years of bountiful harvest followed by seven years of drought.' So, he advised the Pharaoh
to stock up his granaries during the fat years to prepare for the leaner ones. His early warning was proven
right, and while Canaan and the surrounding areas were suffering, Egypt was able to avert the ravages of a
disastrous drought. Throughout history people have feared the unknown future anid have attempted to bring
it within the realm of systematic analysis; frightened individuals as well as the political leaders of ail ages
have sought early wamning of impending doom from the shamans. oracles, astrologers. holy men, and lately,
the academîcs.

Within social sciences, forecasting bas largely been the domain of the economists. Emboldened by
the policy implications of John Maynard Keynes' empirically testable hypotheses, econrnic profession went
full steani into the business of forecasting. Today we see establisbed corporations sucb as the Data
Resources, Inc., Chase Econometrics, as well as rnany government agencies including the Office of
Management and Budget and Congressional Budget Office routinely engage in economic forecasting.
Modem economies ail over the world are heavily dependent upon forecasting of tbeir economic stabilization
policies. By using large econometric models, the effects of a tax increase or decrease are analyzed; monetary
policies are guided by early warnîngs of leading economic indicators. Aithough economnic forecasts like the
weather report are often objects of much derision, evidence based upon long tern data is fairly clear; we
have been able to avert the extreme swings of business cycles in the post war year compared to those
previous to the Wars.

The virtual explosion in ethnic violence in the late 1 980s and early 1 990s, coupled with decades long
quantitative research into the causes of collective violence have generated enthusiasm for forecasting of
political and humanitarian crises.

However, forecasting, especially of catastrophic events. carnies its own hazards. For instance,
forecasts of cyclones, epidemics and eartbquakes can impose tremendous economic and political costs to
the affected regions. Therefore, responsible forecasters must always be concerned about making false
positive (predicting a crisis wben notbing bappened in reality) or false negative (predicting calm, yet the
nation expeniences an upheaval) predictions.2

In the mean time, a number of scbolars have expressed deep skepticism regarding our ability to
forecast political events.3 For instance, the failuresofthe intelligen~ce community and political pundits to
predict the sudden demise of communism in the Soviet Union and otber parts of Eastern Europe, Timur
Kuran bas argued about our inabîlity to forecast the future, when it cornes to war and revolution.4 Kuran
bases bis analysis on peoples' practice of falsifying their private preferences fearing govemnment oppression,
reprisaI by other powerful forces in the society or peer pressure. If nobody expresses his or ber truc
preference, the observers have no knowledge about the pervasiveness of antipathy toward the established
political systcm. However, when a small crack appears in the seemingly solid edifice, people join the
baridwagon ini increasing rate fmnding comfort in the anonymity of large number of protesters. Althougb the
efforts at forecasting political and humanitarian crises is still at its infancy, the possîbility of disappointment
witb EW resuits, prompted Professors Gurr and Harfl'to wamn that "if early wamings are too often inaccurate,

of Fu~
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early warning research may be discredited."5

Given the state of the debate, the problem boils down to measuring the relative effectiveness of the
EW models. Although forecasting and developing EW models are fairly routine in economics, it is new in
the realm of political science. Yet, econometric literature is not particularly rich in explaining how to
evaluate a forecasting model, especially those used for policy analyses. Is accuracy in forecasting the only
crîterion for choosing a particular EW mode] or should we consider other factors as wvell. lIn this article, after
reviewing the relevant literature, 1 would like to examine the question of evaluation of forecasting methods.
In this context, 1 would also like to ask the question: -How much can we expect from the our forecasting
exercises?" The purpose of this article is flot to pick one method of forecasting over others, but to delve into
the criteria for choosing the method of developing an early warning and to explore ways of making forecasts
more accurate. We conclude that a model of early waming must be treated as an wamning rather than as a
forecast or prediction. In sum, echoing the sentiments of the form-er Secretary General of the United Nations,
I argue that although it is impossible to forecast the exact outcome, the development of EW models remains
one of the best chances of managing the devastating effects of wvars within nations.

il. Types of Forecasting Models: A Quick Tour
îhe myriad forecasting techniques may be classified in twvo broad (and often overlapping) categories.

We may cail the first Data-based and the second, judgmnent-basedl methods of forecasting. The data-based
forecasting requires the collection of large data sets either over time and/or over cross-section of the cases,
and the use of statistical analysis of the data. In contrast, for the expert-based methods, the preponderant
emphasis is not on the collection of data or its systematic analysis but on the subjective assessment by the
experts based on relatively less specified methodology. Figure 1 describes the taxonomy of the major
forecasting tools.

[insert figure 1 here]

The category of data-based analysis can be further sub-divided into those based on standard econometric
models and those which use new methods of pattern recognition. The econometric method of forecastirig
involves developing detailed statistical models. The econometrîc models can once again be divided into
causal models and ti;?p-.çpripç mnctiP1k Ciiuça1 analvsi., reouires the analvst to snecifv the causal linka2es
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effects. lThe trend pattern of a time-series mode] can be evident when the series is smoothed through moving

average. In the moving average method, the forecasts for the period (t+l) is given by averaging the data of

the past periods. However, as the series progresses over time, our moving average forecasts are often not

accurate due the effects of random variations. This random variations can be minimized by adjusting the

target by the amount of the past period's mistake. This is the process of auto regression. By combing auto

regression (AR) with moving average (MA), the method of ARMA is created.

However, the random effeots can include the impacts of natural disasters, a sudden change in

preference pattern, or a sudden shift ini government policy. Therefore, some effort have gone into developing

a hybrid model by combining causal analysis with ARMA model. This is called multivariate ARMA or

MARMA.7

There is yet another approach to forecasting of a series is a variation of MARMA. Where we engage

in serial forecasts, we can learn from our past mistakes in forecasting. The Bayesian forecasting or Kalman

filter is designed to take advantage of the latest actual value of the dependent variable as well as its

corresponding forecasts. Based on the two information, forecast for the future value of Y is specified as:

Ft+l = wYt + (1-w) Ft
where, w is the relative weight that we attribute to the current period's (t) actual and forecasted values. The

Baysian forecasting method attempts to estimate the optimal value of w. If there is less uncertainty about,

the future, then we attribute a lower weight to, our forecasted value of the current period. In the extreine case

of certaînty where the future is perfectly predicted by the current period, w will be equal to 1. Clearly, then,

as uncertainty gots up, we place more weight on the forecasted value, which is estimated from information

of the entire past series.8 In the extreme case, where the immediate past is no indicator of the past, w is set

equal to 0. The most important assumption about Bayesian forecasting is that the actual and the forecasted

values are inpndnt of each other.
It should be intuîtively clear that time series analyses work best where there is a more or less

monotonic (without bendîng backward) trend. Thus, most national economic and demographic data series

exhibit upward trend with fluctuations due to the effects of business cycles, seasonality or impacts of some

other random (or unaccounted for variable in the model) variable. However, decades of extensive uses of

the various kinds of mnodels have yielded some counter-intuitive results about the relative efficacy of the two

types of econometric modeling.
The other branch of data-based models is what we may caîl, pattern recognition. These techniques

do not necessarily want to flnd the relative strengths of the causal variables by linking them to the dependent

variable. And, unlike the time-series models, they do not make the assumrption of a trend pattern linking the

dependent variable to its previous values, Ini stead these models attempt to locate the variables which were

present the previous times an event had taken place. Based on that information, this set of techniques

attempt to find the presence of similar variables in the current condition te forecast the future. Pattern
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expert-based predictions are made. Harff (in Gurr and Harff, 1996) called this the Sequential Model of
forecasting.

Many of the judgmental or subjective methods of forecasting techniques were created durrng the
World War I as a means of military strategic planning. In due course, these systematic analyses of expert
opinion have found its place in the forecasting literature. However, most textbooks on forecasting place
them at the end of the book, almost as afterthought. Yet, owing to a number of shortcomings of the objective
rnethods as well as new advancement in cognitive sciences, the expert-based forecasting methods are
increasingly frnding their place in the sun. The judgmental models can be divided ini two major groups: those
which use structured methods of arriving at expert forecasts and those which do not. For instance, the Delphi
method of forecasting would go through a definite set of rules to keep the panel of experts free of 'group-
think" by systematically polling the experts anonymously and distributing the statistical compilations of the
responses for successive iteration of the process (Dunn, 1994).

In contrast, unstructured method of forecasting follow no such definite procedural steps. In an
unstructured model, an expert or even a group of experts can draw conclusions about the future course based
on their accumulated knowledge. For instance, most of the public sector planning is conducted on the basis
of forecasted values of future revenues, needs etc. Frequently, such decisions are made by a group of experts
agreeing to a "reasonable" rate of growth.'

Il. Political Forecasting: A Brief Review
Ini political science, the entry of forecasting is relatively new and until recently, has been confined

rnostly in the area of election outcomes through opinion polling. Political scientists have corne a long way
since 1936 when, based on a their subscription list and a randoni telephone survey. Literary Digest boldly
predicted electoral victory for AIf Landon and a sound defeat of President Roosevelt by nearly 3 to 1
margin.'0 However, when the actual resuits were out, it was Roosevelt who won tht election by a landslide.
Since then, the doonied magazine lias defined a textbook case of a biased samples; in 1936 telephone was
but an instrument of selective ownership and the subscription list of the literary journal certainly did not
represent the cross-section of the population. Today, in the United States, unless the voters have reasons to
hide their true Prefèrences and deliberatelv falsifv responses'', tht forecasts of electoral fortunes have been
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if any, until quite recently, have considered using their models for forecasting. Although EW models for

politiGal and humanitarian crisis is stili at its infancy, a significant number of scholars from many parts of
the world are atternpting to develop such niodels.'2

Econometric models
Inspired by the introduction of empirically testable hypotheses by Professor Gurr (1 970), the area

of comparative politics that has enjoyed a long history of empirical model building is the analysis of cross-

national political rebellion.'3 Almost ail of these comparative studies used causal analysis on cross-national

data. However a few others have used time series or ARMA models.'4 Even though these models were

based on econometric modeling, their primary purpose was analytical; with the exception of Gurr and

Lichbach (1986), most these researchers made no attempt to forecast the future values of their dependent
variables.'"

In his more recent work, Professor Gurr (1993) broke tradition with the previous studies by gathering

comparative data on sub-national minority groups. On the basis of this information, Gurr and his associates

proceeded to forecast risks facing minority population groups around the world. Gurr bases his forecasting

on the basis of three broad categories of variables: regirne dura bility, resource base, and regime democracy.

He argues that durable nations, with their long-standing tradition of governance wiIl be less amenable to

engage in gross violation of human rights. Similarly, if nation has deep resource base, it can easily co-opt

the opposition without having to coerce with extreme force. Finally, data suggest that democracies are less

likely to resort to violent repression than their authoritarian counterpart. Based on these three variables, Gurr

analyzed the relative proneness of a particular society being involved with genocide and gross violation of

human rights of a minority group within its political boundaries.
In continuation of his work, Gurr and Moore (1996) combined Gurr's hypothesis of relative

deprivation (group grievances) with Tilly's (1978) mobilization as explanations of states' repressive behavior

toward minorities within its political borders. Based on a three-stage least square method, Gurr and Moore

analyzed minority group rebellion as a result of interaction with repression, grievances and mobilization.

Based upon their estimated results, Gurr and Moore developed their early warning forecasts for the 1 990s.

Similarly, in the area of refugee migration, Jenkins and Schmeidl have attempted to develop cau*sal

models based on multiple regression models (see, Jenkins and Schmeidl, 1996; and Schmeidl and Jenkins,

1996). Their results point to the fact that ethnie discrimination gives rîse to large scale refugee migration,
especially when the state becomes weak. Further, mass trans-national movements of people are also iikely

when there are non-violent protest demonstrations in authoritarian regîmes.
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number of researchers to look into new ways of developing EW signais. A number of different data systems
have sprung up in developing real time early warning system. For instance, the Global Events Data System
(GEDS) is capable of generating coniflict indicators on a near real time basis (Davies and McDaniel, 1996).

However, their coding is donc by hand and, therefore, the resuits are not instantaneous. The drive
to develop even faster warning have prompted researchers to seek help from the recent advancements in
artificial intelligence and develop computer-based coding. These systems are able to glean the essential
information automatically fromn electronic transmissions of a wide-ranging texts, such as news reports from
the wire services, diplomatic cables, and electronic mail messagCes sent by the NGO field observers. Thus,
the Kansas Events Data Systemn (KEUS) codes interactions among the parties in the Middle East by using
Reuters World Newswire (Schrodt, 1995, 1997; Gemrer et al. 1994). Similarly, the Protocol on Nonviolent
Direct Action (PANDA) rely on sparse parsing techniques to code a wide-ranging events data on political
conflict on a world-wide basis (see, Bond and Bond, 1995; Bond et al. 1996). In further refinement of the
technique, Bond (1997) bas recently created an integrated system, Find-Read-Extract-Display (FRED),
which is able to link microcomputer spreadsheets and produce graphics on a real tîme basis.

The recognition of pattern may not be sanitized by automatic coding and "training" of the computer
to recognize the pattern for the forecast of political and humanitarian disasters. In a hybrid effort, pattern
recognition may be mixed with expert opinion or the use of politîcal theory. Another group of studies,
without employing any strict methodology of analytical techniques, have broadened our horizon of
knowledge in the areas of monitoring and forecasting of genoc ides and politic ides. Posing the question,
"Can we predict genocide?" Harff proceeds to develop what she calîs sequential iiiodleIing.'1 I should point
out here that I do not use the term 4'unstructured" to mean seat-of-the-pants analysis. These, like the one
proposed by Harff are grounded in theories of human motivations. However, for these models, theory goes
up to the selection of the relevant variables and their measures. Once the data is assembled, there is no
defined structure; much like the economic forecasts based on the Ieading econonit indicators, forecasts are
done by experts by reviewing the development in the political/rnilitary environment.

For instance building upon ber past theoretical work on politicide and genocîde (1987; 1992),
Professor Harff (1996) advocates the "sequential model.- This model includes national and international
background conditions, intervening conditions, and the "accelerators.' Harff defines accelerators as "events
outside the parameters of the model: they are essentially feedback events that rapidly increase the level or
signif icance of the most volatile of the general conditions, but niay also signi fy systemn breakdown or basic
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through which two rival nations engage each other in warfare:'8

0 Competition between groups produces political conflicts
a Groups compete over specific policy-related issues
a A strong leader dominates each group
0 Each strong leader is a rational decision maker who seeks to maximize expected utility.

Bueno de Mesquita et ai. (1985b) developed the analytical scheme shown in Figure 2. As can be
seen from the diagrain, the expected payoff of the government has been mapped on the horizontal axis, while
the vertical axis maps the expected payoff of the opposition. The individual quadrants on the diagram have
been marked with heavy Roman numerals. In the top right hand quadrant both the parties expect to gain
from a confrontation. Therefore, we can expect that in such a situation the risk of confrontation remains
high. In segment I, the govemrment expects to gain more from a confrontation than does the opposition,
therefore, we can expect the government to initiate a policy of direct confrontation. Similarly, in Il, it the
opposition which can expected to lead the confrontation. In the upper heft-hand quadrant, the opposition
expects to gain from a confrontation while the government expects to lose. Therefore, one can expect a
compromise. However, in segment III, the government's loss is less than the opposition's win. Hence, in
such a situation, there will be a negotiated settiement where the govemment is likely t0 give up some to avert
a direct confrontation. In the IVth segment, the government loses a lot more than the opposition gains from
an open hostility. This is likely to bring about a govemrment initiated peace setulement. The Segments VII
and VIII are the mirror opposite of HII and IV. Finally, when reality reflects a situation close to the lower
left hand quadrant, where both parties expect to lose from confronting each other. we cari safely expect a
stalemate with little or no confrontation. Bueno de Mesquita and his associates attempt to gauge the
..expectations" of the parties by combining expert opinion with the structure of FAT.

[insert figure 2 here]

Thus, Bruce Bueno de Mesquita analyzes expert-based judgmental method of forecasting similar
to Feasibiliiy Assessmnent Technique."9 In his scheme, systematic data is presented to a small group of
country experts who determine the relative positions of the most influential players ini the game on a ratio
scale between +1 and - 1. Similarly, the relative assessment of available resources of the players along with
their levels of commitnment are made by the experts on a scale between 0 and 1. By multiplying the three
values and adding them up for ail the players (relative value position x available resources x commitment)
the future outcomes are estimated.20 Based on these two models, Bueno de Mesquita and his associates have
foreciçted a wide varietv of nolitical events. including the n)olitical future of Honsz Konz after the Chinese
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unrealistic assumptions about human behavior) but by their predictive abilities. Some have expanded this
simple criterion for the choice of theory, but their emphasis remairis the similar in spirit. For instance Imre
Lakatos (1978) suggests that :

A scientific theory T isfalsified if and only if another theory T' has been proposed with the
following characteristics: (1) T' has excess empirical content over T: that is, it predicts novel facts,
that is, facts improbable in the light of, or even forbidden. by T'; (2) T' explains the previous success
of T, that is ail the unrefuted content of T is included (w,.ithin limits of observational error) in the
content of T'; and (3) some of the excess content of 1' is corroborated.

In other words, we should choose theory (or a predictive mode]) T' over T, if T' is able to explain
more than what T could, and its excess predictability can be empirically verified. However, while the
epistemologists are certain about the need for predictive accuracy, there is hardly a unanimiity within the
ranks of the econometricians about how to measure forecastirig accuracy. In the standard textbooks
".accuracy" may mean "goodness-of-fit," that is, how welI the forecasting model is able to reproduce the data
that are already known. For causal analyses (multiple regression models), most researchers use the
goodness-of-fit measures. In contrast, for many time-series models. where past data predict the future
behavior, a subset of the known data can be used to forecast the Test for the model's measure of accuracy.
Standard statistical measures of goodness-of-fit includes (amorig others):

Mean Absolute Errors (MAE) nel

'n

Mean quard Errrs (Sl) '
Mean quard Errrs (SE)

or, Mean Absolute Percent Error = x (100)
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Finally, unlike the national economîc statistics, there is no standard data set that every researcher
uses for developing early warning models. In such cases, MSE. being an absolute measure, cannot be used
for comparative purposes to deterinine predictive accuracy xvheri the data sets, time horizons of forecasting
and methodologies vary among the forecasters.

li cornparison, whiie having similar shortcomings, the Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE), at the
very least, has the advantage of simplicity. Since "AE explains deviations from the forecasts in percentage
terms, the result derived from one method can be compared to those obtained from others. Second, it is
much more intuitive to the reader if we say that the forecasts, based on method A yields 5% en-or as opposed
to its average mean squared en-or of 323, for instance.

Makridakis et ai. (1985) however, offer yet another method of evaluating forecasting efficiency.
They argue that the relative efficiency of intricate (and hence. expensive) models may be judged by setting
it against the sîmplest of ail methods of forecasting, the naive.forecasis. Naive forecasts simply takes the
current period's value as the predicted value for the future period. The MAPE of naîve forecast rnay be
written as:

MAPE NF, = i2x (lOO0)

Makridakis, et a]. suggest that in order to remove subjectiveness of relative accuracy this measure
can be used as the benchmark against which al] other the MAPEs of ail other forecasting methods can be
measured.

V. Regress or flot to Regress: That is the Question
Let us now look at what econometric literature Is saying about the relative efficiency of the various

measures of forecastîng. Consider Figure 1 as the starting point. We would first consider the relative
efficiency of causal or econometric models versus tinie series analyses. Then %ve will compare forecasts
derived froni objective methods against those derived from subjective methods.
As the econometric methods were developed and more high speed computing capabilities were available,
the decades of 1 960s and 1 970s, causal forecasting became extremnely popular. So much so that a scholar
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period.'U
In a provocative article, appropriately entitled, "Forecasting with Econometric Methods: Folklore

versus Facts," Armnstrong (1978) surveyed a wide ranging empirical studies and compared forecasts derived
from causal models to those obtained froni using timne-series analysis. He concluded that:

1 . Forecasts on the basis of causal analyses were flot significantly better than tîme-series forecasts.
2. In terms of accuracy, complex causal models did flot perform better than the simpler causal models.

So, froni these studies, we can conclude that in general:

t ime series models perform better that the causal models
* simple causal models perform just as well as complex causal models with large number of variables,

using multi-stage least squares methods.

Having established the fact time-series methods are no inferior to causal analyses, let us look at the
effectiveness of forecasts based on econometric models versus the judgmental methods. Econometricians,
by and large, are skeptical about the efficacy of expert-based predictions. This is because, expert-based
niethods, especially the unstructured ones are so closely dependent on seemingly arbitrary (and flot
articulated) reasoning process of one or more individuals. However, after extensi ve research where forecasts
based on judgmental methods were pitted against those derived froni objective econometric analyses,
McNees (1 982) cornes 10 the conclusions:

1. There is no tangible proof that forecasts from objective models are generally poor and specifically
inferior 10 judgniental forecasts. At various levels they can perform equally %vell or equally poorly.

2. Time series forecasts may be more accurate than those derived from causal miodels in the short termn
(one period ahead of the current period), but as the lime horizon of forecasis increases, the causal
models tend 10 perform considerably better than those of the lime series.-

3. None of the major forecasts are decidedly superior 10 the others. wvhen one considers différence in
varjous variables or lime horizons. Even for a specific variable and lime horizon the differences

xhether
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pre diction is perhaps no better than those derived from much simpler exercise. For instance, at the time of

writmng this article, the Serbian regime of Siobodan Miloshevic is under siege from month-long protest

demonstrations. Can we predict how it will end up? If it seemns that as social scîentists we cannot predict

these sudden changes (as Kuran would lament), neither can physical scientists in predicting a particular event

in an open, complex systern. As the river rises, can an engineer predict the exact time a levy is going to

break? Can we predict the last snowflake that wîll start an avalanche?

a Therefore, ail forecasts have to be stochastic. Like the wveather report, when we hear that there is

a 50% chance of rain, do we take it mean that it is going to a) nain half the day, b) will it ramn every half an

hour, c) or, that ramn wilI cover only haîf the region? In fact, even without the problem of having to decide

exactly how much moisture would constitute "ramn," the outcome of a forecast has to be binany; it is either

going to ramn or not. Rather, we should interpret the report as follows: If the current weather condition

prevails, then over many many cases similar to this, haif will produce nain. Hence. while developing EW

models, we should not expect to see exact predictions of specific events.

0 In regnession analysis, and in fact, in ail methods of forecasting, the errons of prediction increases

exponentially as we move away in time. Therefore, it is prudent not to make on single long-tenm prediction

and stick by it, but to do senies of forecasts with time. We can learn equally from our mistakes as well as

from our successes. The FAO, for instance, makes its early warning predictions for crop failure and famine,

but does it on a continuous basis; as more data come in, new forecasts are updated (Rashid, 1997).

9 While evaluating a suitable model for EW, we must mnake the distinction between passive and active

forecasting. We may cail a fonecast passive when it is done for analytical purposes (mnay be as an academic

exercise) or it has no impact on the final outcome. A weather forecast is a passive forecast (since no one

does anything about it). On the other hand, when actual outcomes are not independent of the outcomes, we

mnay caîl them active or policy oniented forecasts. Alas,.for politcy levelforecasis. tlwre is 1n0 statistical way

of ineasursngforecasting accuracy. Econometnic models, such as the MARMA, is fundamentally based on
.t- -f .4 i-ýAren , ku,.pt t1i& nrtulin n-iitcomes and their nDredicted values (Xt and Ft in
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project and, in that sense it was of invaluable service to the future of global ecology.

* Experiments in economic forecasting was possible because of standardization of macroeconomnic
data and its collection over a long period of time. Unfortunately. in the area of political and humanitarian
crises, there are possibly as many data sets as there are researchers. With everyone collecting own data sets,
there is a significant need for a systematic effort at collecting relevant data. This data set need to be
definitionally clear, as accurate as possible and collected over time by agencies which are free of political
or ideological biases. Further, there should be continuity with the data set. Without the existence of a
standard data set, similar to the Census Bureau or the Commerce Department, we will neyer be able to
determine the relative efficiency of even the passive models of conflict analysis.

a Finally, even after collecting meticulous data and conducting sophisticated analyses, debate over the
efficacy of EW models is likely to go on for ever. For instance. Keyines' T/te Genieral Thieory was published
in 1936. After 60 years of experimenting with EW models for policy analysis, the controversy still rages
on. For instance, most economists agree that as a result of economic forecasting and anti-cyclical policies,
the econoniy is now more stable that it was in the past.2 Yet Christina Romer in a provocative yet highly
influential series of articles, lias challenged this optimistic assessment of the historical record."5 She argues
that the measured reduction in volatility may flot reflect an improvement in economic policy and
performance but rather an improvenient in the economic data. Since the post war data on real GDP and
uneniployment were poorly calculated, much of the volatility can be attributed to this data collection error.
Afier constructing new data series out of the old ones, Romer finds that the recent period appears mucli more
volatile - indeed, almost as volatile as the early period. Therefore, in constructing EW models, we have a
long road ahead and cannot be too impatient about getting rid of forecasting inaccuracies.

VIII. How to Improve Forecast Accuracy?
The above discussion points out problems associated with the various methods of forecasting. We

have also seeni the limitations about our quest for the knowledge about the future. Yet, within the
constraints, without seeking perfection, we can look for ways to improve the quality of our forecasts. In fact,
a great deal of thoueht has P-one into the question of improving accuracy of forecasting. If we look at our
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influenced by the forecaster's prejudice, preconceived ideas, ideology and self-înterest.
- However, cognitive scîentists studying information processing within human brains have presented

a stronger case for accepting expert-based Judgment. For instance, in a provocative work, Nobel Laureate

Herbert Simon (1 987) has argued that our cognitive structures are welI-equipped to handie large number of

diverse information is a systematic manner. For instance, the company CEOs or other experts often can

corne up with intuitive forecasts, which may turn out to be no less accurate than ones derived from more

complex mathematical estimation techniques. Political scientists, historians, and students of genocide have

put up spirited defense ini support of expert analysis. People who have spent the better part of their

professional lives studying a particular event, problem, or a region, are in command of a vast array of factual

information. Their kriowledge of the specifics carinot be overruled by statisticians conducting cross-national

studies without the necessary background of the diverse effects unique to each situation. By the very nature

of regression analyses, forecasts are weighed toward the average. 'he experts, in contrast, can make their

forecasts specific.
Ihis debate betvveen subjective and objective analysis is not confined within political science or

genocide studies. Economists are stili embroiled in the controversy. For instance, a Wall Street Journal

story reports how important decisions about the future inflation is rate is made by the Federal Reserve Chair,

Alan Greenspan."1 Although the US economy lias been able to achieve the enviable position of moderate

economic growth with minimal inflation rate for one of the longest economic recoveries in history, spanning

nearly 28 quarters, (ireenspan lias been able to use his uncanny ability to assimilate an incredible amount

of quantitative information and pick out the most important ones to forecast the future course of the

economy. It is not that his forecasts have always been correct or the path taken has been free of controversy,

but the overail achievement speaks for itself. However, skepticism regarding such intuitive method of

forecasting remains high despite obvious success. The story quotes Alan Binder, the Vice-Chair of the

Federal Reserve saying, "I flnd it amnazing that such good decisions can be made on the basis of numbers like

that." Summing up the sentiment of the objective social scientists, Allan Metzler a noted economist from

Camnegie Mellon University states that "I have no fault with the outcome, but we don't know whether it is
hocus pocus."
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The empir-ical resuits based on controlled experiments show that although subjective estimations
appear to, be less accurate in the first blush, when the level of structural uncertainty is held constant, both
tend to offer forecasts with equal amount of variability. Second, when the subjective forecasts are based on
a group consensus, the resuits tend to show a greater degree of consistency, implying that the group as whole
is better able to weed out randomn disturbances more effectively. Finally, as the field experts gain more
experience in forecasting and develop a deeper understanding of statistîcal analysis, the quality of their
subjective forecasts improve. These resuits point out the need for mutual understanding between statisticians
and the field experts in producing better forecasts.

V. EW Models: What to Expect
Although economnic forecasting has evolved over haîf a century, political forecasting is but of recent

origin. Therefore, despite skepticism about our ability to develop early warning systems of political and
humanitarian crises, we can safely state that although it is difficuit to predict the exact nature of the future,
it is flot impossible to warn nations when they cross the threshold of a safety zone. However, there should
be yet another caveat. Even under the best of circumistances. there is no necessary link between good
forecast and good policy. Hence, we should be extremely cautious about what we can expect ftrm EW
models.

However, there should be no doubt about the importance of the task. As professors Gurr and Harff
(1 996) have pointed out: ethnic hostility remains the most vexing problem for the next century. Therefore,
we should acknowledge that the EW- models offer one of the best tools for managing future humanitarian
and political crises, but at once be realistic and recognize their shortcomings.
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Figure 2
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APPENDIX A:
Abstracts of Papers Unavailable for Inclusion

Mapping Mass Political Conflict and Civil Society: Issues and Prospects for the Automnated Developrnent of Event
Data
Doug Bond (Harvard University), J. Craig Jenkins (The Ohio State University), Charles Taylor (Virginia Polyteclmic
Institute and State University ) and Kurt Schock (Rutgers University)

Mass political conflict is typically cxamined in terms of violence and in isolation from routine civil interactions. We
argue that mass conflict is multi-dimensional and that violence should be treated as an outcome of conflict, as well as
a formn of action. We dcfmne three dimensions of conflict--contentiousness, cocrciveness, and change goals--and indices
of tic civil society that are central to mapping global trends in mass conflict. We then outline a strategy for rnapping
mass conflict and civil interactions using the PANDA protocol to generate highly reliable event data and then use these
indices to trace two democratic transitions (in Poland and South Korea), a conflict crisis that was repressed (China) and
a conflict escalation that flared into a civil war (the former Yugoslavia). Automation has major advantages over human
coding in terms of transparency, integration with existing event data series, real time availability and long-term
maintenance costs. It also opens Up new ways of thincing about event data and the assessment of reliability.
Note: 'Mis article is scheduled to appear in thc August 1997 issue of the Journal of Conflici Resolution.

Early Warnlng for North Korean Flood Vlctims at Refugee Risk: Victirns of Nature or Politics?
Shin-wha Lee (Korea University)

The terni Early warning' has become sornething of a buzzword in the international community. An urgent need for a
global carly warning systern for ethnic conflicts and related humanitarian crises (genocide. and Uic mass movements
of refligees and displaced persons) ini Uic post-Cold War world led researchers and policy-makers to actively involve
in carl>' warning studies. For thc Republic of Korea (South Korea) and its allies, however. early warnings for the crisis
on Uic Korean Peninsular where thc ideological rivairies still prevail have been regarded as the state of readiness to get
fully prepared against a surprise attack from Uic Dcniocratic People's Republic of Korea (North Korea). South Korea's
660,000-strong militai>' on Uic around-the-clock alert and Uic nationwîde civil defense training held every month
represent Uic necessity of bcing 'combat-rcady.' And Uic United States maintains some 37.000 military personnel in
South Korea b>' way of precaution against thc North Korcan invasion of Uic south. It was not until ver>' recentl>' Uiat
dcveloping an early warning network for preventing and responding to humanitarian crisîs such as hunger-stricken
people escaping frorn North Korca was accorded a higher priority in Uic security agenda for the Korean Peninsular. 'Mis
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models are successful and the crises are detected in a timely fashion?' Finally, I wiIl then move to a discussion of

prerequisites for a timely and effective response to refugee crises.

Cont~X
Il. POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUNDj
III. CAUSES 0F AND RESPONSE TO FOOD CRISIS 1 . Causes of Food Crisis 2. Food Supply Problemrs

3. Inadequacy and Politicization of the Response to North Korean Food Crisis

IV. POSSIBILITY 0F MASS REFUGEE FLOWS
V. CONCLUSIONS

Combining Indicator Research and Case-Based Analyses

Adeel Ahmed and Elizabeth V. Kassinis (UN Department of Huinanitarian Affairs)

While it is clear that if crises could be prevented, lives and scarce resources would be saved. there is much less clarity

with regard to "prevention" as a concept and "early warning" as a tool. While prevention has proven to be an elusive

goal, early waming continues to receive increased attention, with the term used to describe an increasing number of

different, and differing, activities. For the last three years, the United Nations Departnient of Huinanitarian Affairs

(DHA) has been struggling to turn early warning from a sound concept into a series of implementable and fruitful

activities. This has included defmning what early wamring is; how it can be operationalized; and most importantly, how

it can be used to initiate early and effective action on the part of the UN and the humanitarian commnunity. The

Humnanitarian Early Warning System (HEWS) was established to identify crises wîth humanîtarian implications,

recognizing that the causes of crises are as numerous and complex as the implications themselves. This paper will trace

the evolution of thinking within DHA on thec tools, mechanisms, and processes needed to accomplish the task. In

particular, it will examine the balance required between indicator analysis and case-based research to support decision-

making within an organization such as the UN. Striking such a balance is critical, ini order to translate analyses derived

from systematic indicator research into viable and practical policy options for decision-makers.

Propaganda and Genocide
Frank Chalk (Concordia University)

This paper offers a prelimidnary comparative historical examination of the role of state and regimie-supported propaganda

in inciting civilians to implicate themselves in genocides and gross violations of human rights through participation

and/or acquiescence in killings. Reviewing past cases ini light of mass participation in the Rwanda genocide of 1994,

it examines the twentieth century genocidal killings of Armenians, "kulaks" and "bourgeois elements" ini the Soviet

Union, Jews, Indonesian Communists, Cambodians, and several groups of victimns in the former Yugoslavia.

Conclusions are drawn regarding the techniques adopted by the perpetrators to dernonize the victims, the role of the

media of the time in mobilizing mass support for the killings, and the contributions of communication theories to

understanding the circurnstances under which victims become vulnerable to propaganda. Questions for future research

are posed.

Il Ç Tilvkinn Network Coveraffe on Humanitarian Crises: Can they be a Source of Early Warning?
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The Media in Conflict Prevention and Management: Curse or Catalyst?
Nik Gowing (BBC World TV)

Much is expected of the media in conflict prevention and management. The reality is different fromn the expectation.
Based on new work for the Carnegie Commnission on Preventing Deadly Conflict, this paper analyses the myths of the
media's role i early warning. How accurate, how partial and therefore how credible is real-time reporting in the build
up to, and prosecution of a conflict?

RefWorld as an Early Warning Tool
Udo Jan Z (UNH CR)

Reliable information from a variety of tested sources within the public domain that have withstood the challenge of
corroboration and verifiability over time, inevitably forms the backbone of any analytical attempt at early warning
in humanitarian crises situations. Speedy access to this information has been considerably enhanced over the past
years as an increasing number of governients, inter-goveramnental and non-govemnmental organizations make the
information they generate available through the World Wide Web in addition to hardcopy dissemnation. Although
extremely useflil for its currency, the WEB does however still pose limitations with regard to carrying out efficient
searches of less rime sensitive information that may nevertheless be crucial to, assess for early warning purposes.
Since the early 1 990s UNHCR lias embarked on a project of converting large amounts of critica! information
rclating to the international refugee regîme, situated in Uic broader human rights context, and consisting of legal and
country information, from hardcopy into electronic format for dissemination to its field offices worldwide and the
public at large. Tlhis project, known as REFWORLD, lias in the meantime corne to fruition and Uic combîncd
databases are available already in its 3rd edition on CD-ROM since January 1997 with a cornplementary edition
available through UNHCR's home page on Uic World Wide Web. The end product probably constitutes the Most
comprehensive refugee and human rights information resource available to date, including many early warning
benchmark reports on country situations around Uic world that are not available elsewhere in electronic format.
REFWORLD is also the result of unprecedented collaboration among a great varietyv of actors in the humanitarian
and human rights fields with UNHCR, and its success can be attributed to aIl who had the výision and the
determination to contribute to this endeavour even in thc face of seerningly insurniountable obstacles.

IOM and Early Responses
Williami Hyde (International Organisation for Migration)
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circumstances, we cannot say whether their failures to respond arise from lack of will or Iack of a way. The

knqwyledge policymakers can use involves several key action-oriented questions -- when? what? why? who? how?

and whether? -- but existing early warning research addresses these only partially. The paper discusses the units of

analysis that might be most useful for codifying recent preventive experience, impact criteria, and two forms of such

analysis that might provide policy relevant answers to the action questions. These forms are evaluations of differing

policy tools of intervention (c.g. preventive dcployment, conditional development aid). and case-studies of

successful and unsuccessful multi-toolcd preventive interventions (c.g. Macedonia, Burundi). How this knowledge
might be incorporated into thc country-level strategic plans of donors and other third parties is discussed. The

resulting idea of "rolling" prevention, rathcr than the prcvailing "alarnî bell" model. is offered. Evidence and

examples are drawn from recent case-study research on paired successes and failures, tools* work donc for the U.S.
Greater Horm of Africa Initiative, and evaluatîon of developmcnt aid's effect on conflict.



APPENDIX B:
Schedule of Conférence Proceedings

Day 1- Sunday - March 16, 1997 - A. Synergy in Early Warning Research

A-I. 9:-00 arn -10:30 am' Linking Early Warning and Intilligence

Çhâù:Theodore D. Raphaci, The Raphael Group, Ltd., USA
Rporeu: Yasmin Khan Quianzon, The Strategy Group, USA

1. Howard Adeinian, Philosophy and Centre for Refugee Studies, York University, Canada
"Defining Humnanitarian Early Warning."

2. Gabriel Ben Dor, University of Haifa, Israel
"Intelligence and Early Warning: Lessons; from a Case Study."

3. Mary O. McCarthy, National Security Council, USA
"Potential Humanitarian Crises: The Warning Process and Roles for Intelligence."

Discusan: Janice Gross Stein, Political Science, University of Toronto, Canada

A-Il. 10:45 arn - 12:15 pr Quantitative Modelling and Conipitterized Coding

Chirj: Peter Brecke, Sami Nunn School of International Affairs, Georgia Institute of Technology,
USA

Rjpote Adeel Ahmed, UN Department of Humanitarian AtTairs, USA

1. Philip A. Schrodt, Political Science, University of Kansas. USA
"Pattern Recognition for Early Warning: Crisis Classification using Event Data and Hidden Markov
Models."

2. Doug Bond, Center for International Affairs, Harvard University, U'SA
"Mapping Mass Political Conflict and Civil Society: Issues and Prospects for the Automated Developrnent
of Event Data."

3. Will H. Moore, University of California, Riverside and Ted Robert Gurr, CIDCM, University of Maryland, USA
"Assessing Risks of Ethnorebellion ini the Year 2000: Three Empîrîcal Approaches."

4. Valery Stepanov. Centre for the Study and Prevention of Conflict, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia
"Accessing and Analysing of E-Mail Reports through Database Systenis."

Discusant: J. Craig Jenkins, The Mershon Cerner, The Ohio State University, USA
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"Early Warning for North Korean Flood Victims at Refugee Risk: Victirns of Nature or Politics?"

2. NAâra Ustinova, Center for the Study and Prevention of Conflict. Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia

"Early Warning: The Case of the Former Soviet Union."

3. Eugeni Kritski, North-Caucasian Centre, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia

"Research on Socio-Psychological Factors in a System of Early Warning."

Discussnts: Barnett Rubin, Centre for Preventive Action, Council on Foreign Relations, USA
Sergey Sokolovski, Center for the Study and Prev.ention of Conflict, Russian Academy of
Sciences, Russia

A-IV 3:30Opm - 5:00 pm Synergy of Qualitative Studies witht Quantitative Modsl

Çjl§È:Hayward Aiker, International Relations, University of Southern California.USA
EMo~rt Mikhail Alexseev, International Studies, University of Washington, USA

1. John Davies, CIDCM, University of Maryland, USA and Barbara Harff, U.S. Naval Acaderny, USA
"Dynamic Data for Conflict Early Warning."

2. David Carment, Carleton University, Canada and Frank Harvey, Political Science, Dalhousie University,
Canada
"Early Warning and Deterrence Strategies: States versus Institutions."

3. Andrea K. Riemer, Political Consultant, Austria
"The Systernatic-Evolutionary Extended Signal Approach."

4. Elizabeth Kassinis and Adeel Ahrned, UN Department of Humnanitarian Affairs, USA
"Combining Indicator Research and Case-Based Analyses."

Discussan: Deborah J. Gemer, Political Science, University of Kansas, USA

A-J'. 7:00p.m. -9:00 p.m. The Media and Early Wariting

Ç, ý -. David Last, The Lester B. Pearson Canadian International Peacekeeping Training Centre, Canada

1. Frank Chalk, History, Concordia University, Canada

"Propaganda and Genocide."

2. Steve Livingston, The George Washington University, USA
"U.S. Television Network Coverage on Hurnanitarian Crises: Can they be a Source of Early Warning?"

3. Nik Gowing, Main Presenter BBC World TV, London, United Kingdom

"The Media in Conflict Prevention and Management: Curse or Catalyst?"

Critical Response to Papers by Chalk. Livingston and Gowi n-:

Clyde Sanger, The North-South Institute, Canada
Paul Knox, The Globe and Mail, Canada
Andreas V. Kohischüftter, Swiss Peace Foundation, Switzerland (formerly Die Zeit (Hamburg) and Swiss
Televison News)
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Day 2-- Monday Marcb 17, 1997 - B. Synergy in Organization

B-. 9:00 amn - 10:30 arn Governents and Early, Warning

Châù: Ruth Archibald, Global and Human Issues Bureau. DFAIT. Canada

Andreas V. Kohlschütter and Günther Bâchler, Swiss Peace Foundation. Switzerland
"How to Establish an Early Waming System: Concept and First Steps in Switzerianid."

Critical Responses to paper by~ Kohlschitter and Bâchler:
Mike Elliot, Regional Security and Peace Keeping, DFAIT. Canada
Karen Toombs Parsons, Joint Warfare Analysis Center. DOD. USA

B-Il. 10:45 arn - 12:15 pm The Role of the UIN and UN Org,,ani:adiois ini Eariy Warning

Chair:J(lrgen Dedring, Graduate School--CUNY, formerly UTN-DHA, USA
Rappoteur: Kurt Milis, The American University in Cairo. Egypt

1. Walter Dom, International Relations Programme, University of Toronto, Canada
'Early and Late Warning of Acute Conflict by the UN Secretary-General."

2. David Last. The Lester B. Pearson Canadian International Peacekeeping Training Centre. Canada
"Early Waming of Violent Conflict: The Role of Observer NIissions."

3. Abdur Rashid, Food and Agricultural Organization of the UN (FAO>, Italy
"Averting Famine Through Linking Early Warning with Response Mechanîsms."

Disussnt: Sharon Rusu, United Nations Department of Hurnanitarian Affairs. Switzerland
Udo Janz, ULNHCR, Centre for Documentation and Research, Switzerland

Role of NGOs ini Earl), Warizing
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B-fl'. 3:30pm - 5:OOpm New Approaches to Collaborative Early Warning Information, Analyses and
Network Systems

Joyce Neu, Conflict Resolution Program, Carter Cerner, USA
Susanne Schmeidl, Centre for Refugee Studies, York University, Canada

2. Shai

châÈ:
Rapporteu
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Jtirgen Dedring, Graduate School--CUTNY, formerly UN-DHA, USA

John J. Stremnlau, Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict, USA

- 12:l5Spm Linking Early Warning Research to Responses I

Janelle Diller, Consultant to Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights. USA

Bruce Jones, London School for Economics, United Kingdom

1, Peacebuilding and Human Development Division, DFAIT, Canada

irds Response-Oriented Early Warning Analysis: Policy and Operational Considerations."

,und, Center for Strategic and International Studies; Creative Associates International, Inc., USA

ying the Gap between Warning and Response: Approaches to Analyzing Effective Preventive
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APPENDIX C:
Biographies of Programme Participants

Howard Adelman bas been a Professor of Philosophy at York University in Toronto since 1966. He was the founder

and Director of the Centre for Refugee Studies and editor of Canada's periodical on refugees, Refuge, until 1993.

Currently hie holds the position of Director of the Prevention/Early Warnîng Unit at the Centre for Refugee Studies,

York University. He hias served in many university positions, including Acting Dean of Atkinson College and two teris

as director of the graduate prograi i philosophy at York University, Professor Adelman lias been the recipient of

numerous awards and grants and lias authored and edited 18 monographs. edited books and special editions of journals,

as well as 31 chapters in edited books and 45 articles in refereed jounals. Howard Adelman has written extensively on

the Middle East, hunianitarian intervention, menibership riglits. ethics. refugee policy and refugee resettiement. His three

most recent co-edited volumes were: Immigration and Refugee Polic.v: A ustralia and Canada Compared, University

of Melbourne Press and University of Toronto Press, African Refitgees. Westview Press, and, with Astri Suhrke, Early

Warning and Conflict Management: the Genocide in Rwanda, DANIDA. Copenhagen.

Adeel Ahmed has been wîth the United Nations Departmrent of Humanitarian Affairs tor over two years. His

responsibitities have included tic teclinical design and implementation of the Humanitariali Early Warning Systeni

(HEWS). Before joining the United Nations, lie served as Software Specialist / Lecturer at the University of

Technology in Kingston, Janiaica, and as a Research Assistant at the McGitl Research Centre for Intelligent Machines

in Montreal, Canada. He lias a Master's degree in Operations Researchi from Corneil University.

Mikhail Alexseev, a native of the former Soviet Union, worked as editor with Radio Kiev English Language Service

and News froni Ukraine Weekly. He served as a Kremlin correspondent covering momentous political changes ini Uic

former USSR and higli level negotiations that brouglit an end to the Cold War (interviewing Gorbachev, Yeltsiii,
aX.,,si,, nnt..nviet develonents
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Affairs. She has over twenty years experience in govermnent and politics particularly in the area of policy development,
training and organization. Ms. Archibald is a graduate of Memorial University in Newfoundland.

University of Hamnburg, and bec
was a Research Associate at the
research covers the Democratiza

ced as a Research
he Director of the
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to develop early warnings on violence and instability, the project has developed profiles of the conflict carrying capacity
of regimes as well as the forms or methods of action wielded, the civility (coerciveness and contentiousness) and
outcome violence of conflict. These profiles are generated ini real-tiîme with automated event data development tools,
including the FRED software program, identified by its Find, Read, Evaluate and Display funictions.

it the Samn Nurn School of
Jience, Technology, and V~

of the Georgia Institute of
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several prize-winning books on genocide, including: Accounting fror Genocide: National Responses and Jewish

Vicitmization During the Holocaust and Genocide: A Sociological Perspectives for which she received the 1991 PIOOM

Award. Her most recent publication, The Prevention of Genocide. Ritanda and Yugoslavia Recansidered (1994) was

distributed to members of the US Congress.

Jean Gauthier is the advisor, Great Lakes Region, withmn the Western and Central Africa Division of the Canadian

Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT). Since joining the Department in 1977 he has been

posted Io Egypt, Kuwait, Iraq, and most recently, to Tanzania from 1994 to 1996. He also served as the Deputy Head

(Operations) of the Gulf War Task Force ini 1991 and as the Coordinator of the Democratic Development Unit within

the UN & Commonwealth Affairs Division from 1991-94. He holds an M.Sc in Political Science from the Université

de Montréal and a Certificate of Arabic Studies from the American University in Cairo.

Deborah J. Gerner is an Associate Professor ofFPolitical Science at the University of Kansas, speciaaiing ini foreign

policy analysis and Middle East politics. She received her B.A. from Earlham College, with a double major in peace

studies and religion, and lier M.A. and PII.D. in political science from Northwestern University. Professor Gemner is

the author of One Land, Two Peoples: Thte Conflict over Palestine, as well as numerous articles in journals sucli as the

American Journal of Political Science, International Studies Quarterl ' v Ai-ab Studies Quarterly. and International

Interactions. She is also the stries editor of flhc "New Millennium Books in International Studies" (Rowman &
Littlefield) and is currently sering as Vice President-elect for flic International Studies Association. Professor Gerner

travels regularly to flhc Middle East and spent flhc first six months of 1996 living ini Ramallali, West Bank, while teaching

international studies at Birzeit University on a Fulbright grant. She in the proccss of completing lier second National
Q_ --- -"- M.,i1i àY qireTti nnnivçincr cri-i. hehaviour in the Middle East and West Africa with
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.arch is on the connections between, and unanticipated consequences of, diplomatîc,

,tions in Rwanda's civil war, genocide, and complex emergency. He has been involved

search projects relating to Rwanda, international intervention, and humanitarian aid,

Emergency Assistance in Rwanda (DANIDA), CARE Canada's 'NOOs in Complex

gie Comm-ission Project on Preventing Deadly Conflict, and Columbia Unîversity's

-s project on military intervention in civil war. He hias contributed chapters on Rwanda

can civil war, and has published on Rwanda in UK international relations joumnals. He

ervices to international development agencies, including the Overseas Development

-mnment through the LSE's Conflict Analysis and Developnient Unit. He has recently

mplete his dissertation at Stanford University's Center for International Security and

vith the United Nations Department of Humanitarian Affairs for three years. As part
~~ ~ ,rn~ iNf 4-veril nçne-ct,- of earlv wvamine. includine the develoDment
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lemiùa. She received her Ph.D in African History from the University of Minnesota iii 1980. Her publications

- a book on nineteenth-century Ghanaian history along with nurnerous articles on international business and risk

is, and more recently on warning.

er S. McHugh is a research analyst with USAID's Office of Transition Initiatives, is a foreign affairs analyst with

)r speciality in complex emergencies. In 1996 she produced papers on alternative dispute resolution, USAID's

on ethnic conflict, truth commissions, and an annotated bibliography on early warning systemns. Additionally,

IcHugli has organized two workshops on early waming systenis for USAID, with participation ftom other US

ument agencies and academnic institutions. She has worked as a reporter for specialty newsletters including The

and Fiber Letter and the Washington Report on Latin America and the Caribbean. As well, Ms. McHugh lias

d as a political consultant on development issues including natural resource management and agribusiness
- :.... 1..T it...A Qt..c çlip hnbk1- Mnçter of Artq diegree in International
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Ms. O'Neil served as President of the North-South Institute, an Ottawa-basei

examines and comments on Canada's relations with developing countries from

of Citizen for the Province of Ontario, Secretary General of the Canadian Hum
fnr status of Women Canada. Ms. O'Neil serves on the Board of Directors of C
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iphases on the Middle East. Places of prior employnient include The Brookings Institution, The London

'Commerce and Industry, The Center for Strategic and International Studies. and The United States

)rt Bank. Ms. Quianzon received lier Baclielor of Arts degree in Middle East Studies and Arabic fromn the

nternational Service at The American University in Washington, D.C. and a Master of Arts degree ini

it Banking and Economics from tie College of Arts and Sciences at The American University. Her interests

arly strong in the areas of the Middle East, comniunity development banking. and peace and conflict

). Raphael is a political scientist and President ofiThe Raphael Group Ltd. RGL is a Washington-based

irm specializing in the application of political psychology research rnethods and scholarship to the decision

nd substantive problems of foreign policy practitioners. Prior to founding his own firrn, he served as

rector at Mystech Associates, Inc. and as Senior Analyst at Defence Systems, Inc. His research focuses on

ogical aspects of tic foreign policy formulation and iniplementation processes and international conflict

at both the individual and group levels of analysîs, vvith particular empliasis on early warning and
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Advisory Commission on Religious Liberty, the Steering Committee of Human Rights Watch/ Helsinki, the Executive
Board of Human Rights Watch/Asia. Dr. Rubin has written numerous articles and book reviews on conflict resolution,
state formation, and human rights. He is the author and editor of several books, including Toward Comprehensive Peace
in Southeast Europe: Conflict Prevention in the South Balkans (1996), The Search for Peace in Afghanistan: From

Buffer State to Failed State (1995), and The Fragmentation of Afghanistan: State Formation and Collapse in the
International System (1995).

Sharon Rusu is Head, Information Services and Dissemination Section, United Nations Department of Humanitarian
Affairs. Geneva. In her current capacity, she also serves as Project Manager for a global information system,
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computational models of international behaviour. Dr. Schrodt has published more than 50 articles in political science,
and his Kansas Event Data System computer program won the "Outstanding Computer Software Award" from the
American Political Science Association in 1995.

Larry Seaquist, an international security strategist, is the founding chairman and CEO of Thie Strategy Group, an
independent, international non-profit "do tank" specializing in innovative approaches to international public policy
debates on security issues. Ini his role as special advisor to the Director-General of UNESCO. hie directs a peace-building
project called the "Venice Process". Mr. Seaquist is a member of the International Institute of Strategic Studies in
London, Adjunct Fellow at the Center for International and Strategic Studies in Washington, and he lectures regularly
at several universities in the USA where he is also a frequent public speaker. Prior to consulting, Mr. Seaquist held
numerous responsibilîties in the U.S. Navy and Government including a tour on the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Acting
Deputy Under Secretary of Defence for Policy. He is the author of Commanding Peace: Cii'ilization and Securiuy in
a Disorderly World (forthcoxning).

Sergey Sokolovski is a senior researcher at the Centre for the Study and Prevention of Conflicts (Institute of Ethnology
and Anthropology, Russian Acad.Sci.). He holds a PhD (1986) from thec Moscow Institute of Etbnography, Acad.Sci
of the USSR and is the author of 8 books in the field of ethnopolitics, ethnic conflicts, ethnicity and minority issues and
more than 90 articles. He has had long fieldwork experience with Mennonites in the Western Siberia, as well as
indigenous peoples (Altays, Shors in the south-western Siberia, Veps ini the European North). Currently hie is engaged
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Patrick Doherty is a first-year Master's student at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy in Boston, MA, USA.
After completing lais undergi-aduate degi-ce at American University in 1992, he worked at the Institute for Multi-Track
Diplomacy, in Washington, DC, as a program associate unti] May 1996. AT IMTD, Mr. Doherty worked on
commnunity-level confiict resolution programs in Israel-Palestine, Cyprus, the Greater Horn of Africa, and Liberia,
among others. During the sumrmer of 1996, he worked as a research associate at the Program on Negotiation at Harvard
Law School. His current focus is on addressing Africa's need for developing a comprehlensive conflict response
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